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Dear Readers,
st

Intelligence was perceived to be unitary, fixed and innate. In the 21 century, it is understood
as multi-faceted and learnable. We now see children as producers and not just consumers of
knowledge with the learning focus on application of knowledge.
Our children at Centre Point Schools have unlimited creative potential that reveal hidden and
diverse realities. Creativity is that bridge from what has been to what is and what can be. The
second half of the academic year has provided an environment where children could experiment
with their diverse expressions of creativity. The attempt in our schools has been to unlock their
diverse futures, so that there are greater possibilities for them to explore in real life situations.
Our challenge as Educators has always been, to cherish and nourish the perfections hidden
within children. To help graduate out of schools, well honed, balanced, responsible individuals
who blossom into valuable assets for their families, organizations and society at large, is the
endeavour we pursue relentlessly.
In this complex world, it takes more than a good school to educate children. And it takes more
than a good home too. It actually takes these two major institutions of learning, working together.
We are grateful for the support and partnership of the parents, which has led to increased student
success.
As valuable partners in your children's education, we present a plethora of events that took
place in the schools - humble endeavours envisaged to achieve the set goals.
Happy reading!

Thank you.

MRS. SUMATHI VENUGOPALAN
PRINCIPAL
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar,
Nagpur.
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Intellect And Interest
CPS KATOL ROAD 'SPEAK TO LEAD' CLUB FORMED
In the ever changing political scenario of the world, it is of
utmost importance for the youth, to be more informed and involved
in the socio political dynamics of the world. Model United Nations,
popularly known as MUN is a platform for the youth of today to
actively participate and engage in world politics and issues in an
interactive manner. MUNs provide a rich, learning experience to the
participants, by honing their debating & diplomatic skill. They also
encourage team work and develop a holistic world view.
Keeping all this in mind, Centre Point School Katol Road has
formed a MUN Club, rightly named 'Speak to Lead Club', to equip the
students with the expertise required to excel at MUNs outside the
school as well as to educate the youth about the working of
governments around the world. The torch bearers of the future must be taught geo-political complexities of the globe
to make them global citizens. The members were installed on 1st Sept'18 during the Special Assembly. The mentors
from class 12 included- Akanksha Mishra, Aditi Bhal, Vanshika Agrawal. The Executive Committee members are
Rohan Jain, Devansh Javery, Jayeesha Taneja, Prakriti Sharma, Bhakti Sadwani, Advika Saraaf, Jeeya Agrawal, Manvi
Jain, Shristi Sahni – all from class 11 and Girikshit Bandhu from class 10. The activities were headed by a Project
Director assisted by executive members and trainees. The activities had already been scheduled for the year.
The Mentors and Executive Committee members took an oath in the presence of the whole school. Badges were
pinned for them by the Vice Principal, Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor and the Co-ordinator, Mrs. Anagha Mishra. The teachers
in-charge for guiding the club are Mrs. Tripti Rathi and Mrs. Mani Verma assisted by Mrs. Papiya Debroy and
Mrs. Pooja Nandwani.

CPS KR WHIZKIDS IN TCS IT WIZ-2018 REGIONAL ROUND

On the 4th Sept'2018, with over 800 students from across Nagpur, Raipur, Durg and Bhilai taking part, it was a high
energy atmosphere at the Nagpur edition of TCS IT Wiz in Vasantrao Deshpande Hall. Quizmaster Pick Brain belted out a
prelim that featured some really tough questions. Atharva Chaudhari of class 10 and Ram Sundar Radhakishnan of class 8
from Centre Point School, Katol Road were among the six finalist teams. As the round progressed, International Quizmaster
Pick Brain gave applauded the youngest team (all six teams comprised of students of class 9 to 12) of CPS KR who qualified
for the Final Round. He was also impressed by some excellent answers given by Ram Sunder Radhakrishnan.
The final was a neck to neck battle for the first couple of rounds. All teams were well prepared and played with caution
hence the difference seemed rather thin. The CPS KR team finally managed to get the 6th position among participants from
the 50 schools. But the courage shown by this youngest team competing with students of higher classes got a thunderous
applause in the regional round of TCS IT Wiz 2018.

CPS KR PARTICIPATES IN INTER SCHOOL MODEL MAKING COMPETITION
LAD & Smt. R. P. College, for women, Nagpur observed 2018 as a 'Water Literacy Year'. Out of a series of events
which were organised one of the events was an Inter School Model Making Competition for the students of classes 8, 9
& 10 held on 7th Sept'18. 50 models from 26 participating schools were displayed. From Centre Point School, Katol
Road 3 models along with their respective team members participated in this competition. The Centre Point School,
Katol Road team comprising of Yashna Chaudhary, Michelle Tudu
& Asmita Bag won a 3rd position for a model on Rain Water
Harvesting. In the prize distribution held on 8th Sept'18. They
received a cash prize of Rs. 1500/- & certificates.
The other two team members were, Falgun Sukhija, Tanmay
Parikh, Sanskrit Singh, Hrishita Manuja, Maitrayee
Muttemwar & Sanya Kothari.
They also received certificates of participation. The teachers
incharge who guided them included – Aasawari Chauthaiwale,
Snehal Khobragade, Sunitha Patel and Kirti Chincholkar.
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THE TIMES PRINCIPALS CONCLAVE

The Times Principals Conclave 2018 was organised by the Times of India, Nagpur at Press Club, Civil
th
Lines on 8 Sept'18. The speakers at the conclave were Dr. Rajiv Mohta (adolescent counselor and
psychologist) Advocate Mahendra Limaye (cyber law expert), Dr. B. K. Upadhyay, Commissioner of Police,
Nagpur and Advocate Shreerang Bhandarkar (court appointed 'amicus curie' for high profile litigation for
underage drivers).
Dr. Mohta spoke about – Psychological Impact of Cyber Bullying of How to Identify the Victim.
Advocate Limaye enlightened the audience about. Cyber Bullying : Can Principals land Behind Bars if Both
Victim and Bully are from their school. The Commissioner of Police, Nagpur, Dr. B. K. Upadhyay spoke on
what schools must do to reduce the risk of legal liability. Finally Advocate Shreerang Bhandarkar told the
gathering about the Legal Liability of Principals concerning underage drivers.
The conclave was well attended by Principals and Vice Principals of schools across the city. Mrs. Mukta
Chatterjee, Executive Director, CPS Group of Schools, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, Principal, Centre Point School
WN, Mrs. Deepa Chakravarti, Vice Principal, CPS WN, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Principal Centre Point School AB, Mrs.
Parveen Cassad, Vice Principal, CPS AB. Mrs. B. Anuradha, Principal, CPSI, Mrs. Anagha Mishra, Co-ordinator,
Centre Point School KR & Mr. Ashish Dalwankar, IT Dept. incharge CPS Katol Road attended the event.
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MUNJAL UNIVERSITY – AWARENESS SESSION AT CPS KATOL ROAD

The students of classes XI and XII who have chosen Science and Maths as their subject options
underwent an awareness session about the BML Munjal University on 27th Sept'18. The session was
conducted by Mrs. Neeta Dagar. The students were informed about the different categories of courses
conducted by the university the core courses, the perspective courses and the skill courses. They were
informed that the industry experts help in setting up the
curriculum of the university the special features of the
laboratory being set up by the companies from the
market and that the faculty were given time to and
provision for research while teaching to keep abreast
with the current developments of the market.
The speaker was introduced to the audience by Aashna
Chopra of class XI-A and Ananya Desai of class XII-A and Tulika
Agrawal of class XI-A proposed the vote of thanks.

CPS KR STUDENTS MAKE ECO FRIENDLY GANESH IDOL
As part of a weeklong Green activity from 12th to 17th
Sept'18, the Rotary Club along with the Green Schools of
Nagpur had organised a 'Ganesh Idol Making Competition' to
promote awareness about eco friendly ganesh idols. Five
students of Centre Point School, Katol Road enthusiastically
participated in this competition displaying their skill and spirit
of volunteerism. Satish Sarode (XII-D), Pushkar Khanorkar
(XII-A), Prisha and Kaveri Jaiswal (VIII-D) and Maithili
Jichkar (XI-F) under the able guidance of their mentors Mr.
Sanjay Waliokar (HOD Art) and Mrs. Soma Datey and Mrs. Anu
Sood of the Science Dept.
worked diligently challenging their skills & aesthetics.
These young artists worked tirelessly and created a beautiful Ganesh
Idol using eco friendly material including charcoal, hay, saadu clay,
potassium permanganate, alum, pista shells, shells, jute rope, geru, corn
kernel cover, papier-mâché, leaves, rice flour paste, card board and
flowers. Their efforts were well appreciated not only by the judges but
they also earned rave reviews from the Principal, the Vice Principal, the
Executive Director and the School coordinator besides the staff and the
students. The handmade ganesha was reverentially placed in the new Art
room that wears the look of a rural hut.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY IN CPS KATOL ROAD
A special assembly was conducted on 4th Oct'18 in Centre
Point School, Katol Road where a skit on 'Role of Farmers in the
Country' was staged by students of class 6 who are working on
British Council's ISA Project titled, 'From Farm To Market'.
It was a Nukkad play a typical street play depicting the
importance of farmers for the food on our plates. The street
play aimed at sensitising students to appreciate the hard work
of the farmers. The play won thunderous applause from the
students & staff. The performers were trained by Mr. Sanjay
Waliokar (HOD Art) and Mrs. Pushpa Pansare an English &
The street play artistes with their mentors
Social Science teacher in the school. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principal, staff and students commended the efforts of the performers.
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CENTRE POINT SCHOOL CONDUCTS CENFEST 2018

Cenfest 2018 an annual Academic Fest hosted by Centre Point
School, Katol Road was held on 28th & 29th Sept'18 with active
participation in the events from various schools of Nagpur. The
inaugural function was held on 28th Sept'18. CenTechFest, the first
IT Fest was held on this day. Twenty four teams from twelve
schools of Nagpur participated in this event. It had two categories
where Category 1 included participants of classes 6,7 & 8 and
Category 2 included participants of classes 9,10 & 11. In the
qualifying round which was based on On-The-Spot Power Point
Social Science Judges
Presentation, 5 teams
qualified for the final round from category 1 and 5 teams qualified
for category 2. Teams for category 1 designed interesting games
using Scratch and finalists of category 2 did Web Designing using
HTML and Flash. In Category 1 the team from CPS Katol Road
including Eshan Sarda and Ishwar Sarda were declared winners.
There was a tie for the Runners-up position between the team of
CPS W'Nagar including Saaj Modi and Pranish Panpalia and the
team of Jain International including Saksham Dhawan and Soham
Agrawal. In Category 2 once again the CPS Katol Road team
CenFest–Social Science
including Janav Dua and Samarth Adatia were declared winners.
Aaditya Sharma and Kshitij Joshi of CPS, Dabha and Tejas Masne and Kushagra Malviya of Bhavan's BP Vidya Mandir,
Ashti were declared Runners up in category 2. On the basis of the cumulative points of both rounds Centre Point
School, Katol Road won the Rolling Trophy. The judges for the qualifying round were Ms. Rashmi Deshmukh, Mrs.
Rachna Tilante, Mr. Shreejeet Dhok and Ms. Ruchika Chaware. Events of the final round were judged by Dr. Jigisha
Naidu and Mr. Saurav Ratnaparkhi. The Social Science Meet as part of CenFest 2018 was held on 29th Sept'18. The
first segment of the Meet included a Power Point Presentation on a Modern City of the World. As part of this segment
teacher representatives of participating schools selected a city through chit picking held on 27th Aug'18. Teams of 10
schools of the city participated in this event which included a PPT of the selected city and a viva by the judges was
conducted. The judges included Dr. Samit Ghosal, Mrs. Barkha Mathur and Mrs. Aasawari Shenolikar.
The 1st Prize was jointly bagged by the CPS W'Nagar team including
Harsh Arora and Vinit Kobra and the Jain International School team
including Tanuj Gupta and Aparajita Sharma. The CPS Katol Road team
including Jui Jagtap and Gulmahek Khurana were declared Runners Up. In
the second segment the participating teams of the city schools made an
On-The-Spot chart on 'Physical Features And The Impact On People'.
Through draw of lots on 29th Sept'18 every team chose one country from
the selected countries including Norway, Turkey, Indonesia and South
Africa. Then the charts were presented by the participating teams before
Centech Judges
the judges including Dr. Jyotimani Rocque, Mrs. Shahnoor Mirza and Mr.
Suresh Kumar. A question-answer session was also a part of this event. The team of four from CPS Katol Road that
bagged the 1st Prize included Saranya Jaiswal, Yukti Makan, Devanshi Chokhani & Mohit Chandak. The team from CPS,
Winners of the CenTechFest–IT
W'Nagar and BVM, Srikrishna Nagar jointly bagged the Runners Up
position. Runners Up from CPS W'Nagar were Sakshi Singh, Sakshi
Samant, Manan Agrawal & Mansha Jejani and BVM Srikrishna Nagar were
Sharvari Dhote, Chirag Kubde, Aditya Wasu & Vedant Gaurkar. Based on
the cumulative points of the events of both the segments, CPS W'Nagar
was awarded the Rolling Trophy.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road commended the
winners and the participating teams. She appreciated the initiative and
hard work put in by the Social Studies Dept. & the Computer Dept. of the
school for making the events successful.

(4)
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CPS KATOL ROAD TALENTED MUSICIANS EXCEL

Kids World School, Nagpur had organised 'Taal-SeTaal-Mila', an Inter School classical/semi classical
instrumental music competition, which was held on 11th
Sept'18. 11 City schools participated in this event. Centre
Point School, Katol Road musicians bagged the
Consolation Prize in this event. The participants were
awarded a Trophy and Certificates. The participants who
excelled included – Raghav Gadre who played the
Handsonic. Jacinath Meday who strummed the Guitar.
Talented Musicians
Krishna Mantri and Garva Chawla played the Tabla.
Gaurang Agrawal played Minor and Parth Gupta played the Flute. Prathyush Jaiswal showed his talent at the
Keyboard. The Centre Point School, Katol Road Music Department commended the talented students.

PRIZES FOR CPS KR ORATORS IN ENGLISH ELOCUTION COMPETITION
In an Interschool English Elocution competition organised by St.
th
Ursula Girls' High School and Junior College on 19 Sept'18, two
students of Centre Point School, Katol Road, Ira Satpathy (VII-D) and
Michelle Tudu (VIII-F) participated.
The topic for the middle school was 'Humorous Poem'. Ira recited
the poem 'Mother and the Mouse' by Faith Trekson and bagged the 3rd
prize and was awarded a trophy. Michelle on the other hand as a high
school competitor, spoke articulately on the topic 'Dad, please listen
to me ….'. On the basis of cumulative points earned, together they won
The Winners Ira & Michelle
the overall 3rd position and were awarded a cash prize of Rs. 300/-.
The two participants trained with Mrs. Nisha Banerjee and Mrs. Sheeja Roy of the English Dept.

STORY TELLING SESSION AT CPS, KATOL ROAD
Story telling session for the class I – IV of Centre Point School, Katol
Road was conducted in the library during the week 24th – 28th
September 2018. This was held in the library during the library period.
The narrators of the stories were English and Hindi Teachers of the
primary section. The
stories were narrated
with gestures & voice
modulation in a simple
manner to make it
interesting for the children. After story telling there was an interactive
session where students were asked questions based on the story. The
children thoroughly enjoyed the story telling session and are looking
forward for more such sessions. Bookmarks which made by the library
staff were presented to the narrator of the story by the students.

CBSE TEACHERS TRAINING PROGRAMME
The Teachers Training Programme on 'Remodelled Structure of
Assessment' was conducted on 13th Oct'18 by CBSE COE Pune. The
training programme was held at 'The Achievers School', Nagpur.
Centre Point School, Katol Road teachers Nisha Banerjee and Sonia
Vhora participated the day long training session.
The training programme was well conducted by Mrs. Rupali Dey
and Anuradha Sardeshpande. The teachers benefited a lot from this
interactive session.

(5)
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CPS KATOL ROAD STUDENTS VICTORIOUS IN 'METIS 'O' METIC'

Three students of Centre Point School Katol Road
won the 'Metis 'O' Metic' Competition. Bulls eye and Delhi
Public School, Kamptee Road, Nagpur, had organised the
th
th
interschool competition 'Metis 'O' Metic' on 5 & 6
Oct'18. The competition was titled 'Manager Of The Year',
wherein students had to role play as an entrepreneur and
showcase their business acumen. The students had to
make a personalised product which was economically
saleable. With their branding of the product they had to
convince the judges to buy the product, within the
allotted time of 10 mins. Vishesh Gupta, Jia Agrawal and
Sanjyot Kaur Anand class XI Commerce students of CPS Katol Road participated in this competition and bagged
the 1st position. They made sugar free cookies named 'Oat +ve' on their own, designed the products, displayed
attractively and explained its benefits and other factors with the help of Power Point Presentation.
They also convinced the judges to invest capital in their business. Judges for the event were Mr. Paras Parekh,
MBA from IIM, Shillong and Ms. Roohi Kale, MBA from IMT, Nagpur. Other participating schools were Neeri
Modern School, Delhip Public School, Montfort School, Centre Point School, Dabha, Mundle Public School and St.
Xaviers School. The teachers incharge who mentored the students included Smita Daniel, Ruch Deshpande and
Rebecca Singh. The students were applauded by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff and the students.

TEACHERS AT CPS KR ATTEND CBSE WORKSHOP
“Capacity Building Programme” for Science for class X was
organised by CBSE – Centre of Excellence Pune, which was held on
27th & 28th Sept'18 at Bhavan's Lloyds Vidya Niketan, Wardha. It
was attended by Mrs. Aasawari Chauthaiwale and Mrs. Shanu
Mathew of the Science Dept. in Centre Point School, Katol Road.
The resource persons were Mrs. Kana Roy Choudhury and Mrs.
Rupali Dey. Teachers from all over Maharashtra State attended the
workshop. The sessions included discussions on effective
teaching learning of Science, lesson planning, assessment in
Science, practical work in science etc. At the end of the workshop,
teachers were awarded certificates of participation by CBSE.

lsaVj ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy jksM esa fgUnh dk;Z'kkyk
lsaVj ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy jksM esa 30
vDrwcj 2018 dks fganh dk;Z'kkyk dk
vk;kstu fd;k x;kA dk;Z'kkyk fdza;kRed
'kks/k fo”k; ij vk/kkfjr Fkh ftldk lQy
lapkyu MkW- fouksn flag pkSgku n~okjk fd;k
x;kA bl dk;Z'kkyk esa uohu v/;;u
in~/kfr fganh O;kdj.k dks i<kus dh jkspd
o ljy 'kSyh ij ppkZ dh xbZA d{kkuqlkj
dk;Zif=dkvksa ds #i esa ifjorZu fon~;kfFkZ;ksa dh HkkokfHkO;fDr dh LoPNanrk rFkk lLoj rqdkarrk ds
vk/kkj ij O;kdjf.k; f'k{kk ds egRRo ij Hkh fopkj foe'kZ fd;k x;kA MkW- fouksn flag us viuh e/kqj
ok.kh esa xty o xhr izLrqr dj dk;Z'kkyk dks #fpdj cuk;kA bl Kkuo/kZd dk;Z'kkyk n~okjk lsaVj
ikWbUV xzwi vkWQ Ldwy ds fganh fo”k; ds f'k{kd f'kf{kdk,Wa ykHkkafor gq,A
(6)
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STUDENTS OF CPS KATOL ROAD WIN BEST SCHOOL DELEGATION TROPHY

Centre Point School, Katol Road won the Best
School Delegation Trophy in the CENMUN-2018
hosted by Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
th
th
from 5 to 7 Oct'18. The school delegation
comprising of 80 students from classes 8 to 12
participated in the conference and represented
different countries in the Committees. They debated
on global matters and drafted and passed resolutions.
It is praiseworthy that many students of class 8 also
participated enthusiastically. The delegates were
dressed in western formals almost looking like young
The Successful Munners
executives of Multinational Companies.
th
On 5 Oct'18, at the opening ceremony, the Chief Guest Mr. Deepak Vora, Special Advisor to the Prime
Minister of Lesotho and Guinea Bissau and former Indian ambassador to various countries, gave an extremely
motivating talk to the young crowd. It was imbued with patriotism and positivity.
Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya and Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, Founder Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools. Mrs.
Radhika Rajwade, Dr. Jaisingh Rajwade, Directors of Centre Point Group of Schools. Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee,
Executive Director, Centre Point Group of Schools were prominently present for the inauguration. Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan, Principal CPS Wardhaman Nagar, addressed the students on the importance of such academic
competitions. Archit Venugopalan, Secretary General of CENMUN introduced the Executive Board and
Organising Committee Members.
On 6th & 7th Oct'18 rigorous discussions and conflict resolution sessions were held. The closing ceremony on
th
7 evening was attended by delegates & faculty advisors of participating schools. The prize winners and the Best
Delegate of the different committees was announced. The prize winners from Centre Point School, Katol Road
are as follows : Srishti Sahni (class 11) – Commission on the status of women, Country – Russian Federation,
st
Position – Best Delegate (1 ); Karan Gulwade (class 12) – Specpol, Country – Israel, Position – Best Delegate
st
(1 ); Raunak Tibdiwal (Class 10) – Marvel, Country – United Nations Prototype Alliance, Position – Best
st
Delegate (1 ); Manvi Jain (class 11) – Arab League, Country – United Arab Emirates, Position – High
nd
Commendation (2 ); Sanskar Khemani (class 11) – Security Council, Country – Kuwait, Position – High
Commendation (2nd); Mishti Chelwani (class 12) – Specpol, Country – India, Position – Special Mentation (3rd);
rd
Sanya Kothari (class 9) – Specpol, Country – United States of America, Position – Special Mention (3 );
rd
Jayeesha Taneja (class 11) – Disec, Country – Russian Federation, Position – Special Mention (3 ); Riti Shah
(class 8), Aryansh Thapar (class 9) & Raghav Gadre (class 9) got verbal mention by their executive board.
All students received participation certificates and the school received a Certificate of Excellence. The
teachers in charge for mentoring the students of CPS Katol Road included Mrs. Tripti Rathi, Mrs. Mani Verma,
Mrs. Papiya Debroy and Mrs. Pooja Gyanchandani. The participants from Centre Point School, Katol Road won
appreciation and applause from Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff & students.

fgUnh dk;Z'kkyk esa lsaVj ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy jksM dk lgHkkx
fnukad 24-10-2018 dks gkWVsy rqyh bEihfj;y esa
e/kqcu izdk'ku n~okjk fgUnh dk;Z'kkyk dk vk;kstu fd;k
x;kA ftlesa eq[; oDrk ds #i esa MkW- izfni dqekj tSu
mifLFkr gq,A bl dk;Z'kkyk esa lsaVj ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy
jksM dh Jherh nhfIr iky rFkk Jherh ruqJh ukbZd lgHkkxh
bqbZA dk;Z'kkyk ds varxZr dbZ xfrfof/k;ksa vkSj fdz;kdYiksa ds
ek/;e ls O;kdj.k laca/kh laiw.kZ tkudkjh nh xbZA
(7)
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FALGUN & ANUSHKA OF CPS KR BRING LAURELS
On 10 Oct. a quiz was conducted by Jain
International School, on the topic 'The Universe', in
which 10 teams from various reputed schools of
Nagpur had participated. Anushka Subramanium of
9 C and Falgun Sukhija of 8 A represented Centre
st
Point School, Katol Road team and won the 1 prize.
They were awarded certificates and a trophy.
The team and their mentor Sunitha Ananthambal
were commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal,
CPS KR. Vice Principals, staff and students.
th

CENTRE POINTERS EXCEL IN ELOCUTION
The Raman Science Centre and Planetarium held on
Interschool Elocution Competition as a part of their
International Science Centre and Science Museum Day
celebration on 12th Nov'18.
20 city schools participated in the event Centre Point
School, Katol Road was represented by Ramsundar
Radhakrishnan and Michelle Tudu, both from VIII F.
nd
Ramsundar won the 2 prize for his speech. The students
received certificates for their performance. They were trained
by Mousoomee Goon, Rebecca Singh and Nisha Praveen.

CENTRE POINTERS MAKE THEIR PRESENCE FELT AT STUDENTS' CONCLAVE
rd

st

nd

South Point School organised its 3 Students' Conclave on 21 & 22 Nov'18 with the motive of giving school
students a platform to think, discuss, analyse and question. The theme for the conclave was “WHY NOT?”
impressing upon the children not to stop questions but to ask questions, think, deliberate and conclude.
Mohit Chandak of (X A), Udayan Mishra (X B), Tariq Biviji and Samyak Yadav from (X F), Ishita Chaddha and
Saniya Kothari both from (IX B) took active part in this conclave. In the first stage, they presented a paper on the
topics 'Why not learn from others?' 'Why not books?' and 'Why not sing your own song?' in 2000 words.
The papers were approved and they advanced to stage II, wherein the delegates had to prepare a Power
Point Presentation. The students were highly appreciated for their presentation. They were trained by Mrs.
Smita Daniel, Mrs. Aarti Deshraj and Mrs. Ziya Buhariwala.

CPS KR STUDENTS BAG HONOURS IN ORDNANCE FACTORY COMPETITION
Ordnance Factory, Ambajhari, Nagpur conducted an Essay Writing Competition for school students
as a part of their Vigilance Awareness Week. 25 students from Centre Point School participated in the
th
competition which was held on 26 Oct'18. They won honours in the Senior and Junior Category.
In the Senior category, Granthika Sharma of XI-G won the 1st prize, Shardul Kamble of XII-F
nd
rd
st
won the 2 position and Ketaki Tank of XII-A stood 3 . In the Junior category, the 1 prize was
nd
bagged by Ira Satpathy of VII-D, Gurleen Kaur Batra of VII-D won the 2 prize and Paarth
Maheshwari of VII-A won the 3rd prize.
ADVIK AND MOHIT OF CPS KR EMERGE VICTORIOUS
In a quiz 'Battle of the Brains' organised by Bishop Cotton School on 20th Oct, Mohit Chandak of 10 A and
st
Advik Bhatia of 9 E of Centre Point School, Katol Road, brought laurels to the school, by winning the 1 prize
defeating nearly 25 teams from various schools of Nagpur.
They were awarded a trophy, certificates and a cash prize of 3000/-. The quizzers were applauded in the
morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff & students of the school.
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CPS KR PARTICIPATES IN TIMES SCHOOL PARLIAMENT
st

The Times School Parliament was organised by the Times of India on 31 Oct'18 at the NMC Town Hall.
15 prominent city schools participated in the Parliament. Each school was represented by a 10 member
delegation. The motion before the house was 'ONE NATION, ONE BOARD' i.e. all regional and state boards
should be scrapped and only CBSE to conduct school
examinations.
Centre Point School, Katol Road debated for the
nd
motion and was adjudged the 2 Best School. The CPS
Katol Road team comprised of Tanishque Gedam,
Akanksha Mishra, Aditi Bhal, Karan Gulwade, Shruti
Sarkar, Prithav Bang, Vanshika Agrawal, Utkrisht Kumar,
Zaina Rayeen and Chirag Dewani all from class 12. Akanksha
Mishra of XII F was adjudged the third best female speaker. The
teachers who guided the students were Tripti Rathi, Nisha
Praveen and Mani Varma.

CENTRE POINTERS FLY HIGH AT AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY COMPETITIONS
th

The Aeronautical Society of India had organised on Interschool Aviation and Aerospace Quiz on 17 Nov'18
and also an Essay Writing Competition. Centre Point School, Katol Road students soared high in both the
competitions. The team of Mohit Chandak (X A) and Udayan Mishra (X B) won the 1st position.
rd
The second team comprising Falgun Sukhija and Anushka Subramaniyan stood 3 . In the Essay Writing
st
Competition, Ramsundar Radhakrishnan (VIII F) won the 1 prize and Eshaan Sarda (VIII) won the 3rd position.
The winners received certificates and models of aircrafts.

dgkuh lqukvks çfr;ksfxrk es lsaVj ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy jksM fot;h
28 uoacj 2018 dks lkmFk ikWb±V Ldwy] esa ^dgkuh lqukvks* ¼lewg esa½ çfr;ksfxrk vk;ksftr dh
xbZA bl çfr;ksfxrk esa ukxiqj 'kgj ds 13 ¼rsjg½ fon~;ky;ksa ds fon~;kfFkZ;ksa us fgLlk fy;kA lsaVj
ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy jksM ds ;'k vxzokyk] v}Sr feL=h] fØ'kk Hkkjxok] çR;q”k t;loky] çFke vxzoky
fon~;kfFkZ;ksa us vuqie izLrqfr n~okjk n'kZdksa dks ea=&eqX/k dj fn;k vkSj ifjek.k Lo#i Ldwy dks n~forh;
LFkku çkIr gqvkA
blds varxZr fon~;kfFkZ;ksa dks oSt;afr ds lkFk O;fDrxr
#i ls ;'kLoh I= o dgkfuk;ksa dh iqLrdsa çnku dh xbZA
dgkuh esa lw=/kkj dh Hkwfedk ;'k vxzokyk us fuHkkbZ rFkk
laxhr jk?ko xnzs us fn;kA iqjLd`r dgkuh ^can fyQkQk* dh
jpuk lsaVj ikWbUV Ldwy dkVksy jksM dh v/;kfidk Jherh
'kkfyuh vxzoky n~okjk dh xbZ rFkk Jherh vfurk jkBh ds
dq'ky ekxZn'kZu esa fon~;kfFkZ;ksa us viuh çLrqfr nhA
CPS KATOL ROAD PARTICIPATES IN JUNIOR FEST-2019
th

GS College of commerce had organised 'Junior Fest 2019' for students of 11 & 12 on 9 Jan'19. Thirteen
schools & colleges of the city participated in the fest. The Programme was divided into three events – Model
Making, Quiz Contest (current affairs), Power Point Presentation on 'Online Games & Students'.
Jasnoor Kaur Anand and Bhakti Sadhwani of class 11, Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in the
Quiz contest and stood second. They won a cash prize of 1500/- and certificates. The contest was divided into 3
rounds viz-Elimination round, Semi finals and Final. In all the rounds, quiz questions were based on current
affairs. The two quizzers exuded confidence as they faced the volley of questions.
Judges for the event were – Dr. Ranjana Sahu (GS College, Nagpur), Mrs. Preeti Rangari (GS College, Nagpur).
From CPS KR Mrs. Rucha Deshpande of the commerce department accompanied the participating students.
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CENTRE POINTERS QUALIFY FOR FINALS OF BOEING NATIONAL AEROMODELLING COMPETITION

Centre Point School, Katol Road, pioneer in
Aeromodelling as an activity offered to its dayboarding
students, has won accolades at the Zonal level of Boeing
National Aeromodelling Competition held in IIT Powai in
Dec'18. From among 193 teams from all over India 30
teams were short listed for the zonal round. From among
these teams the finalists will compete with each other in
the finals to be held in April'19.
A team of Aeromodellers of CPS Katol Road & NKP
Salve Academy including Zaosh Khambata, Akshat
Vishwakarma, Chaitanya Patil and Aaryan Vasu, won the 2nd
The Finalists
position at the zonal level and received Certificates of Excellence and a cash award of 30,000/-. The team has
qualified and is now gearing up for the Finals to be held in April 2019. Another team that won accolades at the
zonal level including Amay Dhanwatay, Nimish Mishra, Dhruv Siriah and Arpeet Patel received a cash award
of 5,000/- and certificates of participation. The other two teams included Sanya Kothari, Vaibhav Thadwani,
Satakshi Chopda (CPS Dabha), Yashasvi Pal and Manav Kriplani, Dhruv Chandak, Pranay Golechha and
Husain Merchant. This year 2 of the CPS Katol Road teams also participated in the Drone Flying Competition at
the IIT Techfest. The aeromodellers included Daksh Ahuja, Jigrr Deshmukh and Burhanuddin Hussain.
The aeromodellers give the credit of their success to Mr. Zubin Khambata, Manager and the Aeromodelling
Instructor in CPS, Katol Road & also to Mr. Neeraj Gupta who assisted the teams all along. The students & the
instructor expressed their gratitude to the Directors, and Principal of the school for their success. The Principal
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly commended the Aeromodellers and wished the Finalist all the best for the finals in April.

SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR AT CPS KATOL ROAD
The Scholastic India Pvt.
Ltd and World of knowledge
jointly organised the Annual
Book Fair for the children of
Centre Point School, Katol
Road. The Book Fair housed a
wide range of books keeping
the children's interest in
mind. It was inaugurated on
th
6 Dec'18 by the Student
Readers of the Week i.e. Raunak Golechha - IV A, S. Sanidhya Jain - IV B, Apurva Karan - VII C, Supratim Bandhu VII E, Sanika Palsapure - VIII A and Shruti Singhania - VIII D. Each one received a book from the organisers.
All visitors browsed through the wide display of books picking their favourite books from the puzzle books,
educational books, mythology books, fairy tales, reference books, novels etc. The book fair aimed at promoting
good reading habits among students and to improve their knowledge and level of awareness.

CPS KR QUIZ TEAM ADDS ANOTHER FEATHER TO ITS CAP
St. John's High School had conducted a General Knowledge
Quiz on 30th Nov'18. Centre Point School, Katol Road was
represented by a team comprising Udayan Mishra of class 10
and Advik Bhatia from class 9.
The team comfortably sailed through the various rounds and
won the 2nd prize. The winners received Certificate & Books. The
team was commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS
Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and the students.
(10)
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CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT CONDUCTED IN CPS KR

The Capacity Building Programme on classroom management was organised by CBSE on 5th & 6th Jan'19 in CPS,
Katol Road. The two day workshop was conducted by Mrs. Neeru Kapai, Director of Modern School, Koradi Road,
Nagpur and Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Principal, Centre Point School, Dabha, Nagpur for 60 teachers of Centre Point Group
of Schools. The workshop began with the lighting of the lamp by Mrs. Neeru Kapai, Mrs. Radhika Mehra and Mrs.
Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road and Mrs. Renu Singh and Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor, Vice Principals CPS, Katol
Road. The school choir sang the Saraswati Vandana.
The main objective of the workshop was to provide theoretical as well as practical knowledge and experiences so
as to enhance the teachers' professional capacity on classroom disciplinary practices and management. The session
was very informative and useful. The components of Effective classroom management, consequences and rewards,
classroom management styles were the highlights of the session. During the workshop the teachers learnt the usage
and different techniques to deal with children and their parents in their respective classes. They remained engrossed
throughout the workshop and were eager to implement the methods discussed in the captivating workshop. The teachers
thanked the resource persons whole heartedly for equipping them with good classroom management skills. All the
teachers gave their feedback online about the workshop and were awarded participation certificates by CBSE.

SPLENDID PERFORMANCE BY CPS KR IN READ 'N' GROW COMPETITION
The Read 'N' Grow Inter School Competition was held on 28th and 29th Nov
2018 at Sandipani School. 187 Centre Pointers from Classes I to XI
enthusiastically participated in this contest. The Theme for this year's reading
was “TALES OF TAILS”. Centre Point School, Katol Road students gave a splendid
performance. In GROUP A1 (Class I): Harman Chawla of Class I is the Inter School
Topper & has bagged 1st position. In GROUP A2 (Class II): Olivia Kuriakose of
Class II A received the School Topper prize. In GROUP B (Classes III & IV):Ananta Agrawal of Class IV is the Inter School Topper & has bagged 2nd Position. In
GROUP C (Classes V, VI & VII): - Apurv Karan of Class VII C is the Inter School
Topper & has bagged 1st position. In GROUP D (Classes VIII, IX & X):- Nikunj
Vasayani of Class VIII is the Inter School Topper & has bagged 5th Position. In the same category Ishwar Sarda of Class VIII
has received the 2nd Consolation prize. GROUP E (XI & XII):- Aashna Chopra of Class XI is the Inter School Topper & has
bagged 1st postion. The students achieved the excellent result due to their passion for reading and guidance from their
teachers & librarians. The winners received a hamper of books and all the participants received certificates of participation.
They were escorted to the venue by Traymbakmani Dwivedi and Siddharth Jaiswal, the school librarians. The jubilant
winners were commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS, KR, Vice Principals, Staff and Students of the school.

UNIVARIETY WEBINAR
The career counseling cell of Centre Point School, Katol Road in collaboration with Univariety conducted a Webinar on
30th Nov'18 for the students of classes 9, 10, 11 & 12. The topic was 'Getting Ready for the Change : For Smooth transition to
the Next Grade'. Students showing enthusiasm and active involvement in attending the Webinar were awarded a Certificate
of Participation. They also received e-certificates from Univariety. The students are – Pushkar Khanorkar (12 A), Raghav
Gadre (9 A), Raj Shahri (9 A), Bhoomika Hirani (9 E), Khushi Chandwani (10 E).
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CPS KATOL ROAD JUNIORS WIN ACCOLADES IN JUNIOR DIPLOMATHON

Centre Point School, Katol Road had sent a school
delegation of 34 students from classes 6 to 10 for the second
edition of Junior Diplomathon on 19th & 20th Jan'19 hosted
by Jain International School. Many students were first time
participants yet they proved their mettle in their allotted
Committees. All the students received a Certificate of
Appreciation.
The prize winners who won acclaim were : Eshan
Sarda–Best Diplomat in WHO, Ishwar Sarda–Best
Diplomat in DISEC. They were awarded a trophy and
certificate each. Others who received Merit Certificates included:
Falgun Sukhija–High Commendation in NATO, Siddharth
Chaware–Verbal Mention in ASEAN, Aishwarya Chourasia–Verbal Mention in ASEAN, Gurleen Batra–Verbal
Mention in NATO, Asmita Bag–Verbal Mention in NATO, Ananya Pakhmode–Verbal Mention in UNSC, Maitreyi
Muttemwar–Verbal Mention in UNSC, Ramsundar Radhakrishanan–Verbal Mention in UNSC, Garv
Chawla–Verbal Mention in WHO. The students received guidance from their teachers in-charge Mrs. Tripti Rathi &
Mrs. Mani Verma. The Principal, Vice Principals, staff of the school commended the winners.

INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD STUDENTS
Mahindra and Mahindra had organised a competition 'A World in Motion' on 4th Dec'18. Students of classes 5 & 6
of Centre Point School, Katol Raod participated in this competition involving innovation and invention under the aegis
of the Society of Automotive Engineers India (SEA INDIA). The class 5 students under took the Skimmer Designing
challenge while the class 6 students participated in the Jet Toy Challenge. The AWIM brings Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education to life for students.
It incorporates the laws of Physics, including motion, friction, force
and other parameters into age – appropriate hands-on activities that
reinforce classroom curriculum. 32 teams participated in this
competition and CPS KR team of class 6 represented by Swara Borkar,
Siddharth Chaware, Jinisha Setiya & Dhruv Kukreja won a prize in
the 'Economy' category.
They received medals, certificates and a trophy. The students were
trained by their teachers Mrs. Snehal Khobragade & Mrs. Sunitha Patel.
The winners were commended by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff &
the students.

CPS KATOL ROAD STUDENTS - MATHEMATICS WIZARDS
A NUMERO MAGIC Mathematics Crossword Competition was
st
conducted by TBRAN Mundle English Medium School on 1 Dec'18.
Mathematics Wizards of Centre Point School, Katol Road, Amee
Parihar of class 5 and Anay Jhawar of class 6 represented the
rd
school in the Junior category. They won the 3 prize. In the Senior
nd
category, Asmita Bag of class 8, Ved Joshi of class 7 bagged the 2
position. Students received guidance from Mrs. Sunitha
Ananthambal their Mathematics teacher. The students were
congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff and students.

CPS KATOL ROAD QUIZ WIZ DO IT YET AGAIN !
Quiz enthusiasts of Centre Point School, Katol Road proved their mettle once against in the prestigious Cliff
Hanger Quiz Competition organised by School of Scholars. Amee Parihar of class 5 and Chirayu Ramteke of class 4
represented the school in the Sub Junior category. They won the 3rd prize. In the Junior category, Ishwar Sarda of class
8 and Anay Jhawar of class 6 bagged the 2nd prize. In the senior category, Arunav Bhowmick of class 11 A and
Agnidev Bhattacharya of class 12 A won the 2nd prize.
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CPS KATOL ROAD DANSEUSE BRING HOME THE TROPHY

Two talented students of Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in the Interschool Indian Classical
Solo Dance Competition held on 7th Dec'18' in J. N. Tata Parsi Girls High School. The preliminary round had 12
schools participating in both senior and junior categories.
From CPS Katol Road Radhika Chauthaiwale of class 9
and Aashita Shrivastava of class 6 were selected in the Junior
category of the final round. The Final Round of the competition
was held on 4th Jan'19 in J. N. Tata Parsi Girls High School. In the
Final round, Aashita received the first position in the Junior
Category and Radhika got the Consolation Prize in the Senior
Category. Their cumulative score helped Centre Point School,
Katol Road to bag the Rolling Trophy. Radhika presented Tarana in
Kathak in the 1st Round. She danced to the classical song, 'Aaj Khelo
Shyam Sang Hori' followed by Tarana in the final round. Aashita
presented Kathak in Jaipur Gharana style with thumri, uthaan, paran,
toda-tukda, tatkar & Shiv Vandana. She mesmerized the audience with her graceful performance & was applauded
throughout her performance. She had presented thumari, uthan & toda in the preliminary round. It may be
mentioned here that earlier she had won awards in the 7th & 8th Cultural Olympiads held in Spain & Dubai respectively.
The panel of judges included Mrs. Sangeeta Deshpande and Mrs. Utsa Banerjee who encouraged the artists and
told them to continue their 'Saddhna' of the different dance forms. The winners received certificates and an attractive
Rolling Trophy for the school. The two dancers were trained by Maya Mukherjee & Swati Naidu the teachers incharge.

QUIZ-O-MANIA 2019 AT CPS KATOL ROAD
Quiz-O-Mania 2019 was one of the first of its kind general quizzes conducted by the Quiz team members of Centre
Point School Katol Road. The quizzers of class 8 were the proud organizers of this endeavour. It was a general quiz
held for classes 6 and 7 on 11th Jan'19, in the first two periods, in the AV room of the school. All participants reported
sharp at 8 o' clock in the morning, from where the quiz started. At the beginning, Jash Panchmatiya conducted the
Elimination Round, which was a written round of 20 questions. The students were asked a wide range of tough
questions, from scientific topics like Megladons to historical ones like Hitler and World War 2. As the quiz team of class
7 was also participating, all the organizers and participants had assumed that the 7th graders wouldn't even give the
amateur 6th graders a chance. But, they were all proven wrong. 3 out of the 6 teams qualifying for the Final Stage
Round were from 6th standard, and the highest score of 8 points out of 20 was actually achieved by a 6th grade team
comprising of Pratyush Jaiswal and Rishit Agrawal of Class 6F. The organizers were really proud of this team and even
rewarded them for this achievement. The final round was conducted together by three quizmasters, Eshan Sarda,
Ishwar Sarda and Falgun Sukhija, according to the rounds that they created. The first round, 'Exploring New Worlds'
was conducted by Eshan Sarda, where the topics were mainly geography, wildlife, politics and current affairs. The
questions ranged from the Nilgiri mountains to the statue of Unity. A 6th grade team answered correctly. This was the
team, which lost the quiz in the end, but won everybody's hearts in return. The team comprised of Anay Jhanwar and
Mohd. Nashit of class 6E. The Second Round conducted by Falgun Sukhija was a Science-based round, with 6
questions to each team. Here, Sahil Daga and Ananya Agrawal's team picked up the pace. The round ended fast, and
was immediately succeeded by Ishwar Sarda's third round, which was 'Connecting the Dots'.
The orgnaizers had brought buzzers from their seniors and this round was conducted on buzzers. Sahil's and
Anay's team were now on a tie, whereas all the other teams were lagging behind. The fourth round was an amazing
round called 'Choose the Pick' round, which was also conducted by Eshan Sarda. Here, Pratyush and Rishit, the prelim
champions, also came at par with the two scoring teams, but were twenty points behind. The final round, 'Kaun
Banega Crorepati' was a buzzer round as well. In this round, Anay's team, which was leading, just lost out on the last
question of the quiz, about Pro Kabaddi, which made Sahil and Ananya the champions. Everybody were proud of Anay
and Mohd. More than the champions in the end. The organizers gave them certificates and a Dairy Milk Silk each. The
first prize went to Sahil Daga and Ananya Agrawal. The second prize went to Anay Jhanwar and Mohd. Nashit. The
third prize went to Rishit Agrawal and Pratyush Jaiswal. The 6th grade quizzers took the quiz to a different level. It was
a grand success, and it wouldn't have been possible without the computer hander, Shan Naqvi.
The organizers received guidance from the teachers in-charge of quizzing in the school. They were motivated by
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road.
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CPS KR STUDENTS BRING LAURELS IN NATIONAL ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

In an All India Essay Writing Competition, organised by Shri
Ram Chandra Mission in Aug'18, in collaboration with the United
Nations Information Centre for India and Bhutan [UNIC] and the
Healthfulness Education Trust, three students of Centre Point
School, Katol Road including Anoushka Rajwade, Anushka
Subramanium of class 9 and Lisa Gidwani of class 10, were
awarded Certificates of Excellence for their essays on 'Wisdom of
the Heart is wisdom of the Mind'. In an award ceremony held on
20th Jan'19 at Vanamati. All the three students were highly
applauded for their clarity of thought and expression and their introspective ideas to solve problems that
are plaguing the world today. Anoushka Rajwade and Anushka Subramanium wrote their essays in English while
Lisa Gidwani penned her essay in Hindi. The three promising writers were commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff & students for their success.

CPS KATOL ROAD – VIVARATANAM 2018 CAPTURES HEARTS
Centre Point School, Katol Road presented its
Biennial Concert – Vivaratanam on 18th Dec'18 in the
School Muktangan. Vivaratanam – the concept of
transformation and change showcased through dance,
drama and music the ideas, events and incidents that
have metamorphosed the world down the ages.
The evening began with the students of class 12
portraying the change of heart of Ashoka to Deopriya
Piyadasi Ashoka, who embraced non-violence after the Kalinga Carnage. The students presented glimpses
of the French Revolution, a revolution that has given many nations their constitution. Class 9 students
displayed their artistic skills through Tagore's
tryst with transformation a kaleidoscopic
portrayal of the works of the poet laureate. These
writings brought winds of change in preindependence orthodox India. His depiction of
Chitrangada's tale of transformation and the
realization that true beauty lies in the soul
enthralled the audience.
The students of class 10 captured the hearts
of the audience with their depiction of change in the classic fairy tale 'Beauty and the Beast' and the
portrayal of Kiran Bedi, the Iron Lady, and the pathbreaking change and rehabitation of the inmates of the
Tihar Jail. Keeping in mind the changing times and dependence on Technology, class 11 presented 'Techno
Zamana'. The comic encounter of Akbar and Birbal with technology was well received by the audience. The
humour, the costumes the enactment, the originality of the script won applause from the audience.
The 'Kalyug Ki Mahabharat' performed by class 8
students in the Nautanki style, had the audience in splits.
The epic was given a makeover in the new generation
with sudden twists and unknown turns thus giving the
parents a roller coaster ride through the Mahabharat.
Each performer played his role well & this was supported
by the music & dance performance. Dialogue delivery &
the humour were the usp of this item.
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The finale gave us a peek into the journey of manafter all man is also a result of change over the ages.
And today this intelligent being has achieved so much
and mastered so many skills, becoming demigods of
sorts to rule this world. All the presentations were ably
supported by the English and Hindi choir groups, the
IT team, the props team and the comperes.
The curtain call with all the participants standing
in the corridors of four floors was a dazzling sight. Mrs.
Anagha Mishra reinforced that change is the only
constant factor in life. The Founder Directors of Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya and
Mr. Arundev Upadhyaya praised the efforts of the staff and the students.

Glimpses of The Biennial Concert
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TWENTY TEAMS SELECTED FOR CBSE NATIONAL SCIENCE EXHIBITION 2019

The ongoing CBSE Regional Science Exhibition in Centre
th
Point School, Katol Road concluded on 28 Jan'19. Fifty One
exhibits from 32 schools were adjudged in the Preliminary
Round by six judges on 27th Jan'19.
After the scores were computed 32 exhibits were
th
shortlisted for the Final Judging on 28 Jan'19. The judging
began at 9 am and continued till 3 pm. After observation,
deliberation & discussion, the judges shortlisted 20 exhibits
which are winners and have qualified for the CBSE National
Science Exhibition. After the judging the Valedictory
function began at 4 pm with a Welcome Note followed by classical
folk dances performed by the talented students of the school.
This was followed by a felicitation of the 6 judges who Regional Officer with Mukta ma'am & Shilpee ma'am
included – 1) Dr. Balasubramani, Principal Scientist, CICR Nagpur,
2) Dr. Archana Chowdhury, former Prof. & HOD Med. at GMC,
Mumbai, now working in
Canada, 3) Dr. Shantanu
Kulkarni, Dean-Training &
Placement Ramdeobaba
College of Engineering &
Management, Nagpur, 4) Dr.
G. Srinivas Natrajan,
Director (Retd) LIT Nagpur,
Regional Officer Lighting the Lamp
5 ) D r. V i j a y S o m a n ,
Associate Prof. at SM Mohota College of Science, Nagpur and 6) Dr. Ranjit
Ghumde, Asst. Prof. RCEM Nagpur and the CBSE Observer Mrs. Reena
Regional Officer Addressing Participants Dargan, Principal Ira International School. Mrs. Kana Roy Chaudhuri,
erstwhile Principal of CPS Katol Road and CBSE Master Trainer presided
over the function as the Chief Guest. Prominently present on the occasion
were Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, Centre Point Group of
Schools, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Principal, Centre Point School, Dabha,
participants & their escort teachers & academicians. Reflections by the
judges and students were a part of the programme. Dr. Vijay Soman, one of
the eminent judges for the event reposed faith in the young participants
saying that they are going to shape the Nation. He told them to choose
careers where innovation should be an important aspect. He felt that
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly declaring the results in
the presence of Mrs. Kana Roy Choudhuri
those who incorporated their innovations in their exhibits were ahead of
the others in the competition. He congratulated the Management & Principal of CPS, Katol Road for the congenial
environment & for the meticulous planning of the event. Dr. Archana Chowdhury another judge for the event
also felt it was a pleasurable experience to see the
participants presenting their exhibits.
Two student participants felt it was a great
opportunity for them not only for presenting their
exhibits but also for interacting with the young minds
and the judges. The Chief Guest Mrs. Kana Roy
Chaudhuri told the students to have a curious mind &
to research constantly to understand Science better.
She congratulated the school for hosting the CBSE
Regional Science Exhibition.
(16)
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Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road declared the
final results. The winners of the twenty exhibits under the seven
Sub Themes that qualified for the National Science Exhibition are :
1. AGRICULTURE & ORGANIC FARMING : A) Jaya Mukherji &
Nayan Sarawgi of CPS W'Nagar. B) Ayushi Kirpone & Apoorv
Wandhe BVB, Vidya Mandir, Wathoda. C) Shree Pranay Kore School
of Schools, Yavatmal. 2. ANY OTHER : A) Vedant Zilpe & Siddhi
Mandade of Sanskar Vidya College of Engg, Nagpur. B) Priyanshu
Sharma & Aharnish Anand of
Ambuja Vidya Niketan,
Chandrapur. 3. HEALTH &
CLEANLINESS : A) Urjit
Bhavsar & Suyash Sontakke of
Podar International School,
Parbhani. B) Aryan Fuley &
Tejas Manapure of St. Peter's
School, Bhandara. C) Shaoor
Ahmad & Sameh Nadeem of
Emerald Heights School, Akola.
4 . M AT H E M AT I C A L
M O D E L I N G : A ) G a u rav
Palewar & Yash Kawade of
BBPV, Trimurti Nagar. B)
Bhargavi Mahajan & Ayushi
Thakre of SOS, Wanadongri. C)
D iv ya S u c h a k & H a r d i k
Somaiya of CPS, W'Nagar. 5.
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT : A) Vedant Ijamulwar & Varnan Rathod of
Sandipani School, Katol Bypass. B) Sparsh Badjate & Tejas Masne of
BVBB, Ashti. C) Arnav Ingole & Shantanu Dafare of SOS, Beltarodi. 6.
TRANSPORT & COMUNICATION : A) Arjun Bendre & Yash Dhoble of
GH Raisoni Vidya Niketan, Hingna. B) Harshana Paunikar & Kashish
Rawte of Sanskar Vidya Sagar College, Nandanvan. C) Tanay Pande &
Vishesh Jangade of Bhavans NTPC Vidya Mandir, Mouda. 7. WASTE
MANAGEMENT : A) Ram Choudhury & Naman Jaisingh of BVBB, Ashti.
B) Kawalmeet Saluja & Priya Nigam of Centre Point School, Katol Road.
C) Pratiksha Parate & Vani Kaushik of SOS, Wanadongri. These teams
have now qualified for the CBSE National Science Exhibition to be held
in Noida in Feb'19. The event concluded with the National Anthem.
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CPSWN SPEAKER EXCELS IN INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITION
An eloquent speaker from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
earned laurels when he participated in the 30th Smt. Padmatai Bardhan
Memorial Interschool Science Talk- 2018 which was organized by
Saraswati Vidyalaya High School and Junior College, Nagpur on 29th Sept
'18. A Class X grader, Nayan Sarawgi presented a 5 minute talk with the
help of a PowerPoint Presentation on the topic 'Robotics and
Computer Science' and bagged the 1st Prize. He was proudly awarded a
trophy and a certificate as a mark of his achievement. An elated Nayan
was applauded by Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, Principal, Vice Principals &
the staff of the school for his superlative achievement.
Nayan Sarawgi

CPSWN ORATOR GIVES PRAISEWORTHY PERFORMANCE
A young orator from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar showcased her good
oratory skills when she participated in the Inter-school Science Elocution
Competition 2018 organized by the All India Science Teachers Association in St.
Ursula Girls High School and Jr. College.
Divya Jain impressed the judges with her oratory skills and clinched the 3rd
Prize at the end of the competition. She was only too pleased to receive a trophy
and a certificate for her achievement. She was elated to be applauded by the school
management and staff for her performance.
Divya Jain with Sumathi Ma’am

CPSWN TECHIES SHINE AT TECHNOLOGY FEST
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar students got an opportunity to participate in the first ever
“CENTECHFEST”, a mega event hosted by CPS, Katol Road on 28th Sept '18. The Centre Point Technology Festival
was organized for the first time in Computer Science and saw participation of students from 13 schools across the city.
In the qualifying round, the students made a Power Point presentation
on the given topic and the top 5 teams were selected for the final round
which included the CPSWN junior and senior teams. While the junior
team made a Game in Scratch 1.4 as a part of the final round of the
competition, the senior team made a Website. The junior team
including Saaj Modi and Pranish Panpalia won the 2nd Prize and
received a certificate and a gift voucher. The jubilant winners as well as
their guides Mrs. Renu Muniyal and Mrs. Smita Chakankar were
congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan, Vice Principals
The CENTECHFEST Junior Team
and the staff for their wonderful accomplishment.

CPSWN STUDENTS GIVE IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE IN CENFEST
The shining stars of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
bagged the prestigious Rolling Trophy for the Social Science
Meet 2018 at the Inter-school Academic Festival – CENFEST,
organized by CPS, Katol Road on 29th Sept '18.
The competition saw top positions being clinched by both the
teams representing CPSWN. For History, Vinit Kalra and Harsha
Arora bagged the 1st Prize in which they presented a Power
Point presentation on Mexico City and proudly received a gift
voucher of Rs.300/- and a certificate. For Geography, the 4
member team comprising of Mansha Jejani, Sakshi Samant,
CENFEST winners
Sakshi Singh and Manan Agrawal pocketed the 2nd Prize,
presenting a Power Point Presentation on their topic 'Physical features and its impact on human life' followed
by a talk and a question and answer round. They also received a certificate and a gift voucher of Rs. 250.
The school management and staff heartily applauded the super success of these winners who invested hard work
and took up research under the able guidance of their Social Studies teachers.
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Nilam Bhojwani

A keen quizzer from CPS, W’Nagar gave a commendable performance
to emerge among the top 3 when she competed in a quiz named
'Inquizitive' as part of MERGE 2018 which was organized by LIT in
collaboration with NEERI on 9th Sept '18. A Class VIII grader, Nilam
nd
Bhojwani bagged the 2 Prize in the fifth and final round of the quiz
after clearing the first 4 rounds which included 45 MCQs, 25 subjective
questions, a visual round and a 'Bid to win' round. The thrilling final
round was 'Rapid Fire' with participants answering as many questions as
they could in 1 minute. Nilam was all smiles when she was congratulated
by the management and staff of the school for her super performance.
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CPSWN QUIZZER WINS LAURELS

CPSWN ENTHRALLED BY SPICMACAY RECITAL
Under the banner of SPICMACAY, Virasat Series, Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar organized a Santoor recital by a very renowned young
artist, Shri. Abhay Rustom Sopari. From the outset, he was very interactive
with all the students. He told them about the importance of culture and
stressed on how important it is to remain deeply rooted in our traditions and
practices. And this can only be done when we can appreciate and understand
it. He also introduced the young audience to every aspect of the instrument
and how it is played. He began his performance with Raaga Basant Mukhari.
This is where the students too joined him and everyone appeared to be
Shri. Abhay Rustom Sopari
enjoying themselves. Then he regaled his audience by playing sargam aaroh
awroh of the Raag, Talaana followed by Chand, Jhala and Bandish. The cherry on the cake was his last performance
which was a jugalbandhi with Pakhawaj and Tabla. All the students were left mesmerized listening to the delightful
strains of the Santoor. This programme was witnessed by almost 250
participants, including students and teachers from the other two
branches of the school who had also come to witness this
extravaganza.
A special mention of the accompanying artists would not be
remiss. The Tabla was brought to life by Shri. Mithilesh Jha and
Ms. Mahima Upadhyay played the Pakhawaj beautifully.
The children thanked the school management and Mrs. Abha
Parashar, SPICMACAY Coordinator, Nagpur Chapter for organized
such an engaging performance.
The artists after the SPICMACAY performance

ANOTHER VICTORY FOR CPSWN TECH SAVVIES
Whiz kids of CPS, W’Nagar came up with yet another stupendous
achievement when they participated in one of the most prestigious
nation-wide inter-school quizzes namely the TCS IT Quiz 2018. This
quiz is conducted in many prominent cities like Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Bhubaneshwar, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Indore, Kochi, Kolkota,
Mumbai, Nagpur, Pune etc. Representing the school, Archit Venugopalan
and Sanchit Khedkar of Class XII began their winning streak by
emerging winners at the Regional Level and later stormed ahead to win
the Semifinals. They claimed the 4th position in the Nationals of
India's biggest IT Quiz and were awarded a trophy, Amazon vouchers
worth Rs. 30,000 each, gym bag, Bluetooth speakers, TCS pendrive,
multi-purpose torch/speaker, medals and certificates signed by the
CEO as a mark of their achievement. Ashwik Raj of Class IX won the
audience prize and received a TCS pendrive. Guided and mentored by
Mrs. Pragya Chakrabarti, the students were heartily congratulated by the
management and the staff of the school for their exceptional performance.
Archit Venugopalan & Sanchit Khedkar
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CPSWN QUIZZERS GIVE SHINING PERFORMANCE
Centre Point School, W'Nagar quizzers donned their thinking
caps and came up with a praiseworthy performance when they
participated in the Cliffhanger 2018, a general quiz competition
which was organized by the School of Scholars in the city on 30th Nov
'18. After clearing several challenging rounds which really tested
the participants' knowledge on current affairs, the two teams
representing the school in both the categories finished in the top 5.
While the Junior category
Adya Girhe and Ojas
saw Adya Girhe of Class VI
Aman Sheikh and Ashwik Raj
and Ojas of Class VII winning
the Consolation Prize, Ashwik Raj of Class IX and Aman Sheikh of
Class X bagged the 2nd Runners-up Trophy in the Senior category.
They were awarded trophies, book prizes and certificates to mark
their achievement.
The elated children were applauded by the management and staff of
the school for their performance. They gave due credit to their teachermentor, Mrs. Pragya Chakraborty for training them so well.

CPSWN INTERACTORS ATTEND ANNUAL INTERACT MEET 2018
Interactors at Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar were
elated to hear that the Annual Interact Meet was being organized at
Jain International School in November. At the outset of the three-day
programme, the participants were allocated different houses and
initiated into performing various challenging activities for which
they were awarded marks. While an interesting quiz had them
donning their thinking caps, antaakshari had them singing their
favourite numbers and origami unleashed their creativity.
Competing in several unique sports brought out their
District Interact Meet
sportsman spirit as they battled it out in games of baseball-cricket,
lawn tennis-football, kabbadi, kho-kho, etc. Multiple sessions were also held on traffic rules, development of
social skills, self-defense, etc. As these activities were conducted, each and every student was assessed on the basis
of their involvement, leadership qualities, communication skills, etc. On the third day, it was the time to head home.
The organizing Rotarians had everyone waiting eagerly for the announcement of the results and of course, the prizes!
One of the activities in progress at the Interact meet
Paridhi Jaiswal from CPSWN won the Miss Interact
award and was awarded a sash and a trophy and made
the school extremely proud of her. At the end of the meet,
the Interactors realized how their wonderful experience
had changed them for their future and would play a big
part in improving their personality, skill and knowledge.
Thanking their teacher-mentor Mrs. Roma Mundra for
the opportunity, the Interactors were applauded for their
good performance by the management and staff.

CPSWN WHIZ KID EXCELS
Putting on his thinking cap, youngster Kavya Agrawal of CPS W'N
performed commendably when he participated in the Junior Level of the
Regional SIP Abacus, Brain Gym and Mental Arithmetic Competition
which was held at Nagpur on 30th Sept '18. Kavya successfully cleared the
regional level contest and was awarded a trophy and a certificate for his
achievement. He was given a pat on his back for his performance by the
management and staff of the school.
Kavya Agrawal
(20)
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A DISPLAY OF CLASS I, II, III, IV AND V CLASS PROJECTS AT CPSWN

It was time for our enthused youngsters at Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar to take up a brand new project once more!! Classes I, II, III, IV and V never
seem to lose their enthusiasm for brainstorming on new ideas for their class
projects. Facilitated by their teachers, they worked on everything from informative
charts to models and even conducting simple experiments in a span of two months!
Interesting talks by some experts and field trips that their teachers arranged for
them became an added perk. On their part, their teachers were able to achieve the
learning objectives they aimed to meet, making it an enriching experience for all!
Here's a look at the wonderful projects undertaken by these inquisitive minds:
CLASS: I A CLASS TEACHER: MRS. TARA ALI TOPIC: LEAVES - LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: Children learnt about the way leaves play an important role in
preparing food for the plant and how food and water are transported via the veins in the
leaves. They came to know about leaf compost which is easy to make and eco friendly.
They learnt that leaves of plants like aloe and tulsi are good for the skin and a sore throat respectively. They also learnt that
neem and pudina leaves are good for digestion. They realized that more the trees,
more the leaves and more the oxygen. EXPERT TALK: Dr. Shubangi Karemore
FIELD VISIT: School Garden. CLASS: I B CLASS TEACHER: MRS. PREETI MOON
TOPIC: RUBBER - LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children broadened their knowhow
on a few characteristics and properties of rubber for example, it has elasticity, it is
soft and can be pierced easily. They learnt that sound is created when it vibrates by
its energy. They came to know that rubber has latex in it
because of which one can erase using it. They realized
that an eraser having a flat surface will slide while those
having round or cylindrical shapes will roll. EXPERT
TALK: Mr. Vishal Awate. CLASS: I C CLASS TEACHER:
MRS. KRUPA SHAH TOPIC: AIR - LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children increased their
knowledge about the uses of air. They came to know more about the causes of air pollution and
its preventive measures. They understood the importance of the
various properties of air. EXPERT TALK: Mrs. Shweta Agrawal.
CLASS: I D CLASS TEACHER: MS. ZOHRA KHAN TOPIC: WATER
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children became familiar with different
ways of conserving water. They gained knowhow on how we get
rain. They came to know about solubility and insolubility of
different substances in water. They learnt about effects of light and
air on water. They understood why some objects float or sink in water. They came to know about
making healthy drinks with water and the difference between various liquids as compared to
water. EXPERT TALK: Mr. Vishal Awate. CLASS: I E CLASS
TEACHER: MRS. SHILPA SABNIS TOPIC: LIGHT LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: Children understood the importance of light.
They learnt about the reflection of light and formation of
shadows. They learnt to differentiate between a laser light and normal light. They got
acquainted with the seven colours that light comprises of. They became familiar with the
harmful effects of light on eyes. They also understood how solar light energy is used for
cooking. EXPERT TALK: Mr. Vijay Chhabrani FIELD
VISIT: Dr. Bhojwani Eye Clinic. CLASS: I F CLASS
TEACHER: MRS. SONAL CHHABRIA TOPIC: PAPER
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children learnt that paper is
of different types. They came to know that each kind of
paper has its own texture and uses. They understood
that absorption of water and oil is different for
different types of paper. They learnt how paper came
into existence. They came to know that paper can be
recycled. They also learnt about paper mache and using it to make useful things. FIELD
VISIT: Laxmigovind Paper Mill.
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CLASS: II A CLASS TEACHER: MRS. ANJALI BHARATI TOPIC:
BOOKS LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children learnt about the types and
importance of books. They came to know about the advantages and
disadvantages of traditional books and e-books. They became aware of
how books are printed and bound. They learnt how to use a dictionary.
EXPERT TALK: Mrs. Suman Agrawal. CLASS: II B CLASS TEACHER:
MRS. HASINA DIN TOPIC: SOAPS LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children
understood the lubricant quality of soaps. They came to know about the
different types of soaps and their solubility in different water types. They learnt about the cleansing action
of soaps and the importance of hygiene and cleanliness. They understood
why the shape of the soap bubble is always rounded. They understood the
method of making bar soap and paper soaps. EXPERT TALK: Dr. Afsana
Mehmood. CLASS: II C CLASS TEACHER: MRS. HARSHITA SINGH TOPIC:
WATER LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children came to know about the
multiple uses of water. They understood
the different states of water and its
water cycle. They came to know about
the properties of water and its capillary
action. They understood the importance
of saving water and how to do it.
EXPERT TALK: Mr. Vishal Awate FIELD VISIT: The school swimming pool.
CLASS: II D CLASS TEACHER: MRS. BINDIYA AGRAWAL TOPIC: LEMON
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children learnt how electricity can be produced
using fresh lemon. They learnt how a lemon can be used to clean copper
utensils and oily hands. They understood how
paneer is made from milk using a lemon which is
acidic. They learnt how a volcanic effect can be produced by adding lemon juice to
cooking soda as it produces gases. CLASS: II E CLASS TEACHER: MRS. NADIRA
IBRAHIM TOPIC: WOOD LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children broadened their
knowledge about the importance of growing
trees. They came to know about the uses of wood
and the advantages of using it. They understood
the properties of wood and learnt about the
different things manufactured form wood. CLASS:
II F CLASS TEACHER: MRS. FEHMIDA YUSUF
TOPIC: MONEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Children understood the importance of money as
a medium of exchange. They learnt how to
differentiate between real and fake currency notes. They came to know
about the importance of banking and its working. They got a better
understanding about spending money judiciously. FIELD VISIT: South Indian Bank. CLASS: II G CLASS
TEACHER: MRS. VANI JOG TOPIC: WAX LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children
learnt about the sources and uses of wax. They came to know more about the
properties of wax for example it's
not soluble in water, melts on
heating, can change shapes, etc.
They also learnt about the
advantages and disadvantages of
wax. EXPERT TALK: Mrs. Rupa
Datta.
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CLASS: III A CLASS TEACHER: MRS. SAIMA ALI TOPIC:
PLASTIC LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children learnt that
plastic is non-biodegradable. They came to know that writing
on plastic can only be done with a permanent marker. They
became aware about the objects made from different types of
plastic having a different code. They learnt how plastic
generates static electricity. FIELD VISIT: Haseeb
Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd. CLASS: III B CLASS TEACHER:
MRS. ANEETA ARORA TOPIC: NAGPUR METRO LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children learnt how the Nagpur
Metro started and in how many phases. They came to know how many trains,
stations, etc. will be there. They became aware about the special features of
the metro and why it is called the greenest metro. They learnt about the
financing for such a big project and where are metro cars being
manufactured. FIELD VISIT: 1) office of Maha Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. 2)
Metro car at zero mile 3) Joy ride by metro. EXPERT TALK: 1) Mr. Vasant
Nandare 2) Mr. Harirampadra. CLASS: III C
CLASS TEACHER: MRS. PREETI SHARMA
TOPIC: PAPER LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Children learnt that paper is not only made
from wood but also straw, cotton, dung, etc.
They came to know that there are absorbent, semi-absorbent and non-absorbent
types of paper. They realized that paper should be recycled and reused. They learnt
that energy converts from one form to another. They learnt that paper floats on liquid
because it has less density. FIELD VISIT: Printing press.
CLASS: III D CLASS TEACHER: MRS. PRATIMA NENE
TOPIC: SOIL LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children learnt
about the different types of soil, their profiles and their
functions. They came to know about soil erosion and its effects. They understood how to
determine soil fertility and how to make a soil fertile. They learnt about soil / land
pollution and its conservation. They learnt how to set up a farm. FIELD VISIT: CICR
EXPERT TALK: Heeralal (school gardener).
CLASS: III E CLASS TEACHER: MRS. ADITI
BHATTACHARYA TOPIC: ROOTS LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: Children learnt about the
different types of roots, their growth and their
functions. They came to know about the various modified roots and their
functions. They understood how the soil and roots depend on each other.
FIELD VISIT: school garden EXPERT
TALK: Mrs. Bhagyashree Rajandekar.
CLASS: III F CLASS TEACHER: MRS.
RUMA DAS TOPIC: CYLINDRICAL SHAPE LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Children learnt about cylinders being used in everyday life as they are easy to
construct. They came to know about the use of graduated cylinders. They
understood that wide cylinders have
more impact on volume than narrow
cylinders. EXPERT TALK: Mr. Rajesh
Telrande. CLASS: III G CLASS TEACHER:
MRS. KALPANA NERKAR TOPIC: MAGIC OF WATER LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Children learnt about fresh water and its necessity for survival of all life on earth.
They came to know about density of liquids and why heavy things float on water
but small objects sink. They understood about the processes of evaporation and
condensation. FIELD VISIT: Nag River EXPERT TALK: Mrs. Shubra Sanyal.
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CLASS: IV A CLASS TEACHER: MRS. SWATI KELKAR TOPIC:
WOOD LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Children understood the
properties of wood and how to differentiate between the various
types of wood. They learnt about the stages involved in making
pieces of furniture and other artifacts from wood. They understood
the importance of planting trees on a large scale. FIELD VISIT:
Archana Saw Mill. CLASS: IV B CLASS TEACHER: MRS. PREETI
RASTOGI TOPIC: METRO RAIL NAGPUR LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: The children learnt about the concept of balancing in
making the viaduct bridge. They also came to know about the
concepts of pressure and redundancy and parallel lines in metro
track. They learnt about calculation of speed and other working systems.
They also understood about 100% water recycling, maintenance of
greenery, laying the foundation,etc.
EXPERT TALK: 1) Mr. Bray Parihar 2)
Mr. Hariram Badre 3) Mr. Pawan Kumar 4) Mr. Vasant Kumar FIELD VISIT: Zero
Mile – display of metro coach. CLASS: IV C CLASS TEACHER: MRS. VANDANA
ALAMDOHKAR TOPIC: AGRICULTURE LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The
children came to know why animal husbandry and farming are clubbed
together. They also understood why farmers are facing poverty. They also came
to know why rainwater is important and why crops need different times to
grow. They also understood about good and bad quality of seeds and that all
produce is not edible. FIELD VISIT: Jhuller village (farm) EXPERT TALK: Mrs.
Sarita Jethwa. CLASS: IV D CLASS TEACHER: MRS. HUTOXI WATCHMAKER
TOPIC: COCONUT LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: The children understood
about the history of the coconut and explored its parts and the uses of the
fruit and the tree. They also learnt to inculcate
the healthy habit of drinking coconut water.
CLASS: IV E CLASS TEACHER: MRS. BIJILATA
PILLAI TOPIC: MUSHROOM LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: The children learnt about the
different types of mushrooms i.e. poisonous and non-poisonous varieties. They came
to know about the climate and temperature required to grow mushrooms and the
method of cultivating them. They also became
aware of the other types of fungus. EXPERT
TALK: Mr. Abhimanyu Dongarwar and Mrs.
Kanchan Ukey FIELD VISIT: Sky Mushrooms
Training and Spawn Lab. CLASS: IV F CLASS
TEACHER: MS. PRITI DAVE TOPIC: GARDEN LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The children came to know about the different types of gardens and the
common tools used in gardening. They learnt about the pollination of
flowers and the germination of seeds. They also learnt about the making of
bonsai plants. EXPERT TALK: Mrs. Asifa Ibrahim, Mrs. Shilpa Sabnis and
Mrs. Tara Ali FIELD VISIT: school garden. CLASS: IV G CLASS TEACHER:
MRS. BHAGYASHREE RAJANDEKAR TOPIC: MIRROR LEARNING
OBJECTIVES: The children learnt about the various types of mirror, their
manufacture and their uses. They also learnt how a mirror reflects light.
They understood how dentists and ophthalmologists use mirrors. EXPERT
TALK: Mrs. Shilpa Sabnis FIELD VISIT: mirror shop.
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CLASS: V A CLASS TEACHER: MRS. GURMEET KAUR TOPIC:
ROSES LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The children learnt how roses
are grown using the grafting method. They understood how rose
leaves prepare their own food and how rose water is made. They
also came to know about the types of roses and their medicinal use.
EXPERT TALK: Mr. Ajinky FIELD VISIT: Raj Bhavan Rose Garden.
CLASS: V B CLASS TEACHER: MRS. NISREEN SABIR TOPIC:
CORN LEARNING OBJECTIVES:The children came to know about
season, soil and the general
growth of corn. They also learnt
about the processing of corn into
f l a k e s a n d p o w d e r. T h e y
understood why the corn is
considered a type of fruit. They came to know about the nutritive
value of corn and its benefits. EXPERT TALK: Mrs. Poonam
Mehadia. CLASS: V C CLASS TEACHER: MRS. J. JAYANTHI
TOPIC: BITTER GOURD
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The students became aware that it is
an edible fruit pod and grown widely as field crop and backyard
vegetable. They discovered that it is an excellent source of
Vitamin C. They learnt
about the medicinal uses of
bitter gourd. FIELD VISIT:
Jhuller Village (farm).
CLASS: V E CLASS
TEACHER: MRS. ANU
JOSEPH TOPIC: SALT
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The children learnt about the different
types, properties and uses of salt. They came to know what
chemical salts are. They also came to know the countries and
states in India where salt is found. EXPERT TALK: Mrs.
Bhagyashree Rajandekar. CLASS: V F CLASS TEACHER: MRS. SUMAN SHARMA TOPIC: WOOD
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The children came to know about how
trees transform into wood. They also learnt about the different
uses of wood and its properties like density, hardness, heat
conductivity, etc. They also
understood how termites
harm wood and how the
problem can be solved.
FIELD VISIT: Saw Mill
(Amit Enterprizes)
EXPERT TALK: Mr. Rajeev Sen. CLASS: V G CLASS TEACHER:
MRS. ROMA MUNDRA TOPIC: GLASS LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
The children learnt about the uses and properties of glass. They
understood the need for recycling glass and how it is done. FIELD
VISIT: Glass Guard Pvt. Ltd.
(25)
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CPSWN FACULTY MEMBERS ATTEND WORKSHOPS

As a part and parcel of developing and enriching their skills as professionals, Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar teachers attended a number of workshops in their respective fields.
An English teacher, Mrs. Ifrah Jalil attended The Awakened Citizen
Programme (Facilitators development Workshop) conducted by Ramakrishna
Mission, Delhi and organized by Nagpur Sahodaya Schools Complex at Bharatiya
Vidhya Bhavan, Civil Lines in end August. The programme aimed at awakening a
person's inner powers by learning and growing, facing and overcoming challenges,
taking up big goals and accomplishing them and by improving oneself on a continued
basis. The workshop highlighted the universal possibilities present in every
individual which have to be awakened in order to develop an extraordinary
personality. Through various modules, the importance of value education was also stressed
Mrs. Ifrah Jalil
upon. The attendees found the workshop very beneficial with a good presentation of the how to teach moral
values through structured modules. They found the bilingual facilitators very informative and the methodology
used very effective.
Mrs. Saima Ali, another English teacher attended the workshop
on Karadi Path which was organized by the Karadi Path Education
Company at Hotel Tuli Imperial on 8th Dec '18. Themed on 'Reimagining the English classrooms', the workshop was conducted by
the CEO of the Karadi Path Company, Mr. C.P. Viswanath and saw
active participation by Principals and teachers of various schools. The
workshop focused on how to teach English in a way that can be better
Mrs. Saima Ali
understood by children. By way of numerous examples, the
participating teachers got a clear insight on how to frame sentences and paragraphs in such a way that children
found easy to understand and imbibe rather than using difficult vocabulary and long drawn-out sentences. The
workshop principally dealt with teaching any concept using actions with the teacher performing them first and
the children repeating them.
Mrs. Aparna Mukerji and Mrs. Tarka Tokekar, teaching Science, attended a workshop on 'Capacity
Building of Science teachers' which was conducted by CBSE at Lloyds Bharatiya Vidhya Bhavans on 27th Sept
'18. One of the two resource persons for the day, Mrs. Kana Roy
Chaudhary laid emphasis on two parameters namely 'why should
students learn Science?' and 'what challenges do teachers face when
teaching science?' She rightly drove home the point that it is the
teacher's responsibility to develop the ethics and attitude of students
while teaching Science. Through various examples, she captured the
attendees' interest on how to create interest for topics that are
considered difficult to understand. Mrs. Rupali Dey, as the second
resource person explained the significance of Bloom's Taxonomy
Mrs. Tarka Tokekar
Mrs. Aparna Mukerji
through activities. She made teachers brainstorm on 'diverse
strategies' like Concept Maps, Exit Cards, etc to teach specific topics. Teachers also learnt to frame a quality
question paper. Lastly, conducting practicals with specific objectives to develop skills in students was discussed
thoroughly with the help of practical lesson planning in groups. The teachers found the workshop very
comprehensive and enriching as it threw light on key areas of teaching science.
A number of teachers teaching Classes I to V attended the Problem Solving and Critical Thinking
rd
th
rd
Workshop which was conducted by Mrs. Savita Venkat on 23 and 25 Oct and 23 Nov, '18. The workshop
threw valuable light on four aspects of critical thinking namely interpret, reason, analyze and evaluate. The
teachers became familiar with concepts like surface thinking and deep thinking and how to frame good open
ended and close ended questions. Emphasis was also laid on unearthing the root cause of the problem before
solving it. The workshop gave the participants ample opportunity to work individually and in groups while
making presentations of lesson plans.
(26)
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CPSWN QUIZZERS AMONG TOP TEN IN CITY QUIZ
Quizzers representing Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar gave an exemplary performance
when they participated in Puzzle Bee 2018, an exciting
competition which had young minds really donning their
thinking caps and coming out with brilliant answers to
questions which tested their knowledge and lateral
thinking. The event was organized by Logicology at
Persistent Systems Ltd. Clearing the 1st pen and paper
round, the top ten scorers qualified for the final stage
round which had the contestants scratching their heads and
Puzzle Bee 2018 winners
making a dash for the buzzer.
In the Junior Category for Classes V and VI, Anvi Toshnival of Class VI finished at the 7th position at
th
the end of the stage round while Muskaan Agarwal of Class VIII claimed the 4 position at the end of
the stage round in the Sub Senior category for Classes VII and VIII. Both the top ten qualifiers were
awarded vouchers for Rs.1000/- and certificates of appreciation. They were all smiles when they were
congratulated by the management and staff of the school for their super achievement.
'CORE' WORKSHOP CONDUCTED AT CPSWN
To ensure a wholesome development of children, “CORE”, a workshop for parents was conducted
by Dr. Shishir Palsapure, a reputed psychotherapist and founder of CORE and his team in Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar. CORE, i.e. ''Cognitive Rational Emotional Education”, is a wholesome
programme which is a perfect blend of preventive emotional education, personality development,
cognitive development, behaviour modification, value education and life skill training.
Two workshops were conducted for parents on 18th Sept '18 themed on 'Styles of Parenting',
'Time and stress management' and 'goal setting'. During the course of these workshops, parents
were given guidelines on raising physically fit and emotionally sound children by ensuring that the
'Daily Schedule' was strictly adhered to involving nine hours sleep, a healthy breakfast and one hour
exercise everyday with screen time limited to one hour only.
Twelve one hour workshops were later held for about 20 students who enrolled themselves
for the sessions from 15thSept to 13th Oct during day boarding time. They were conducted by Dr.
Palsapure's team under his guidance.
CPSWN YOUNGSTER CLEARS VALUE EMPOWERMENT EXAMINATION WITH FLYING COLOURS

Ayush Chinchalkar

It turned out to be a red letter day for a Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar youngster when he came to know that he had performed commendably in
a competition which tested their knowledge of religious text.
Competing in the Value Empowerment Contest organized by the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON, Nagpur), Ayush
Chinchalkar of Class X not only cleared the examination but also bagged the 1st
position in the school. The examination tested the participants' knowledge of
the Bhagwad Gita which contains numerous episodes from the Mahabharat and
the valuable 'shloks' of Lord Krishna which are perfect embodiments of modern
values and etiquettes. The participants were required to acquire a thorough
knowledge of the booklet given to them which contained as many as a 100
questions on which the examination was based. An elated Ayush was applauded
by the management and staff of the school for his outstanding performance.
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CPSWN STUDENTS PRESENT IMPRESSIVE PAPER

Two students representing Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar made sure their assertive voice was heard loud and clear
when they participated in a special conference for students and
presented a joint paper expressing their views.
Nayan Sarawgi and Chahak Sarda of Class X presented an
extensive well-researched paper on the topic 'Why not India?' with
the help of an apt PPT as a part of the 3rd Student Conclave
organized by South Point School at Vanamati Hall, Nagpur on 21st
and 22nd Nov '18. The two-day conference was attended by a number
of luminaries including Mr. Vijay Phanshikar, Editor, The
Nayan Sarawgi and Chahak Sarda
Hitavada and Ms. Rita Agrawal, renowned psychologist with Maj. Gen. Rajesh Kundra as the Chief Guest. Along
with paper presentations by a large number of participating schools, the conclave also had a story telling session and
a talk show. Choosing this topic from among 5 given by the organizers, the students highlighted in explicit detail the
rich cultural heritage of our country, the tremendous contributions made by our countrymen in varied fields since
time immemorial and how India continues to march ahead on the path of development and progress today. With this
background they raised the all important question aimed at Indians around the globe, 'Why not choose India?' as a
land to satisfy one's ambitions and fulfill one's dreams. The selected paper was published in a special conclave
souvenir which was released at the valedictory function. The students were also awarded certificates
acknowledging their hard work. Guided by Mrs. Jayati Chakraborty and Mrs. Shehnaz Hamza, the students were
congratulated by the management and staff of the school for their achievement.

CPSWN VOCALISTS SING AND WIN EVERYONE'S HEARTS
The English Choir singers of Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar created sensational history when they
won several back to back carol singing competitions
during the second and third week of Dec '18. The junior
choir group, comprising of participants from Classes IV
and V bagged the Second Prize at WME Church,
Nagpur, and were awarded a cash prize of Rs. 2000/along with certificates of appreciation from the
organizers.
The singers from the senior school, hailing from
The Junior English Choir
Classes VI to XII fared equally well in these competitions
too. They clinched the Third Prize in the competition held by Evangelical Lutheran Church, winning a shield
and a cash prize of Rs. 3000/-. In the carol singing competition held by St. Martin de Porres Church, our carolers
bagged the First Prize and brought home a trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 4000/-. Urja Bahadure of Class 10
won hearts and the First Prize in the solo singing competition category. The members of the junior choir
included Saloni Loya, Aditya Dumbare, Dhanesh
Kothari, Munira Ali, Taskin Chimthanawala, Sakshi
Singh, Kanika Agrawal, Manya Mundra, Bhakti
Maniyar, Hitanshi Kewlani, Gargi Wasule, Simran Pal,
Arnav Bansal and Jumana Gulzar.
Aditi Bamb, Muskan Doble, Aditi Rathi, Arpitha
Roy, Jinanshi Mehta, Ojas Gupta, Adima Gupta, Saloni
Bansod, Urja Bahadure, Jiya Shah, Jiya Sajnani,
Dhiren Sajnani, Neil Chhabrani, Bhakti Parwani,
Shurti Jham, Shreya Gujarkar, Tinkal Khedekar and
Mahima Patel were a part of the senior choir. These
The Senior English choir
talented singers wouldn't have been able to perform so
admirably if they didn't have the training and support provided by the Music Department of the school, being ably
trained by Mr. Alvin Gaikwad & Mr. Harshit Singh. They received good musical support on the drums by Arya Upre, a
budding drummer of Class 10. Their success earned them a huge round of applause from the management and staff.
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CPSWN DANCER ROCKS THE SHOW
A talented danseuse brought laurels to Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar when she participated in the All India
Competition of Music and Dance organized by AIDA, in
association with Nrithyathi Kalakshetram from 19th to 28th Oct
'18 at SNGDS Dewaswam Auditorium, Bhilai. Disha Murarka's
grace and poise reflected in her well choreographed dance earned
her the 1st Position in the Solo Junior category of the
competition for performing the 'Lavani' and 'Modern' style dance.
All smiles, Disha was heartily congratulated by the management
and staff of the school for her super achievement.

CPSWN SCRIBES HONE CREATIVE WRITING SKILLS
For budding and talented writers at Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar who have creativity
coursing through their veins just waiting to flow forth, landing an opportunity to be a part of an exclusive
creative writing workshop was a dream come true. Their tryst with the Katha Utsav began a couple of
months ago when they let their creative juices flow and penned down short stories that spoke volumes in
limited words. A thirty year old programme celebrating creative writing and storytelling founded by Mrs.
Geeta Dharmarajan in 1988, the Utsav offered the budding writers a perfect platform to establish their
careers in this field. Nine of them felt they were on cloud nine when they came to know that their
creative pieces had been appreciated and they were selected for the regional round of the event to be
held at Orchid School in Pune. After being accorded a very warm welcome by the Orchidians with
mesmerizing performances, they listened to some stimulating speeches by their mentors. They imbibed
that writing knows no boundaries and is all about baring their hearts out in front of their readers. They
became attuned to the motto of their mentors – 'write to express, not to impress'. The day finally came for
them to submit their thousand words stories or poems
written in 2 ½ hours which would qualify them for the
national level.
For eight of them namely Aditi Nagariya, Gargi
Bharshankar, Nishita Lakhani, Muskaan Agrawal,
Tasneem Vali, Rashi Chambole, Jaysha Chakraborty and
Aditi Pahuja, the jubilant mood continued when they
discovered to their delight that they had been selected
for the final national level round to be held at Ridge Valley
th
th
School, Gurgaon from 26 to 28 Dec '18. The two day
English Katha Workshop Winners
workshop was taken by a team of 12 immensely talented
mentors who guided the young participants and enlightened them on the technique of storytelling, the age
old Japanese haiku and tanka, the voice of activism and script writing and more. It even promoted the use of
regional languages like Hindi and Urdu to remind them of their Indian roots.
rd
After the two day inspiring workshop, the actual competition was held on the 3 day at the India
International Centre, Delhi. It had the keen writers spinning their tales around an opening line, a theme and
a character given to each of them in just 45 minutes. As the judging got under way, they got an opportunity to
witness a book launch by Katha followed by valuable tips and takeaways given by their mentors. All the
finalists were presented two award certificates namely the Young Reader Leader Award and the
Young Writer Award. It turned out to be an amazing experience for the upcoming writers who really
honed their writing skills during the workshop. They thanked their school management and in-charge
teacher, Mrs. Ruchi Tyagi for giving them the golden opportunity to create their own creative niche and
wished for more such chances in the future.
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CPSWN YOUNGSTERS BITTEN BY THE TRAVEL BUG

For Class IX students at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar, just going on class picnics is not enough.
They have an added opportunity of going on exciting
educational and pleasure trips which are specially planned
out for them. This year, their joy knew no bounds when they
got a chance to choose between three thrilling destinations.
While most of them opted for the trip to Dudhwa National
Tiger Reserve, some of them chose Manali and Dubai as
their tourist
The campers being addressed by Deepti Ma'am
getaways.
The Dubai visitors had the merriest time visiting the iconic
Burj Khalifa and other notable places such as the Dubai Mall, the
biggest in the world, the Meena Bazaar, Ferrari World famous for
having the world's fastest roller coaster, etc. A reflection of
Hollywood and Bollywood at the Motion Gate Hollywood and the
Bollywood Park respectively left the children fascinated as they
had both amusement and adventure in store for them. The trips to
the ice-world, Ski Dubai, the Sheikh Al Zayed Mosque, and the
Catching insects at the Mohana River
desert safari proved to be packed with thrill and enthusiasm. The
students and their accompanying teacher, Mrs. Vandana
Deshpande are sure to remember this trip as an enthralling one.
The Dudhwa trip got the Class IX students metamorphosed
into more responsible and organized students as they worked in
unity and with undaunting enthusiasm to bring success to their
team. Participating in activities like tug-of-war, rope climbing, one
of the vital survival skills i.e. map navigation, etc. not only had the
adventurists on their toes enjoying every moment but also added
to their team scores. Their
excursion to the Mohana
River, which marks the
In the lap of nature in Manali
I n d o - N e p a l b o r d e r,
turned out to be a thrilling
one as they actually
competed in catching the
insects sailing in the
water! Nestled in the lap
of nature, the children
explored the flora and
Enjoying a trek in Manali
fauna on their jungle
safaris and the variety of birds and their soft twitter were a treat to
the eyes and the ears. The adventurous trip to Manali had its
Outside the camping site in Manali
own quota of thrill for the tourists. Eagerly engaging in activities
like rappelling and rafting in the icy waters with the
Enjoying Dubai!!
mercury dipping below 0 degree Celsius really tested
their courage and endurance. No wonder they had every
reason to feel proud of themselves! The fun and frolic
during camp-fires at night just added to their enjoyment.
Back home after days of sheer adventure and armed with
memories, the students had every reason to thank their
school management & staff for arranging these trips
which come as a welcome break from academics.
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PICNIC TIME AT CPSWN!!

The most awaited days were finally here when students
and teachers from all classes at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar trotted off for class picnics to various
exciting spots and had a day overflowing with fun, thrill and
adventure. The youngsters of Classes I, II, III, IV and V
couldn't contain their enthusiasm and had a ball at the Fun
th
th
Planet Amusement Park on 4 and 7 Dec '18
respectively. The mornings were full of hustle and bustle as
the students laden with satchels stuffed with snacks
boarded buses with a
spring in their steps.
A similar sight greeted
the eyes again on 20th and
st
21 Dec '18 when the
teachers and students of
Classes VI, VII and VIII as
well as the seniors of
Classes IX to XII headed to
Wagh Ville for a much
needed, fun-filled and
relaxing break after
working hard to stage a great concert on the 19th . Singing and
dancing on all their favourite foot-tapping numbers along the
way, no one could resist the temptation to head straight for the
water parks as soon as they swarmed out of the buses.
They were all so excited that even the icy pool water couldn't
keep them away from having a whale of a time. Their
Icy waters or not, here we come!
adventurou
s streak
drove them
Trying their hands at some adventure sports activities to try their
hand at a few nail biting rides and challenging
activities which thrilled them to the core. Of
course, munching on delectable tidbits
throughout and a yummy lunch was the icing on
the cake. The energy and enthusiasm of the
children was so infectious that it spread to their
accompanying teachers who also had a gala time
at the picnic. When it was finally time to leave,
everyone wished the day hadn't ended so quickly.
What they would certainly take with them
were memories of a wonderful day spent in
company of great friends. And it was something
they had every reason to thank the school
management and teachers for.
(31)
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CPSWN BIENNIAL CONCERT: INDIA IS INCREDIBLE AND HOW?!
The biennial concert at Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar turned out to be a gala affair
th
on 19 Dec '18. With scintillating performances which included a fusion of dances, drama, and
songs, it left everyone feeling incredibly proud of our country, India.
Themed on 'Incredible India', the spectacular show focused on known and unknown aspects
of our vast and culturally rich country. The concert was graced by Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya and Mr.
Arun Upadhyaya, Founder Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Radhika Rajwade and
Mr. Jai Singh Rajwade, Directors, Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive
Director, Centre Point Group of Schools, specially invited guests and parents.

The entertaining play

As the LED screen lit up and showed Google maps to assist the compeers in their 'project research',
the momentous journey began with the Northern region. The audience was in for a visual treat as the
entire northern region unfolded right in front of their eyes. With the Kathak performance bagging the
loudest applause, the 'nautanki' gave a powerful social message of saving the girl child and the Bhangra
performance saw some of the audience on their feet matching steps with those of our boys on stage.
The tribal culture of Madhya Pradesh was a revelation indeed, making everyone realize that there is
still so much to know and explore about our country! As Google Baba revealed the mountains, plateaus
and deserts of our country's Western region, the spectators waited expectantly to see a region rich in
folk lore and religious fervor. With two 'puppets' setting forth on a pilgrimage from Rajasthan to
Gujarat and finally culminating in Maharashtra weaving the thread of the journey, the cultural
extravaganza was a delight for the senses. With dances like the Garba and the Tera Tali performed so
beautifully by all the dancers, the audience was left in awe and simply loved it.
With the next stop on the travelogue itinerary being South India where Hinduism first originated,
the audience was treated to a vision of a region which has still proudly preserved its culture and
continues to practice it and of the region which has gifted Ayurveda to the world.

Bamboo dance from Mizoram
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Blending the sonorous strains of a classical music fest in honour of Saint Tyagaraja with the
beautifully choreographed presentations of Bharatnatyam and the Pinal Kolattam highlighted with
the perfect synchronization of Kalaripayattu left everyone in thrall!
The enchanting Eastern region made its grand entry with the most mesmerizing dance cum
stunts act performed by Gotipua dancers. What looked like young girls at first glance turned out to be
young strapping boys dressed up as girls performing the act!!
This region left the audience very impressed as it showcased spectacular dances which were
performed by its famous rivers i.e. the Brahmaputra, the Ganga and the Mahanadi. The icing on the
cake was the interesting skit showcasing all the extraordinary aspects of Jagannath Puri temple in
Odisha culminating with a Rath Yatra depicting devotees dancing and chanting as they followed a
'Rath'. It certainly had the audience standing up in excitement! The show ended on an apt finale with
representatives of all the four regions creating a map of India on the stage accompanied by the choir
melodiously singing 'mile sur mera tumhara'.
The Founder Director of Centre Point Group of Schools, Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya was all praise as she
congratulated and appreciated everyone's efforts and opined that it was definitely an evening to remember.
She complimented the commendable efforts and the extensive research done by all the teachers, Vice
Principals and the Principal with a special mention for the Art and Craft, Dance and Music teams who lent
colour, grace and vivacity to the show. Needless to say, she heaped praises on the young, talented
performers and especially the voice-overs who breathed life into every performance.
After this enthralling evening, the only thing that stayed on everyone's mind was, 'Saare Jahan se accha,
Hindustan hamara'.
Glimpses of Biennial Concert
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SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR INTERESTS BOOK LOVERS @ CPS, AB

Scholastic India Book Fair at CPS AB provided a
number of books to motivate students to read. The
junior book fair was organized for classes I to III on
16th and 17th Nov'18 and was inaugurated in the
presence of the Vice-Principal, Mrs. Anita Sharma
Ma'am. Siddhi Rathi of class II B and Rishaan
Chakravorty of class III B received a book as a gift to
inaugurate the book fair for the juniors. In the same
way, the book fair for classes IV to VIII was held from
26th to 28th Nov'18 and was inaugurated in the presence
of the Vice-Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad. Ved Joshi of
class VII F and Anushka Patil of class VIII F received a book
as a gift to inaugurate of the senior book fair.
The main
highlight of the
book fair was the
Glimpses of the Scholastic Book Fair
Lucky Draw. All the
student who bought books were given a lucky draw coupon to fill,
which they later dropped in the lucky draw box. At the end of the
book fair Aryahi Kadu of class VII C was the winner and received
an interesting book as a gift. The librarians and some of the
teachers took the children class wise to the book fair to give them
a chance to pick some books for them. The books were displayed
on specially designed child-friendly racks. They were also
grouped according to the grade to make it easy for the students to
find books they loved & wanted to read. There was an overwhelming response from students and parents who had come to
attend the PTM, which was scheduled during the same time.
SPREADING AWARENESS WITH CHILD SAFETY IN MIND
rd

Centre Point School, AB focuses a great deal on child safety and security. Keeping this in mind, on 23 Aug'18,
the students of the Cyber Congress Committee of the School presented a skit during the morning assembly
highlighting the meaning of cyber bullying and the embarrassment and humiliation that it can cause to the
victim of cyber crime. The students of the Cyber Congress Committee very effectively presented the skit on the
importance of sharing cyber issues with family members and also with the Cyber Congress Committee in order
to reach to a solution, and to save oneself from the devastating and fatal consequences of cyber bullying.
The audience, sensitised and
well-informed moved to their
classes as responsible Netizens.
The members of the Cyber
C o n g re s s C o m m i t t e e w e re
applauded for their great effort.
They were confident that the aim
of making the children aware of
the necessity of being very careful
while accessing the internet was
achieved to a great extent.
(34)
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CPS, AB BAGS OVERALL TROPHY AT METIS 'O' MATIC

To enhance the potential and tickle the creative instinct of
students who desire to carve a niche in the world, Bulls Eye had
organized a Melange of three Inter-school Competitions named
Metis 'O' matic on the 5th and 6th Oct'18.This event was hosted by
Delhi Public School, Kamptee Road Nagpur.
The 3 exciting themes for the competition were- 1) Lawyers of
the year, 2) Hotelier of the year, 3) Manager of the year. Teams from
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass participated in the
above 3 categories and performed excellently. They brought great
laurels
to the School and were praised and applauded by all. The Cen
The Cen Lawyers, Swalee Pandey
and Yugakshi Khodke
Lawyers, Swalee Pandey and Yugakshi Khodke took part in the 'Lawyers
of the Year' competition. They had to present their arguments in a Moot Court.
It was an extremely tough competition, but both the girls performed exceptionally well for which they
received the 1st Prize, certificates and gifts. They also bagged the 'Lawyers of the Year' title. They worked under
the guidance of their mentor Mrs. Kamal Shrinivasan. ‘The Centre Chefs', Radhika Dudhane and Harsh
Mandlekar participated in the 'Hotelier of the Year' category in which they
were given a theme on Durga Pooja on the basis of which they had to
decorate and lay a table for 2 people. The salad made by them, the flower
decoration, and the laying of the table was greatly appreciated by the
judges. They put their best foot forward and showcased an impressive
presentation which caught the attention of one and all. They displayed
their skills extremely well and worked under the guidance of their teacher,
Mrs. Purnima Singh. Similarly, under the category of 'Manager of the Year',
3 students Tejaswani Malhan, Arushi Tripathi and Adwik Deshpande took
part as managers and put forward their business acumen very wisely
and cleverly and sold their product - a food app. Their team 'Synergy'
performed extremely well and stood 3rd. Their guide was Mrs. Shupriya
Apte. It was a proud moment for the Centre Pointers when they were
‘The Centre Chefs’, Harsh Mandlekar
declared the recipients of the 'Best School Trophy'.
and Radhika Dudhane
All the students demonstrated great skill in their respective competitions and put in their heart and soul to
present the best to the judges. On the whole, it was a great learning experience where a platform was provided to
the students to experiment and explore their interests in exciting fields.

SANSKRIT DIVAS CELEBRATIONS @ CPS, AB
Sanskrit, one of the oldest languages in the world holds the supreme
position of being 'the mother of all Indian languages'. Sanskrit Divas aims to
promote its revival and maintenance considering its declining use.
In order to spread awareness about the importance of Sanskrit among the
children, Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass celebrates this day very
enthusiastically. This year too it was celebrated with zest and fevour. The
morning assembly was conducted by the students in Sanskrit. The thought for
the day and the news were in Sanskrit. Even the birthday song was sung in
Sanskrit. The prayer song 'Sangchtvam' was translated in Hindi to help the
children understand the meaning of the song. The children of class V sang a
Sanskrit song, while the students of class VIII presented a very interesting skit
in Sanskrit. For the students of class IX and X a puzzle (Who am I?) was
conducted. The children participated in this quiz with great enthusiasm.
To make this event a great success, the Music and Sanskrit departments
worked together while contributing whole heartedly.
Sanskrit Divas celebrations
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CPS, AB'S SCIENTISTS IN MAKING WIN ACCOLADES
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass had conducted the Science Intelligence Development
Exam for the Science enthusiasts of the school on 25th Jul'18. Prof. Rajendra Singh Science
Exploratory which has been set up with the objective of developing scientific curiosity among
students had organized the examination in association with 'Yuwa' Zep Pratishthan, Nagpur.
Students from Schools around the city appeared for
this examination, 14 among them were from CPS, AB.
However, Souhardya Biswas, Yukta Singh and Tanisha
Gupta of Class V; Joy Agrawal of class VII and Raghav
Kathane of class VIII proved their mettle by securing the
2nd city topper position. The other participants who
performed well were Saransh Chandawar (Class VI),
Hridyansh Kothari (Class VI), Ishaan Kukde (Class VI), Janvi
Gupta (Class VI), Hasan Khan (Class VIII), Nihal Chugh (Class
VIII), Siddhesh Badani (Class VIII), Anupam Tiwari (Class IX)
and Mayank Mukherjee (Class IX). The prize distribution was
held following the event, 'Meet The Scientist' which was also organized by Prof Rajendra Singh Science
Exploratory, Nagpur in association with Vigyan Bharati Vidarbha Pradesh Mandal. More than 1000
students of classes VIII, IX and X from 75 schools of Nagpur attended the programme on 8th Sep'18.
The children had an interactive and enriching session with Prof Dr M S Raghunanthan, a mathematician
of international repute who is currently the Head of National Centre for Advanced Mathematics, Indian
Institute of Technology, Mumbai. The winners were awarded a cash prize of Rs. 1500/- each, a medal and a
certificate. Mrs. Mahua Chopra accompanied and trained the children for the examination. The Principal,
Mrs. Radhika Mehra, the Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma and the staff lauded
the children's efforts and performance.
CORE FOR SCHOOLS WORKSHOP @ CPS, AB
Recently, the CORE for Schools workshops was organised by CPS, Dabha, with the renowned
psychotherapist, Dr. Shishir Palsapure, the founder of CORE Preventive Emotional Education Programs as
the resource person. This workshop was conducted in September 2018 for the students and parents of
classes 6-10. It not only addressed the need of social &
Dr. Palsapure interacting with the children
emotional development of students in order to help them
perform academically better, but also to raise emotionally,
physically and socially healthy children, adolescents and
young adults.
The entire program comprised of two batches which
included the students of classes 6-8 in one and the students
of classes 9 and 10 in the other. Two training sessions were
explicitly organised for the parents as well. According to the
students, this workshop helped them immensely as it was
an eye opener for them. They found the experience
exhilarating. The concepts of 'Time Management' and 'Goal
Setting' were explained to them with the help of relevant
stories and activities like the 'the plank challenge'. Apart
from this, Dr. Palsapure discussed some of the common
problems faced by the adolescents and also threw light on
how to tackle such issues. Undoubtedly, the School took a
huge step forward to cater to the needs of the emotional
well-being of the its students.
(36)

Samson Sir narrating the story 'The Giving Tree'

Story time with Shalini Ma'am
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FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY

DATE
17/09/18
17/09/18
17/09/18
17/09/18
17/09/18
18/09/18
18/09/18
18/09/18
18/09/18
19/09/18
21/09/18
21/09/18
22/09/18
22/09/18
22/09/18
22/09/18

Intellect & Interest

RIVETING STORY TELLING REVELRY AT CPS, AB

The Library department at Centre Point School,
Amravati Bypass once again organized 'Story Time: Fun
Time' week for the students of classes I, II and III from 17th to
22nd Sep'18. Knowing that stories play a vital role in the
growth and development of children and also to celebrate
the magic of storytelling, some of our teachers were asked to
take up a storytelling session with the students. The
teachers took up stories that help to develop a child's
Thank you Rajesh Sir!
imagination and creativity by introducing new ideas into
their world. The use of puppets, story books, placards, stick
figures, etc. by the teachers helped the students to
understand and enjoy the stories better. It was a fun-filled,
interactive and fruitful session for the students, as well as
the teachers. The students amazed their teachers with their
amazing answers to earn smileys and stars during
storytelling sessions. The teachers were given a sapling to
acknowledge and appreciate their efforts. The storytellers The children present a sapling to Pallavi Ma'am
who captivated the students were as follows:
CLASS
GUEST TEACHER
STORY NAME
IA/IB
MAHUA CHOPRA
THE CLEVER MONKEY AND THE TWO SQUIRRELS
IIIE
YASMEEN KHAN
THE CLEVER MOUSE
IIA/IIB
SAMSON JONATHAN
THE GIVING TREE
IIIC/IIID
BERNADINE WONG
THE WISE OLD MAN
IIC/IID
ASMA QUERSHI
THE MAGIC PENCIL
IIIA/IIIB
POOJA CHANDAK
CALMING ANGER
IIIE
INDRANI PANTI
LIST OF FOOLS (INCIDENT FROM AKBAR & BIRBAL)
IA/IB
NAOMI JONATHAN
THE LITTLE DRAGON LEARNS TO FLY
IC/ID
JAYSHREE SHARMA
THE LAZY GIRL
IE/IIE
SUPRIYA JOSHI
BYE BYE BAD HABITS
IC/ID
UDAY RAJKARNE
RESPECT YOUR ELDERS(SHARARTI RAJU)
IIIA/IIIB
SHALINI BABRA
THE MINISTER OF JUNGLE
IIA/IIB
PALLAVI DIWATE
SWACHA BHARAT SUNDER BHARAT(H)
IE/IIE
JYOTI BAISWARE
GUSSE KA ANTH (H)
IIIC/IIID
RAJESH JOSHI
NIGHA KA FARK (H)
IIC/IID
NIKHAT KHAN
THE ELEPHANT AND THE BLIND MEN

The 'Story Time: Fun Time' week which was organised by Mrs. Chandra Negi and Ms. Vinita Yadav was incalculably
admired and applauded by one and all in the School.

WILD LIFE ENTHUSIASTS OF CPS, AB BAG AWARDS
The Green School, CPS, AB values every opportunity its students take to be a part of
conservation initiatives. It strongly believes in supporting every initiative that aims at raising
awareness about nature and its conservation. CPS, AB's participation in the 11th edition of the Wild
Wisdom Quiz is testimony to this fact. The Wild Wisdom Quiz 2018 was jointly organized by WWFIndia, the Ministry of Forests and Climate Change and the Central Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) to enable the students to delve deeper into India's amazing wildlife, gain knowledge and
take pride in its natural diversity.
On 7th Aug'18, the School level round was held at CPS, AB wherein the participants were
required to solve the questionnaire sent by WWF-India. The competition was conducted at two
levels for the junior group, and at three levels for the middle school and senior groups. Our junior
and middle school teams qualified for the second level, i.e. the City level with flying colours. The junior and middle school teams headed to
Nehru Science Centre, Worli, Mumbai on 21st Sep'18 to contest in the City Level round. CPS, AB's junior team comprised the quizzing
enthusiasts, Tanisha Gupta and Yukta Singh from class V, while the Middle School Team consisted of Angad Jain and Gyan Ingle of class
VIII. Both the teams performed exceptionally well ensuring the maximum points in their kitty with their accurate answers. The hard work
they had invested under the able guidance of their mentor, Mrs. Mahua Chopra bore fruit as the junior team clinched the first prize and the
senior team bagged the 2nd prize. Both the teams received a huge round of applause, certificates, trophies & gift hampers of books. The
children proved that if one is determined to strive hard, no one can stop them from soaring high. The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, the
Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad & Mrs. Anita Sharma & the staff congratulated the children for their stupendous performance.
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Speed, Stamina & Skill
CPS KATOL ROAD KARATEKAS EXCEL IN SQAY MARTIAL ARTS TOURNAMENT
The zeal and exuberance of the Karatekas of Centre Point
School, Katol Road was worth watching in the District SQAY
Martial Arts Tournament 2018 organised & conducted by DSO
Nagpur on 27th Aug'18 in the Mankapur Indoor Stadium.
Dhruv Mishra of class 6, with his exposure & experience in
National & International Tournaments played three rounds
winning in each one by 10:0, 10:3 & 6:3. His performance was well
applauded and he won a Gold medal. Bhavya Sahni of class 9 also
bagged a Gold defeating his opponent by 15:0. Earlier he had won
CPS KR Karatekas
the Champion of Champions trophy at the State level. Everyone
appreciated his moves which were very technical & precise.
The other medal winners of CPS Katol Road who performed extremely well were : Roma Ramname of class 11.
She won a Gold. Also Atharva Bagde of class 10 who took a Gold with an easy win. Anee Jain & Bhumika Vidhani of
class 7 also won a Gold each. Kasak Sahajwani of class 8 and Saanya Pillai of class 9 bagged a Gold each with their
scintillating performance. The two karatekas who won a Silver each included Mitesh Ved of class 9 and Hussain
Neemuchwala of class 11. Aditya Rane and Aryaman Agrawal of class 6 won a Bronze each and Eshan Sarda of
class 8 and Sanya Kothari of class 9 also won a Bronze. The medal tally won by the CPS Katol Road Karatekas was 8
Gold Medals, 2 Silver Medals & 4 Bronze Medals. All the 8 Karatekas who won gold medals were selected for Divisional
Tournaments to be held later. The medal winners and the school coach for Martial Arts Yugant Ugale were applauded
for the success in the event.

CPS KATOL ROAD PADDLERS CAPTURE TOP POSITIONS
The paddlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road, gave an exemplary performance in the DSO Table Tennis
Tournament 2018 organised and conducted by the District Sports Office on 30th Aug at Divisional Sports Complex,
Nagpur. The paddlers (Boys) in U/19 category made a clean sweep in the final match by ousting the boys of Mundle
The Winners
Arts and Commerce College, Dharampeth by 3-0 and hence qualified for
the U/19 Divisional Level. The winning team comprised of Harsh
Chandak, Dhruv Gattani, Lakshya Varma, Sanskrit Singh, Lakshya
Marwah. The Girls in U/19 category too captured the top position on the
victory stand by defeating BVM, Civl lines by 3-1 and qualified for
Divisioinal level.
The proud team comprised of Kadambari Bhandarkar, Ashley
Ve r g h e s e, B h a k t i G h e l a n i , I s h i t a R a t h i a n d A n u s h k a
Subramanian.The coaches Rajesh Mopkar & Namrata Patel & the players
were commended by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff & students.

CPS KATOL ROAD SQUASH PLAYERS CORNER GLORY
The eight Squash players of Centre Point School, Katol Road, defeated their opponents in the DSO Squash
tournament 2018 held on 29th Aug'18, organised and conducted by the District Sports Office and Squash
Association Nagpur collectively. The skilled squash players cornered glory and clinched many top honours in the
st
tournament in all the categories. The results were as follows : U/14 BOYS : Devay Mehta (1 position), Devrrat
Paldiwal (2nd position), Sahib Grover (3rd position). U/14 GIRLS : Anoushka Awasthi (2nd position). U/17 BOYS :
Manav Kriplani (1st position), Krish Goyal (2nd position), Ishwar Sarda (3rd position), Darsh Agrawal (5th position).
nd
st
nd
U/17 GIRLS : Trisha Garg (2 position). U/19 BOYS : Yavya Paul (1 position), Advay Patodia (2 position),
rd
st
nd
Madav Tekriwal (3 position). U/19 GIRLS : Manvi Jain (1 position), Devyani Gahilot (2 position).
The squash players steadily made their way to the Divisional level with their excellent game plan and
received a certificate. The players and their coach Yuga Chhetri received accolades for their outstanding
performance by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.
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th

Thirteen Karatekas of Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in the 19 Cadets & Sub Junior
SQAY State Selection Trials for National Championship 2018. The events were held on 9th Sept'18 in the
Mankapur Indoor Stadium and were organised and conducted by SQAY Association of Maharashtra.
The school bagged 4 Gold, 5 Silver & 5 Bronze medals. Saanvi Sahni won a gold in U/11 in Kata event
scoring 9 out of 10 points. Dhruv Mishra won in two matches to win a gold. In the 1st match against
nd
Osmanabad his score was 15:3 and in the 2 match against Nashik he scored 9:3. Bhavika Gopalani of
class 3 won a Gold in the U/11. This is her first state level victory. Aditya Rane in the U/14 category won a
gold medal in two matches in the Open Weight category. In the 1st match he beat Nashik with 15:6 and in the
2nd match against Osmanabad the score was 9:6. Drishti Manshani & Keshav Panpaliya won a Silver each
in the Fight event in the U/11 category. Yash Dhanrajani won a Silver in Fight and in Aero SQAY in the
The Successful Karatekas
U/11 category. Rishabh Pandit won a Silver in Fight in the
U/14 category. Tanushree Agrawal, Naman Premani, Dishita
Gopalani, Suveer Chaudhary and Ekaansh Awtaney won a
Bronze each in the U/11 Fight event. All the Karatekas who
won gold medals were selected to perform in the National
Level Tournaments held in Chandigarh from 21st to 23rd
Sept'18. The karatekas received coaching from Mazhar Khan &
Yugant Ugale, the school instructors for Karate. Mrs. Shilpee
Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR commended the winners.
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EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE BY CPS KR KARATEKAS IN STATE SELECTION TRIALS

CPS KR KARATEKAS SELECTED FOR SQAY MARTIAL ART TOURNAMENT
Eight agile Karatekas of Centre Point School, Katol Road won gold medals in the DSO Divisional SQAY Martial
th
Art Tournament held on 17 Sept'18 in the Mankapur Indoor Complex. Dhruv Mishra who was DSO National
Gold medalist in the previous academic session, won a Gold in this Divisional Tournament in the U/14 category
36kg (Fight). In his first match he scored 9/0 against Bhandara and in the 2nd match his score was 9/0 against
Wardha. Anee Jain won a gold in the U/14 category 47kg (Fight). Her scores in the two matches against
Chandrapur and Gadchiroli were 9/6 and 10/6 respectively. Bhumika Vidhani also won a gold in Aero Sqay
U/14 category. Bhavya Sahni winner of the champion of champions of 'Ek Bharat' state level championship,
won a Gold in the U/17 60kg (Fight). Atharva Bagde who was a DSO National level Bronze Medalist in the
previous session won a gold with 9/10 points in the U/17 Aero Sqay. Kasak Sahajwani won a gold medal in the
U/17 category scoring 6/3 against Chandrapur. Saanya Pillai, winner of the DSO National Bronze medal last
session won a gold medal in the Divisionals with 56kg (Fight) in the U/17 category. In the 1st Match against
Bhandara her score was 15/0 and against Gondia the scored 9/0. Roma Ramname a skilled gymnast and
karateka brought laurels scoring a gold in U/19 Aero Sqay.
The karatekas trained under Mazhar Khan and Yugant Ugale, the school coaches for Martial Art. All the gold
medalist are now set to perform in the State Level Tournament to be held in Osmanabad.

CPS KATOL ROAD U/14 BOYS EXCEL IN BADMINTON
The Shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road in the
U/14 Boys category brought laurels to the school in the
Inter School Badminton Tournament held on 11th Sept'18 at
Divisional Sports Complex, Nagpur. It was organised and
conducted by the District Sports Office.
The school secured a 3rd position in the tournament. In
the Singles category Adwait Mistri defeated the opponent
by 2-0. He scored 21-8, 21-4. In the Doubles category
Adwait Mistri and Rohit Gidwani scored 21-15, 21-7. The
Principal Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly appreciated the efforts of all
the shuttlers including Adwait Mistri, Rohit Gidwani,
The skilled shuttlers
Ansh Aswani, Krishna Kumar Singh & Saksham Chaturvedi & their coach Nitin Raut for their achievements.
(39)
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INVINCIBLE SHUTTLERS OF CPS KATOL ROAD

The invincible Shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol
Road were Champions in the Interschool Badminton
th
Tournament held on 12 Sept'18 at the Divisional Sports
Complex, Nagpur. It was organised and conducted by
District Sports Office. CPS Katol Road shuttlers in U/17
category defeated BVM, Trimurti Nagar by 2-0 to receive
the prestigious title. The team comprised of Rohan
Gurbani, Sarthak Pakhmode, Jaskaran Singh Suri, Sifat
Singh Arora and Lokesh Gajwani.
In the SEMIFINAL CPS Katol Road beat CPS Dabha by 2-0.
In the SINGLES event Sifat Singh Arora beat Arjun Voditel by 2The Invincibles
0 and the Score was 21-9, 21-12. In the DOUBLES event
Jaskaran Singh Suri and Sarthak Pakhmode beat Arav Fernandez and Nachiket Arya. The Score was 21-7, 21-18.
In the FINALS CPS Katol Road beat BVM, Trimurti Nagar by 2-0. In the SINGLES Sifat Singh Arora beat Vinil
Mokhade and the score was 21-16, 21-1. In DOUBLES Jaskaran Singh Suri and Sarthak Pakhmode beat Vinil
Mokhade and Sarang. Their score was 21-4, 21-10. The shuttlers and the coach Nitin Raut were applauded and
appreciated for their outstanding performance by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.

CPS KATOL ROAD BOYS WIN MEDALS IN DISTRICT SWIMMING
The Swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road performed exceptionally well in the District Level
rd
th
Swimming Competition held from 3 to 5 Spet'18 at Kamgar Kalyan Swimming pool organised and conducted
by the District Sports Office. The swimmers romped home with a rich haul of Gold, Silver and Bronze medals and
made their school proud. The results were as follows :
U/19 BOYS : Shubh Tiwari won 3 Gold in 50m, 100m, 200m Breast Stroke. Siddhesh Fuladi won 2 Gold in
50m, 100m Back Stroke. Raunit Sethi won a Gold in 200m Back Stroke & a Silver in 100m Back Stroke. Darsh
Kataria won 2 Silver in 400m Individual Medley & 100m Butterfly. U/19 Boys won Gold in both the relay i.e.
4×100m Free style relay & Medley relay and the team members included Shubh Tiwari, Siddhesh Fuladi, Raunit
Sethi, Darsh Kataria. U/19 GIRLS : Saranya Jaiswal won a Bronze in 100m Free Style. Samidha Awasthi won 3
Gold in 200m, 400m, 800m Free Style. Aanika Khushalani won a Silver in 100m Free Style & a Bronze in 200m
Free Style. U/19 Girls won Gold in both the relay i.e. 4×100m Free Style relay & Medley relay and the team
members included Samidha Awasthi, Saranya Jaiswal, Rebecca Mathew, Aanika Khushalani. U/14 BOYS : Aryan
Jaiswal won 3 Gold in 100m, 200m, 400m Free Style. Daksh Gupta won 3 Gold in 50m, 100m, 200m Back
Stroke. Ayaan Khawaja won 2 Gold in 50m, 200m, Butterfly & a Bronze in 100m Butterfly. Garv Ranjith won a
Gold in 50m Free Style, a Silver in 50m Butterfly & a Bronze in 50m Back Stroke. Shivohm Thakur won a Silver in
100m Breast Stroke and 2 Bronze in 50m Breast Stroke & 200m Breast stroke. U/14 Boys won both the relay i.e.
4×100m Free Style relay & 4×100m Medley realy & the team members are Garv Ranjith, Daksh Gupta, Ayaan
Khawaja, Aryan Jaiswal & Shivohm Thakur. U/14 GIRLS : Niharikaa Agrawal won 2 Silver in 50m & 100m Back
Stroke. Sameeksha Dhandhania won a Gold in 100m Free Style and a Silver in 200m Free Style. Reet Sethi won
a Silver in 100m Free Style. Khushi Mehra won 2 Bronze in 50m & 100m Butterfly.
U/14 Girls won Gold in both the Relay i.e.
4×100m Free Style Relay & 4×100m Medley Relay
and the team members included Sameeksha
Dhandhania, Niharika Agrawal, Reet Sethi, Kushi
Mehra and Mishka Sharma.
All the proud victors, along with their coaches
Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Namrata Patel and
Pravin Rohad were commended by the Principal,
Vice Principals and the staff for their outstanding
performance.
The proud victors
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Devay Mehta and Manvi Jain of Centre Point School, Katol Road have
every reason to be proud and elated. They performed exceedingly well in
th
th
the DSO Squash Tournament (State level) which was held from 10 to 12
Sept’19 at the Divisional Sports Complex Nashik. Devay Mehta in U/14
Boys category displayed this admirable deftness in the tournament and
st
clinched the 1 position and won a gold medal & certificate. Manvi Jain
rd
too performed exceptionally well and secured the 3 position and won a
bronze medal and a certificate and got selected for the National Level
Tournament. The students' incredible performance and the coach Yuga Chhetri's tireless efforts were
appreciated by the Principal, Vice Principal and the staff in the morning assembly.
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DEVAY & MANVI OF CPS KR EXCEL IN STATE LEVEL SQUASH

DEVAY & MANVI OF CPS KR SECURE COMMENDABLE POSITIONS
IN NATIONAL SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIP
Devay Mehta and Manvi Jain of Centre Point School, Katol
Road secured honorable positions in the 64th National School Game
Squash Championship 2018-19 which was held from 26th to 29th
Sept'18 at Govt. Model High School, Chandigarh. It was organised
and conducted by the School Games Federation of India. Devay
Mehta in U/14 Boys category flaunted his admirable deftness and
received a silver medal. Manvi Jain in U/19 Girls category won a
bronze medal. Both the players and their coach Yuga Chhetri were
congratulated for their incredible performance by the Principal,
Vice Principals, staff & students.

Devay & Manvi with Shilpee ma’am & Yuga sir

FOOTBALLERS OF CPS KR DECLARED RUNNERS UP IN FUTSAL
The U/12 Boys football team of Centre Point School,
Katol Road played impressively in the Late Pundalikrao
th
th
Bante Memorial Futsal Tournament 2018 held on 9 & 10
Sept'18 at the Slam Soccer Bhokara ground.
In the Quarter finals CPS, Katol Road Boys beat
Horizon School with 6-1. In the Semifinals against CPS
W'Nagar, CPS Katol Road won by 4-1. In the Finals CPS
Katol Road was Runner Up and was awarded a trophy and
Silver Medal. Ved Joshi received the BEST FIELDER
trophy for his
excellent fielding
The U/12 Football Team
Arnav Rewatkar and Sabhya Mulani were commended for their
consistent excellent performance in all the matches. The other players in
the CPS Katol Road U/12 team included Ved Bhatia, Jagjeevan
Thakral, Dhruva Alsi, Saket Gajbhiye, Pushkar Jaiswal, Rajveer
Singh Jolly and Ranbir Singh Jolly. The players received coaching from
Hemant Trivedi, the school coach for football. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principal, staff & the students.
Ved Joshi The BEST FIELDER

CPS KR SHUTTLERS QUALIFY FOR DIVISIONALS
The three shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road enthusiastically participated in the Interschool
th
Badminton Individual event 2018 on 15 Sept at Divisional Sports Complex, Nagpur. It was organised and
conducted by the District Sports Office. Livia Fernandez in U/17 Girls, Farha Mirza in U/19 Girls and Divyansh
Bhojwani in U/19 Boys qualified for the Divisional level. The shuttlers and the coach Nitin Raut were
congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.
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CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS EXCEL IN DIVISIONALS

The Swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road gave
a commendable performance in the Divisional Level
Swimming Competition which was held on 6th Sept'18 at
Kamgar Kalyan Swimming Pool organised and conducted
by the District Sports Office. The swimmers determination,
discipline and dexterity earned them accolades in all the
categories.
The results were as follows : U/19 BOYS : Raunit Sethi
won 2 Gold in 200m Back Stroke & 400m Free Style. 1 Silver
in 100m Back Stroke. Darsh Kataria won 1 Silver in 100m
Butterfly. 1 Bronze in 400m Individual Medley. Shubh Tiwari
The Smiling Swimmers
won 3 Gold in 50m Breast Stroke, 200m Breast Stroke, 100m
Breast Stroke. Siddhesh Fuladi won a Gold in 100m Back Stroke & 2 Silver in 50m & 200m Back Stroke. U/19 Boys
won Gold in both the relay 4×100m Free Style relay & 4×100m Medley relay and the team members included Raunit
Sethi, Darsh Kataria, Shubh Tiwari, Siddhesh Fuladi. U/19 GIRLS : Samidha Awasthi won 3 Gold in 800m, 200m,
400m Free Style. Anika Khushalani won a Bronze in 100m Free Style. U/19 Girls won Gold in both the relay 4×100m
Free Style relay & 4×100m Individual relay & the team members included Samidha Awasthi, Rebecca Mathew,
Saranya Jaiswal, Anika Khushlani. U/14 BOYS : Aryan Jaiswal won 3 Gold in 400m, 200m, 100m Free Style. Daksh
Gupta won 3 Gold in 50m, 100m, 200m, Back Stroke. Aayan Khawaja won 1 Gold in 200m Butterfly and 1 Silver in
50m Butterfly. Garv Ranjith won 2 Bronze in 50m Free Style and 50m Butterfly. U/14 Boys won Gold in both the relay
4×100m Free Style & 4×100m Medley relay and the team members included Aryan Jaiswal, Daksh Gupta, Aayan
Khawaja, Garv Ranjith, Shivhom Thakur. U/14 GIRLS : Niharika Agrawal won 2 Silver in 50m, 100m Back Stroke.
Sameeksha Dhandhania won 1 Silver in 100m Free Styel & 1 Bronze in 200m Free Style. Reet Sethi won 1 Bronze in
100m Free Style. U/14 Girls won Gold in both the Relay 4×100m Free Style Relay & 4×100m Medley Relay and the
team members included Reet Sethi, Sameeksha Dhandhania, Niharika Agrawal, Khushi Mehra, Mishka Sharma.
The swimmers and their coaches Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Namrata Patel and Pravin Rohad were
congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.

CHESS ENTHUSIASTS OF CPS KATOL ROAD CORNER'S GLORY

Raunak the unparalled grandmaster

Four chess enthusiasts participated in the DSO City U/14 Boys
Chess Tournament on 12th Sept'18 at Taluka Krida Sankul, Nagpur. It
was organised by the District Sports Office and conducted by Nagpur
District Chess Association.
Raunak Sadhwani's unparalleled and unmatched performance
helped him to be the Champion in the tournament. He made a perfect
score of 7 out of 7 points. The other participants were Aarav Dharmik,
Tushar Damani and Meet Kataria. All the four chess players and their
coach Vilas Nerkar were congratulated and applauded in the morning
assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students.

CPS KR HOOPSTERS WIN DISTRICT BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
The U/14 Girls of Centre Point School, Katol Road gave a scintillating performance in the District Level U/14
th
th
Girls Basketball Tournament held from 11 to 13 Sept'18 in Nagpur. In the tournament organised by DSO, the
young enthusiastic hoopsters of CPS Katol Road played the semi finals against NEERI Modern School and won
by 25 points. In the Final match against BVM Trimurti Nagar the CPS Katol Road score was 35-34. With this
score the CPS Katol Road U/14 Girls team was declared a winner and was selected for the Divisional level
tournament to be held later. The team included : Shomira Bidaye, Shrisha Sawarkar, Mihika Meshram, Disha
Agrawal, Neha Isaac, Gunjan Mantri, Nitya Tekdiwal, Pehel Jaweri, Siya Punyani, Esha Kulkarni, Rashi
Poshettiwar & Shreya Gupta. From the U/14 Boys team of CPS Katol Road Arman Tuli was selected for the
Divisional level trials. The hoopsters trained under the school coaches Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Srivastava,
Vinaybodhi Chikate. The winners were commended by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff & students.
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CPS KATOL ROAD PADDLERS DECLARED CHAMPS IN CBSE CLUSTERS

The paddlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road brought glory to school by being the Overall
th
th
Champions in the CBSE Cluster IX Table Tennis Tournament 2018 which was held from 16 to 19 Sept'18
at DPS Gondia. The players' swiftness and dexterity helped them to grab the Overall Championship.
The individual achievements of the paddlers were as follows – Kadambari Bhandarkar won a Gold
medal in U/19 Girls' Event, Harsh Chandak won a Silver medal in U/19 Boys' event and Jennifer Varghese
Winners of Overall Championship
won a Silver medal in U/17 Girls' event. The U/17 Girls'
also won Gold Medals and the team comprised of Jennifer
Varghese, Ashley Varghese and Bhakti Ghelani. The
remarkable performance by the U/19 Girls' team helped in
winning another gold medal. The team comprised of
Kadambari Bhandarkar, Ishita Rathi and Saloni Agrawal.
The U/19 Boys' won Silver medal and the team consisted of
Harsh Chandak, Dhruv Gattani, Ishwar Sarda and Ishan
Sarda. The hard work and the outstanding performance of the
students & the guidance of the coach Rajesh Mopkar were highly
appreciated by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff & the students.

CPS KATOL ROAD SHUTTLERS CORNER GLORY
Four ace shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road participated
th
th
in the Junior Inter District Badminton Championship from 4 to 9
Sept'18 at Dadoji Konddeo Stadium, Thane. It was organised and
conducted by Maharashtra Badminton Association.
Sifat Singh Arora and Jaskaran Singh Suri of class 11 secured the 3rd
position in the Doubles category and were awarded a cash prize of Rs.
1500 each. Nagpur District Junior team was adjudged the Runners up
in the team event of Junior Inter District and Open State Championship
in U/17 and U/19 categories.
The team comprised of Sifat Singh Arora, Jaskaran Singh Suri, Sifat & Jaskaran with Shilpee ma’am & Nitin sir
Rohan Gurbani and Livia Fernandez. The shuttlers and their coach Nitin Raut were applauded and
appreciated by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students for their performance.

CPS KATOL ROAD FOOTBALLERS DECLARED RUNNERS UP
The Footballers of Centre Point School, Katol Road were
successful in grabbing the Runners up position in the U/17
rd
Boys' Football Tournament held on 3 Sept'18 on the Bishop
Cotton ground. It was organised and conducted by the District
Sports Office. Their journey to occupy the runners' up position
displayed sheer hard work and a lot of determination. In their
very 1st match they outshone Vidya Sadan by 2-0. Continuing
with their winning streak they defeated School of Scholars by
4-0, Nagpur Residential School by 5-2, BVM Shrikrishna Nagar
in the Quarter final by 1-0, Al Ameen School in semi final by 2-0.
The team comprised of Azmat Pathan, Siddharth
The CPS KR Football Team
Chimurkar, Aakash Paunikar, Ansh Agrawal, Atharva
Bagde, Atharva Bhatia, Siddharth Nalgundewar, Vineet Kothari, Ian Urade, Harsh Sukhdeve, Ansh Jain,
Yatharth Javery, Ram Sarda, Priyanshu Ahuja, Manan Agrawal, Sanskrit Singh, Jagrit Khatri, Karan
Balany, Gaurang Agrawal, Sanskar Khemani. Manan Agrawal's effort as the Goal Keeper was appreciated by
the spectators. Vineet Kothari and Atharva Bagde were the top scorers of the team. Azmat Pathan proved to be a
great Captain of the team. The efforts of the team & their coach Hemant Trivedi were applauded in the morning
assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students.
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CPS KR CAGERS SECURE POSITION IN DISTRICT BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

The cagers of Centre Point School, Katol Road secured the third position in the District Level
Basketball Tournament in U/19 category which was held from 18th to 20th Sept'18 at NBYS Club. It was
organised by the District Sports Office and conducted by the NBYS Club. The boys played against CPS
W'Nagar and won by 18 points to secure the third
place in the tournament.
The team comprised of Shiv Singh Sidhu, Chirag
Gupta, Manan Singh, Gaurav Ahluwalia, Varun
Ahuja, Pratyush Mishra, Devansh Agrawal, Rachit
Mantri, Rachit Bafna, Sanidhya Patni, Vedang
Thakkar, Siddharth Deshmukh.
The team was trained and guided by Bhagyashree
Soman, Vinaybodhi Chikate and Sameer Shrivastava and the
team's were applauded in the morning assembly by the
Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students.
Cagers of CPS Katol Road

CPS KATOL ROAD HOOPSTERS BAG 2ND RUNNER UP POSITION
The cagers (Girls) of Centre Point School, Katol Road
participated in the District Level Basketball Tournament on
th
17 Sept'18 in NBYS Basketball ground. It was organised by
the District Sports Office and conducted by NBYS Club.
The team played well and secured the third position by
defeating School of Scholars by 12 points in the U/19
category. The team comprised of Mihika Pacheriwala,
Dhviti Sanghani, Tanaya Deshpande, Jiya Agrawal,
Aarya Chahande, Isha Khadia, Jasdeep Khanuja, Srishti
Sahni, Vanshika Jindal, Saloni Agrawal.
The team was trained and guided by Bhagyashree
The U/19 Hoopsters
Soman, Vinaybodhi Chikate and Sameer Shrivastava and the
team's were applauded in the morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students.
CPS KR U/17 BOYS SELECTED FOR STATE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
The Hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Road in U/17 Boys category participated and performed
extremely well in the Divisional Level Basketball Tournament on 11th Sept'18 at NBYS Club. It was organised
by the District Sports Office and NBYS Club.
The team performed exceedingly well in the
tournament. They defeated the team from Chandrapur by
30 points. The Final match was against Modern School,
Umred and the CPS KR had a thumping victory over them by
20 points. The team qualified for the next level to play at the
State level to be held at Yavatmal.
The proud winning team comprised of Smeet Joshi,
Rajat Joshi, Advait Jagtap, Atharva Bagde, Taranjot
Singh Narula, Ansh Agrawal, Sumeet Gidwani, Ishaan
Sangtani, Ojas Rathi, Sujal Dadwani, Prabhjyot Singh
Charged & Ready for State Level
Marwah and Nalin Iyer. They trained with Bhagyashree
Soman, Vinaybodhi Chikate, Sameer Shrivastava and the team's hard work and determination were
applauded in the morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students.
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CPS KATOL ROAD CRICKETERS DECLARED CHAMPS

The U/17 Cricketers of Centre Point School, Katol Road were declared Champs in the DSO District
U/17 Cricket Tournament held on 16th Oct'18 at the Mecosabagh Cricket ground. In the tournament
organised and conducted by DSO. Centre Point School Katol
Road Boys beat R. S. Mundle High School by 62 runs, Adarsh
Vidyalaya by 28 runs and BVM Shrikrishna Nagar by 15
runs. In the Semifinals they won over BKVV by 9 wickets
and were declared champions of the tournament by
defeating Rajendra High School in the finals by 7 wickets.
The CPS Katol Road Cricket team included – Manan
Agrawal (Captain), Pururaaj Jagdale, Viraj Mundhada,
Prabhviraaj Lamba, Yatharth Javery, Shaurya Khetarpal,
Arbaan Malak, Rahul Nebhani, Rounit Lulla, Hardik Ahuja,
Aditya Rughwani, Aditya Bansal, Devansh Mishra, Ananmay
Champions Cricket Team
Jayaswal, Pratham Maheshwari, Vansh Chawla.
The team has now qualified for the Divisional level tournament to be held later this month. The team was
commended by Mangesh Pandit, HOD Sports and Ravi Mendhe, the school cricket coach. Their success was
applauded by the Principal, Vice Principals staff and students of the school.

KICK BOXERS OF CPS KATOL ROAD BRING HOME MEDALS
Nine Kick boxers of Centre Point School, Katol Road assiduously participated in the kickboxing tournament
at the Divisional level which was held on 10th & 11th Oct'18 at Mankapur Indoor Stadium. It was organised and
conducted by the District Sports Office. The combatants with their
efficient and effective kicks glorified their performance and
brought home many medals.
Saanya Pillai, Ayaz Nathani and Aman Khan parried their
opponents attack brilliantly and clinched gold medals for
themselves. Atharva Bagde and Aditya Bagchi too flaunted their
deftness and grappled and won silver medals. Bhavya Sahni, Yash
Dhanrajani, Anee Jain and Dhruv Mishra grabbed the silver
medals with their smart moves.
The kick boxers and their coaches, Mazhar Khan and Yugant
Ugale were appreciated for their excellent performance.
The Medal Winners

YOUNG AGILE ATHLETES OF CPS KATOL ROAD CORNER GLORY
Twelve promising athletes from Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in the Nagpur District
Athletic Meet conducted on 5th & 6th Sept'18. The event was held on the Nagpur University ground and
organised by the Nagpur District Athletic Association. The seven athletes from CPS Katol Road who scored
top positions included – Saniya Khan U/19, 1st position in Hammer Throw. Jigisha Shivdasani U/16, 1st
st
st
position in Shotput. Aman Khan U/18, 1 position in Hammer Throw. Zaosh Khambata U/16, 1 position
st
The Superb Performers
in Hammer Throw. Disha Mantri U/18, 1 position in High
nd
Jump. Rutvi Patel U/16, 2 position in Javelin Throw. Sanskar
rd
Khemani U/18, 3 position in Discuss & Hammer Throw.
All the seven athletes were selected for the Divisional level
th
held on 7 Sept'18. Saniya Khan, Aman Khan, Zaosh
Khambata, Disha Mantri and Rutvi Patel after playing the
Divisionals were selected for the State level.
The athletes trained with Saikat Joarder, the school coach
for athletics. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR
commended the athletes for their superb performance.
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CPS KATOL ROAD ATHLETES SELECTED FOR DIVISIONALS

In the DSO Athletic Meet 2018-19 CPS, Katol Road
top notchers gave a commendable performance and
bagged a berth in the Divisionals. The athletic meet
held on the Mankapur Athletic Synthetic Track was
held on 18th Sept'18.
The athletes from CPS Katol Road who emerged
winners included – Saniya Khan 1st position in
Hammer Throw. Jigisha Shivdasani 1st position in
Hammer Throw and 2nd position in Shotput. Kinjal
Banerjee 2nd place in Hammer Throw. Sanskar Khemani 1st
rd
position in Hammer Throw and 3 position in Discuss
The Athletes with Shilpee ma’am & Saikat sir
st
rd
st
Throw. Disha Mantri 1 position in High Jump and 3 position in Long Jump. Aman Khan 1 position in
st
nd
Hammer Throw and Discus Throw. Noor Ahmed 1 position in Shotput. Ayushi Kane 2 place in Hammer
rd
rd
Throw. Rutvi Patel 3 position in Javelin Throw. Agamdeep Singh Pahuja 3 place in Shotput. In the
4×100 Relay the team including Mrugaya Moundekar, Saniya Khan, Disha Mantri, Diya Manikpuri
won the 1st place. All the athletes were selected for the Divisionals which were held on 9th & 10th Oct'18 in
Nagpur. The athletes trained under Saikat Joarder the school coach for Athletics.

COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD ATHLETES
Skilled athletes of Centre Point School, Katol Road
proved their mettle in the CBSE Athletic Meet 2018 held
th
th
from 24 to 29 Sept'18 in Kolhapur.
The athletes who performed extremely well in the
various events included – Disha Mantri who won a Gold
medal in the U/19 category in High Jump. Disha was also
selected for the Nationals in Karnataka on the basis of
her commendable performance. Sanskar Khemani bagged
rd
the 3 position in Discus Throw in the U/17 category. Rutvi
Patel and Saniya Khan both performed in the U/19
CPS Katol Road Athletes
category and bagged the 3rd position in the Javelin Throw &
Shotput respectively. The athletes and their coach Saikat Joarder were applauded in the morning assembly
by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School, Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and students.
EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE BY CPS KR SWIMMERS
Five swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road
proved once again that they were a force to be reckoned with
in the pool, when they competed in the South Zone
th
th
Swimming Competition organised by CBSE from 10 to 12
Oct'18 at Akshara International Public School.
Shubh Tiwari surpassed all his rivals to grab three Gold
medals in 50m, 100m, 200m Breast Stroke. Aryan Jaiswal
won a Gold in 50m Butterfly. The Boys in U/14 category won
two Gold medals in 4×100m Free style Relay and Medley
Relay. The team consisted of Aryan Jaiswal, Ayaan
The Gold Medalists
Khawaja, Shivohm Thakur and Daksh Gupta.
The swimmers and their coach Roshan Choudhary received a pat on their back for their exemplary
performance by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS, Katol Road, Vice Principals and the staff.
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CPS KR SHUTTLERS REIGN SUPREME IN CBSE SOUTH ZONE BADMINTON TOURNAMENT
The shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road
reigned supreme in the CBSE South Zone Badminton
Tournament 2018 which was held from 10th to 13th
Oct'18 at Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir (Gurukul
Sports Academy). It was organised by CBSE and
conducted by Gurukul Sports Academy, Bangalore.
The shuttlers gave applaudable performance in
the tournament. They clean swept over the team from
Tamil Nadu by 2-0 in the semifinal and Chennai in the
finals by 2-0. In the Singles, Rohan Gurbani, an ace shuttler
The Shining Shuttlers of CPS KR with Shilpee ma’am & Nitin sir out smarted the opponent by 21-12, 21-14. In the Doubles
the duo Rohan Gurbani and Jaskaran Singh Suri defeated the opponents by 23-12, 21-15.
The Boys team bagged a berth to play for the CBSE Nationals which will be held later at Vadodara. The
players, Rohan Gurbani, Sarthak Pakhmode, Sifat Singh Arora and Jaskaran Singh Suri and their
coach Nitin Raut were appreciated and applauded by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School,
Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and students during the assembly.
CPS KATO ROAD U/14 CRICKETERS EMERGE VICTORIOUS
The young U/14 Cricketers of Centre Point School, Katol
Road were victorious in the Cricket tournament organised
and conducted by the DSO on 25th Sept'18 at WCL ground.
The enthusiastic cricketers, full of determination and
resoluteness displayed their excellent game plan and won
the tournament and qualified for the Divisional Level. On
their way for the trophy, they defeated Kurveys School by 9
wickets, Blossom School by 68 runs, Rajendra School by 30
runs, Bhavan's Srikrishna Nagar in semifinal by 29 runs and
The Victorious Cricketers
CPS Dabha in the final match by 35 runs.
The winning team comprised of Ryan Rajput (Captain), Devansh Thakkar, Harsh Gajbhiye,
Mithlesh Gogia, Jash Panchmatiya, Shubham Sinha, Shamit Bundela, Rajveer Jolly, Nitant Gajbhiye,
Daksh Raut, Arhum Talib, Sahil Daga, Ryan George, Karmanpreet Dheer, Ethan Scott and Yash
Fattepuria. The skilled coaches Mangesh Pandit and Ravi Mendhe and the proud cricket team received a lot
of applause and appreciation from the Principal, Vice Principals, staff and students.
SRISHTI & RAJASI OF CPS KR SELECTED FOR STATE LEVEL LAWN TENNIS
Srishti Kriplani and Rajasi Vaidya of Centre Point
School, Katol Road participated in the Divisional level
Lawn Tennis tournament which was held on 4th Oct'18 at
Officers Club.
It was organised and conducted by the District Sports
Office. The proficient Srishti a 3rd seed player and Rajasi a
5th seed player carved a niche for themselves in the State
level tournament to be held in Pune where they will get
further opportunity to showcase their skills in the game.
Srishti & Rajasi with Shilpee ma’am & Lambat sir
Both the players and their mentor Anil Lambat
were congratulated by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly Principal, Centre Point School, Katol Road, Vice Principals,
staff and students.
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CPS KR GYMNASTS SUCCESSFUL IN DIVISIONALS, SELECTED FOR STATE

Three skilled gymnasts of CPS, KR, who made a name for
themselves in the District Gymnastic Tournament moved one
notch higher and gave an amazing performance in the
Divisionals. Arya Dixit (U/17), Roma Ramname (U/19) and Jay
Sahajwani (U/19) of Centre Point School, Katol Road
participated in the Gymnastics Tournament at Divisional level on
9th Oct'18. It was organised by the DSO, at Divisional Sports
Complex, Chandrapur. The gymnasts showed their strength,
flexibility, agility, co-ordination and endurance in the
tournament and floored the spectators.
Jay, Roma & Arya gearing up for the State level
The three gymnasts have been selected for the State level Gymnastics Tournament 2018 to be held later. The
gymnasts and their coaches Yuga Chhetri and Namrata Patel received a pat on their backs by the Principal, Vice
Principals, staff and students and were wished all the best for the upcoming State level tournament.

FOUR ACE GYMNASTS OF CPS KR BAG A BERTH IN DIVISIONALS

The Jubilant Gymnasts

Arya Dixit and Ritik Sharma in U/17 category and Roma
Ramname and Jay Sahajwani in U/19 category of Centre Point
School, Katol Road made their way to the Divisional level Gymnastic
Tournament after participating and displaying commendable agility in
the District Gymnastic Tournament 2018 organised by the District
Sports Office.
It was held on 6th Oct'18 at the Divisional Sports Complex. The four
gymnasts who bagged a berth in the Divisionals and their coach Yuga
Chhetri were congratulated and were wished the very best for the
upcoming tournament.

CPS KR U/19 HOOPSTERS DECLARED RUNNERS UP IN CBSE CLUSTERS
The cagers of CPS, Katol Road gave a good fight in the CBSE Cluster U/19 Boys Basketball tournament which
was held from 29th Sept To 4th Oct'18 in Billimoria School, Panchgani. It was organised by CBSE and conducted by
the Billimoria School. The players showcased their skills & competitive spirit and won the semifinals by 20
points. The Finals ended on a nail biting finish where the Centre Point School Boys were declared Runners Up.
The proud team comprised of Shiv Singh Sidhu, Chirag Gupta, Varun Ahuja, Pratyush Mishra, Devansh
Agrawal, Rachit Bafna, Sanidhya Patni, Vedang Thakkar. The team and the coaches, Bhagyashree Soman,
Vinaybodhi Chikate, Abhijit Thugaonkar & Sameer Srivastava received accolades by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.

CPS KR U/17 BOYS VICTORIOUS IN BASKETBALL CBSE CLUSTERS
The hoopsters of Centre Point School., Katol Road hit the bull's eye in the CBSE Cluster U/17 Boys Basketball
tournament which was held between 29th Sept To 4th Oct'18. It was organised by CBSE and conducted by
Billimoria School, Panchgani. The players exhibited their skill and nimbleness and clinched the title after
defeating the Green Fingers School, Solapur by 40 points in the
Semifinal and Millennium National School, Pune in the Finals
by 2 points. Smeet Joshi was adjudged as the Best Player
of the tournament.
The winning team consisted of Advait Jagtap, Rajat Joshi,
Smeet Joshi, Nalin Iyer, Sumeet Gidwani, Sujal Dadwani,
Ishan Sangtani, Taranjot Singh Narula, Rachit Mantri. The
team and the coaches, Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Srivastava
& Vinaybodhi Chikate received a huge round of applause by
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice
Principals, staff and students during the morning assembly.
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CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS EXCEL IN DIVISIONAL SWIMMING

Twenty swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road
created ripples with their exemplary skills in the Divisional Level
Swimming Competition which was held on 6th Sept'18 at Kamgar
Kalyan Swimming Pool. It was organised and conducted by
District Sports Office.
The results were as follows : U/19 BOYS : Raunit Sethi won
2 Gold in 200m Back Stroke & 400m Free Style. 1 Silver in 100m
Back Stroke. Darsh Kataria won a Silver in 100m Buttefly. a
Bronze in 400m Individual Medley. Shubh Tiwari won 3 Gold in
50m, 200m, 100m Breast Stroke. Siddhesh Fuladi won a Gold in
The Medal Winners
100m Back Stroke & 2 Silver in 50m & 200m Back Stroke.
U/19 Boys won Gold in both the relay 4×100m Free Style relay & 4×100m Medley relay and the team
members were Raunit Sethi, Darsh Kataria, Shubh Tiwari, Siddhesh Fuladi. U/19 GIRLS : Samidha Awasthi won 3
Gold in 800m, 200m, 400m Free style. Aanika Khushalani won a Bronze in 100m Free Style. U/19 Girls won Gold in
both the relay 4×100m Free Style relay & 4×100m Individual Relay & the team members were Samidha Awasthi,
Rebecca Mathews, Saranya Jaiswal, Aanika Khushalani. U/14 BOYS : Aryan Jaiswal won 3 Gold in 400m, 200m, 100m
Free Style. Daksh Gupta won 3 Gold in 50m, 100m, 200m Back Stroke. Ayaan Khawaja won 1 Gold in 200m Butterfly
and a Silver in 50m Butterfly. Garv Ranjith won 2 Bronze in 50m Free Style and 50m Butterfly. U/14 Boys won Gold
in both the Relay 4×100m Free Style & 4×100m Medley relay and the team members were Aryan Jaiswal, Daksh
Gupta, Ayaan Khawaja, Garv Ranjith, Shivohm Thakur. U/14 GIRLS : Niharikaa Agrawal won 2 Silver in 50m, 100m
Back Stroke. Sameeksha Dhandhania won a Silver in 100m Free Style & a Bronze in 200m Free Style. Reet Sethi won
a Bronze in 100m Free Style. U/14 Girls won Gold in both the relay 4×100m Free Style relay & 4×100m Medley
relay and the team members were Reet Sethi, Sameeksha Dhandhania, Niharikaa Agrawal, Khushi Mehra, Mishka
Sharma. The swimming coaches, Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Namrata Patel and Pravin Rohad and the
accomplished swimmers were applauded for their outstanding performance in the morning assembly by Mrs.
Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and the students.

CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS WIN ACCOLADES
The swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road won accolades in
the Interschool Swimming Competition which was held on 20th Sept'18 at
Delhi Public School and was organised by DPS Lava and conducted by
Aquatic Association Nagpur. The swimmers romped to victory and won
many honours in the competition due to their peerless performance. The
results were as follows : U/14 BOYS : Aryan Jaiswal won 2 Silver in 100m
Free Style, 100m Breast Stroke. a Bronze in 100m Butterfly. Ayaan
Khawaja won 2 Bronze in 100m Free Style and 100m Butterfly. Shubh
Tiwari won a Gold in 100m Breast Stroke and a Bronze in 100m Back
Stroke. Daksh Gupta won 2 Silver in 100m Butterfly & 100m Back Stroke.
The Skilled Swimmers
a Bronze in 100m Free Style. U/12 GIRLS : Reet Sethi won a Silver in 50m Back Stroke. U/12 BOYS : Garv Ranjith
won a Gold in 50m Butterfly & 2 Silver in 50m Free Style, 50m Back Stroke. U/10 GIRLS : Anannya Ingewar won a
Silver in 50m Butterfly & 2 Bronze in 50m Free Style, 50m Back Stroke. The swimmers and their coaches, Roshan
Choudhary and Pravin Rohad received kudos from the Principal, Vice Principals and the staff.

CPS KR LAWN TENNIS PLAYERS SELECTED FOR DIVISIONALS

Victory In Lawn Tennis

Srishti Kriplani, Rajasi Vaidya, Manasi Vaidya and Shivansh
Tapadiya of Centre Point School, Katol Road participated in the Lawn
th
th
Tennis Tournament organised by DSO on 25 to 27 Sept'18 at Officers'
Club. It was organised and conducted by District Sports Office, Nagpur.
They played extremely well in U/19 and U/17 categories and were
selected for the Divisional level. The players and their coach Anil Lambat
were congratulated by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road,
Vice Principals, staff and the students.
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CPS KR HOOPSTERS PARTICIPATE IN STATE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
nd

The cagers of Centre Point School, Katol Road secured the 2 Runners Up position in U/17 Boys State
Level Basketball Tournament. It was held from 11th to 14th Oct'18 at Nehru Stadium, Yavatmal and was
organised and conducted by the DSO, Yavatmal.
The players played well as a team and reached the
semifinals and received certificates. The team comprised
of Advait Jagtap, Rajat Joshi, Smeet Joshi, Nalin Iyer,
Atharva Bagde, Ansh Agrawal, Sumeet Gidwani, Sujal
Dadwani, Ishan Sangtani, Taranjot Narula, Ojas
Rathi, Prabhjyot Marwah. Rajat Joshi gave a brilliant
performance to be selected in the Maharashtra team to
play the Nationals. The team along with the coaches
Bhagyashree Soman, Vinaybodhi Chikate, Abhijeet
Thugaonkar were commended by the Principal, Vice
The U/17 Cagers
Principals, staff and students.

CPS KR BASKETBALL U/14 GIRLS APPRECIATED FOR THEIR TEAM GAME
Hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Raod secured the third
position in the U/14 Girls State Level Basketball Tournament, which
th
th
was held from 11 to 14 Oct'18 at Nehru Stadium, Yavatmal. It was
organised and conducted by the DSO, Yavatmal. To secure the third
place, they defeated the team from Amravati by 15 points and
received certificates. The team comprised of Shomira Bidaye,
Shrisha Sawarkar, Gunjan Mantri, Mihikka Meshram, Shreya
Gupta, Eesha Kulkarni, Disha Agrawal, Nitya Tekriwal, Neha
Isaac, Pahel Zavery, Rashi Poshettiwar. Shomira Bidaye got
selected to play at National level for Maharashtra team.
The U/14 Hoopsters
The team along with the coaches Bhagyashree Soman,
Vinaybodhi Chikate, Abhijeet Thugaonkar were praised by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff and students.

CPS KATOL ROAD SHUTTLERS SELECTED FOR STATE LEVEL
The skilled & trained shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road received accolades in the Interschool
th
Division level Badminton Tournament which was held on 16 Oct'18. It was organised and conducted by
DSO, Nagpur at Divisional Sports Complex, Nagpur.
Rohan Gurbani, Sarthak Pakhmode, Sifat Singh Arora, Jaskarn Singh Suri and Lokesh Gajwani
gave incredible performance to win the title. They qualified for the State level Badminton Tournament later
to be held in Pune. The results were as follows : U/17 BOYS : QUARTER FINAL : CPS Katol Road beat
Chandrapur Gramin Division by 2-0. Singles : Rohan Gurbani beat Rajbir Singh by 21-5, 21-8. Doubles :
Rohan Gurbani & Sarthak Pakhmode beat Rajbir Singh & Shikhar Panday by 21-17, 21-5. SEMIFINAL : CPS
Katol Road beat Vivek Mandir Gondia by 2-0. Singles : Rohan Gurbani beat Parth Kudale by 21-7, 21-10.
Doubles : Rohan Gurbani & Sarthak Pakhmode beat Parth
The Incredible Shuttlers
Kudale & Tanay Bhadade by 21-14, 21-16. FINAL : CPS Katol
Road beat Samarth Vidyalaya Lakhni, Dist Bhandara by 2-0.
Singles : Sarthak Pakhmode beat Megh Bagmare by 21-12, 21-8.
Doubles : Jaskaran Singh Suri & Sifat Singh Arora beat Megh
Bagmare & Prajwal Chitale by 21-16, 21-10.
The five shuttlers of CPS Katol Raod and their coach Nitin
Raut's efforts and hard work were acknowledged by Mrs. Shilpee
Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road Vice Principals and staff with
thunderous applause in the morning assembly.
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MEDALS FOR CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS IN STATE LEVEL SWIMMING

The swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road scripted
history in the State level Swimming Competition which was held
from 1st to 4th Oct'18 in the NIT Swimming Pool, Nagpur. It was
organised by the District Sports Office.
In 4×100m Free Style Relay Boys created a new record
with the timing of 4 min. 41 sec. and won a Gold medal. The
other results were as follows : U/14 BOYS : Aryan Jaiswal won 3
Bronze in 100m, 200m, 400m Free Style. U/14 Boys Relay team
4×100m Medley relay won Silver Medal and the team
members included Daksh Gupta, Ayaan Khawaja, Shivohm
Thakur, Aryan Jaiswal. U/19 Girls 4×100m Medley relay won a
Bronze Medal and the team members were Samidha Awasthi, Saranya
Setling a record in Swimming
Jaiswal, Rebecca Mathews, Aanika Khushlani. The swimmers and their coaches, Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Pravin
Rohad and Namrata Patel were congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principals, Staff and students.

CPS KR SQAY MARTIAL ART STATE LEVEL WINNERS
Nineteen martial artists of Centre Point School, Katol Road
demonstrated self defense and fitness in the 19th SQAY Martial Art
Tournament which was held on 6th & 7th Oct'18. It was organised and
conducted by SQAY Association Nashik in Meenatai Thakre Stadium,
Nashik. The discipline, confidence and fitness of the karatekas helped
them grab a total of 9 Golds, 8 Silvers and 12 Bronze in the
tournament. The medal details are as follows :
U/18 : Saanya Pillai 56 kg Fight–Gold; Kata–Silver. Bhavya
Sahni 60 kg Fight–Gold. Laksh Dadwani 64 kg Fight–Gold. Gaurang
Singh (above 18) Fight–Gold. Ayaz Nathani (Open Weight)
Fight–Gold. Aditya Bagchi (Open Weight) Fight–Bronze. U/14 :
Victorious Karatekas of the State Level Tournament
Aditya Rane (Open Weight) Fight–Gold; Kata–Silver. Raghav Patel
(Open Weight) Fight–Silver; Kata–Bronze. Rishabh Pandit Fight–Silver; Aero SQAY–Bronze. U/11 : Jiya Dara 42 kg
Fight–Gold; Kata–Gold. Saanvi Sahni (Group) Kata–Gold & Silver. Anhadpal Singh Vij 30 kg Aro SQAY–Silver;
Fight–Bronze. Shubhangi Singh 34 kg Fight–Silver. Naman Premani 34 kg Fight–Silver; Aero SQAY–Bronze. Ekaansh
Awtaney Aro SQAY–Silver; Fight–Bronze. Dishita Gopalani 28 kg Fight–Silver. Keshav Panpaliya Aero SQAY–Bronze;
Fight–Bronze. Sumukh Agrawal Aero SQAY–Bronze; Fight–Bronze. Bhavika Gopalani 30 kg Fight–Bronze. The martial
artists and their coaches Mazhar Khan & Yugant Ugale received commendation from the Principal, Vice Principals & staff.

CPS KR STUDENTS DISPLAY AGILITY IN MARTIAL ARTS
Students of Centre Point School, Katol Road were victorious in the 21st Nagpur District SQAY Martial Art
Championship which was held on 16th Sept at CPS W'Nagar. It was organised and conducted by SQAY Association of
Nagpur District. The students with their exemplary skills and agility won 9 Gold, 7 Silver and 10 Bronze medals in the
Championship and confidently made their way for the State level tournament to be held at Nashik.
The skilled performance were : Ekaansh Awtaney, Suveer Chaudhary, Ayaz Nathani and Dhruv Mishra who
won a Gold each in Fight. Saanvi Sahni won a Gold each in Kata & Fight. Bhumika Vidhani, Laksh Dadwani,
Rishabh Pandit and Jahaan Vaswani also won a Gold each in
Fight. Gurpaavan Singh Bhatia, Bhavika Gopalani, Jiya Dara,
Yash Dhanrajani, Sanya Kothari won a Silver each in Fight.
Aditya Rane won a Silver in Kata.
Bhavya Sahni a Silver in Fight. Drishti Manshani, Raghav
Sharma, Keshav Panpaliya, Shubhangi Singh, Anee Jain,
Sumukh Agarwal, T. Sowmiya, Shubhom Mukherjee, Aditya
Bagchi, Mitesh Ved, Garv Mulani, Dishita Gopalani and
Raghav Patel won a Bronze each in Fight. All the medalists and
their coaches Mazhar Khan and Yugant Ugale received
commendation by the Principal, Vice Principals & staff.
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UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD SHOOTERS

Four rifle shooters of Centre Point School, Katol Road
gave an unmatched performance in Orange City Rifle
th
Shooting Tournament which was held on 26 Sept'18 at
Orange City Shooting Club, Nagpur. It was organised and
conducted by District Sports Office, Nagpur. The shooters
performed with accuracy, precision and speed in the
tournament and secured top positions.
Shubhangi Agrawal U/17 Girls in Peep Sight Rifle
Shooting bagged the first position by scoring 372/400
points & received a Gold medal. Devanshi Malviya U/17
nd
The unmatched shooters of CPS KR
Girls in Peep Sight Rifle Shooting secured the 2 position by
scoring 337/400 points & received a Silver medal. Lakshya Thorat U/17 Boys in the Pistol Shooting category
st
secured 1 position by securing 236/400 point & received a Gold medal. Sharanya Deshmukh in U/17 Girls
Pistol Shooting category secured 2nd position by scoring 337/400 points and received a Silver medal.
They were selected to play for the Divisional level. The shooters and their trainer, Anil Lambat received a lot
of appreciation and applause from the Principal, Vice Principals, staff and students.

CPS KATOL ROAD U/14 HOOPSTERS ESTABLISH THEIR SUPREMACY
The hoopsters U/14 Girls of Centre Point School, Katol Road, proved their supremacy in the Divisional level
th
Basketball tournament which was held on 6 Oct'18 at the University ground, Nagpur. It was organised and
conducted by DSO. The players with their confidence and caliber
defeated Narayana Vidyalayam, Nagpur in the Semifinals by 20
points and defeated the team from Chandrapur by 25 points to
clinch the Championship.
The winning team consisted of Shomira Bidaye, Shrisha
Sawarkar, Gunjan Mantri, Mihikka Meshram, Shreya Gupta,
Eesha Kulkarni, Disha Agrawal, Nitya Tekriwal, Neha Isaac,
Pahel Zavery, Rashi Poshettiwar & Siya Punyani. The team and
the coaches, Vinaybodhi Chikate, Bhagyashree Soman, Abhijit
Thugaonkar & Sameer Shrivastava were congratulated and
applauded by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School,
The U/14 Champs of CPS KR
Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and students.

UNPARALLELED PERFORMANCE BY CPS KR ROLLER HOCKEY PLAYERS IN STATE
The Roller Hockey players of Centre Point School, Katol Road gave an unparalled performance in the Roller
th
th
Hockey State Championship which was held from 14 to 17 Oct'18 at Nandurbar. It was organised by Deputy
Director of Sports, Pune and conducted by Skating Association of Maharashtra.
The players speed, stamina and legerity on the wheeled skates helped them lift the Championship Trophy
and win a Gold medal. The final match was played against the team from Mumbai and our players won by 2-1.
Pushkar Khanorkar and Ansh Jain were instrumental in making the way easy for the championship. The
victorious team comprised of Pushkar Khanorkar
(Captain), Bhavya Sahni (Goal Keeper), Ansh Jain,
Chintan Khanorkar, Vedant Gandhi, Shubhom
Mukherjee, Arnav Bhargava.
On the basis of their skilled gaming performance
Pushkar Khanorkar, Bhavya Sahni and Ansh Jain were
selected for SGFI Nationals which will be held later at
Belgaum. The team and the proud coach Upendra Varma
received a huge round of applause in the morning assembly
by the Principal, Vice Principal & staff.
The Roller Hockey Champs with Shilpee ma’am & Upendra sir
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ROLLER HOCKEY PLAYERS OF CPS KATOL ROAD BAG A BERTH IN STATE TOURNAMENT

The Roller Hockey players of Centre Point School, Katol Road returned in high spirits after winning the
th
th
Divisional Roller Hockey Championship which was held on 5 & 6 Oct'18 at NIT Skating Rink, Nagpur. It
was organised by District Sports Office and conducted by Nagpur District Roller Skating Association.
Pushkar Khanorkar's 3 goals and Ansh Jain's 1 goal were instrumental in winning the championship
and qualifying for the State level which will be held at
Nandurbar later. The team won with a remarkable
margin of 4-1 in the final match. The proud and elated
team consisted of Pushkar Khanorkar (Captain), Ansh
Jain, Vedant Gandhi, Chintan Khanorkar, Bhavya
Sahni, Dhruv Agrawal, Shubhom Mukherjee, Arnav
Bhargava, Pratyush Jaiswal and Aryan Gwalani. Everyone
applauded the efforts of the team and the coach Upendra
Varma for their matchless performance.

SHUBHANGI AND SHARANYA OF CPS KR SELECTED FOR STATE U/17 RIFLE SHOOTING
Shubhangi Agrawal & Sharanya Deshmukh of Centre Point
School, Katol Road participated in the U/17 Divisional Level Rifle
th
Shooting Competition which was held on 30 Oct'18 at Orange City
Shooting Range, Nagpur. It was organised and conducted by the
District Sports Office. Shubhangi, a class IX student, performed with
a lot of precision and focus in the U/17 Girls Peep Sight Category
and scored 378/400 and got selected for the State Level. Sharanya, a
class VIII student, performed extremely well in U/17 Girls Pistol
Category and scored 302/400 & got qualified for the State Level.
Both the shooters achievements were applauded during the
Shubhangi & Sharanya
morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal and staff. They were wished all the very best for the next level.

SHUBHANGI OF CPS KR RISES TO NATIONAL LEVEL IN RIFLE SHOOTING

Shubhangi with Shilpee ma’am

Shubhangi Agrawal a class 9D sharp shooter from CPS, KR
participated in the 22nd Kumari Surendra Singh All India Interschool
Shooting Championship which was held from 11th to 14th Oct'18 in the
Military & Rifle Club, Ahmedabad. It was organised by National Rifle
Association of India and conducted by Gujarat Rifle Association.
Shubhangi qualified for the 2nd level Nationals in the Peep Sight Sub
Junior Category. She scored 367 out 400 to reach to that level. The
Principal, Vice Principals, staff & students congratulated her for her
achievement and wished her luck for her future endeavour.

MATCHLESS PERFORMANCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD SHUTTLERS
The shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road won
applause in the Interschool Divisional level Badminton
tournament which was held on 17th Oct'18. It was organised
and conducted by the DSO Nagpur at the Divisional Sport
Complex, Nagpur. Livia Fernandez and Farha Mirza with
their matchless techniques and self discipline won the title
and got qualified for the next level to play at the State level.
The players and their coach Nitin Raut received a lot of
commendation from Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS
The matchless duo
Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and the students.
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CPS KR GIRLS TRIUMPHANT IN BASKETBALL CBSE CLUSTERS

The hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Road
were triumphant in the CBSE Cluster U/19 Girls
Basketball Tournament which was held from 29th Sept
th
To 4 Oct'18 at Billimoria School, Panchgani. It was
organised by CBSE and conducted by Billimoria
School, Panchgani. The players grappled with Arya
Public School in the Semifinal and won by 35 points
and locked horns with DAV School, Pune and won by
25 points in the finals.
The victorious team consisted of Mihika Pacheriwala,
The winners of CBSE Clusters
Dhviti Sanghani, Tanaya Deshpande, Aarya Chahande,
Isha Khadia, Jasdeep Khanuja, Shomira Bidaye, Shrisha Sawarkar, Gunjan Mantri, Gauri Adane.
Mihika Pacheriwala was adjudged as the Best Player of the tournament. The winning team and the coaches
Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Shrivastava and Vinaybodhi Chikate were congratulated and applauded by
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and students.
TENNIS PLAYERS OF CPS KR QUALIFY FOR STATE TOURNAMENT
In the DSO Divisional level Table Tennis Tournament 2018 the U/19 Girls of Centre Point School, Katol
Road qualified for the State level and Harsh Chandak qualified for the State level in the individual event.
This tournament was organised on 11th & 12th Oct'18 at Divisional Sports Complex, Chandrapur.
The team comprised of Kadambri Bhandarkar, Ishita Rathi, Ashley Varghese and Bhakti Ghelani.
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, Centre Point School, Katol Road, Vice Principals and staff congratulated
them and the coaches Namrata Patel and Rajesh Mopkar for their exceptional performance and wished
them luck for their future matches.

COMMENDABLE PERFORMANCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD SKATERS
Four skaters of Centre Point School, Katol Road outshone their competitors in the Interschool Skating
Competition on 27th Sept'18 on The NIT Skating Rink Nagpur, It was conducted and organised by the Nagpur
District Roller Skating Association. The skaters adeptness and skillfulness on skates earned them accolades
in the competition. Two skilled skaters - Kavya Jeswani and Rounak Golechha won a Gold medal each in
Quad. Vedika Hemnani bagged a Gold medal in Inline and Anay Agrawal won a Bronze medal in Quad. The
skaters and their coach Upendra Varma were lauded for their outstanding performance.
CPS KATOL ROAD BASKETBALL U/16 GIRLS WIN ACCOLADES
The hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Road won accolades in the U/16 Girls Basketball
tournament which was held on 13th to 14th Nov'18 at Montford School. It was organised by the host school.
The team won the title by giving an exemplary performance throughout the tournament. The girls
U/16 Champs
defeated Narayana School by 10 points in the Semifinals and
DPS by 11 points in the finals. They were awarded medals,
trophy and a cheque of Rs. 5000/-.
The victorious team included Gunjan Mantri, Eesha
Kulkarni, Shrisha Sawarkar, Mihikka Meshram, Suditi
Dhanecha, Ananya Agrawal, Disha Agrawal, Shreya
Gupta, Yashna Singhania.
The jubilant team and the coaches Bhagyashree Soman,
Sameer Shrivastav and Vinaybodhi Chikate were
congratulated by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol
Road, Vice Principals and the staff of the school.
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CPS KATOL ROAD BASKETBALL U/16 BOYS EMERGE WINNERS

The hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Road
emerged winners in the U/16 Boys Basketball
tournament, which was held on 13th to 14th Nov'18 at
Montford School. It was organised and conducted by the
host school. The players bounced and dribbled the ball
with considerable skill to secure the top place on the
victory stand. The team defeated Montford School by 15
points in the Semifinals and Modern School by 10 points
in the final match. Advait Jagtap was adjudged the best
player of the tournament. The team received medals, trophy
and a cheque of Rs. 5000/-.
The Jubilant U/16 Boys
The accomplished team comprised of Advait Jagtap, Ansh Agrawal, Nalin Iyer, Taranjot Singh Narula,
Sumeet Gidwani, Dhruv Adyalkar, Rishi Garg, Armaan Tuli, Sujal Dadwani, Dhairya Agrawal, Prabhjot
Marwah, Advaik Bhatia. The school Basketball coaches Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Shrivastav and
Vinaybodhi Chikate and the team received applause for their outstanding performance from Mrs. Shilpee
Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff and the students of the school.

CPS KATOL ROAD CRICKET U/17 BOYS QUALIFY FOR STATE
The Cricketers of Centre Point School, Katol Road hit a winning
stroke in the U/17 Divisional Level Cricket Tournament which was
held from 30th to 31st Oct'18 at VCA Cricket ground, Wardha. The
tournament was organised and conducted by the DSO, Wardha.
The players showed dexterity with both, the bat and the ball and
st
left everyone dumbstruck. In the 1 match, they defeated the team
from Bhandara by 47 runs, in the 2nd match they routed the team
from Wardha by 38 runs and finally they defeated the team from
Chandrapur to nail down the victory by 8 wickets. The final scores
were - Chandrapur 60/9 in 8 over and CPS KR – 61/2 in 5.3 overs.
The team qualified to play at the State Level Cricket
The dexterous cricketers
Tournament. The winning team consisted of Manan Agrawal, Pururaaj Jagdale, Prabhviraaj Lamba,
Shaurya Khetarpal, Aditya Bansal, Devansh Mishra, Ananmay Jayaswal, Arbaan Malak, Rahul Nebhani,
Aditya Rughwani, Vansh Chawla, Hardik Ahuja, Viraj Mundhada, Pratham Maheshwari, Yatharth Javery.
Mangesh Pandit (HOD Sports), Ravi Mendhe the school cricket coach and the team were applauded for their
outstanding performance by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff and the students of the school.

U/14 CRICKETERS OF CPS KR BRING LAURELS
The Cricketers of Centre Point School, Katol Road did exceedingly well in the U/14 Divisional Level Cricket
Tournament which was held on 25th to 26th Oct'18 at Gadchiroli Cricket Stadium. It was organised and conducted
by the DSO Gadchiroli. The team climbed the ladder of success by defeating one team after another. In the 1st
nd
match, it defeated Chandrapur by 40 runs. In the 2 match it defeated Wardha by 25 runs and in the final match,
The winning team
it thumped Nagpur Gramin by 8 wickets. Nagpur Gramin team
scored 60/6 in 7 overs, and CPS KR scored 61/2 in 6 overs.
The winning team comprised of Ryan Rajput, Harsh
Gajbhiye, Devansh Thakkar, Mithlesh Gogia, Jash
Panchmatiya, Shubham Sinha, Shamit Bundela, Rajveer Jolly,
Nitant Gajbhiye, Daksh Raut, Arhum Talib, Sahil Daga,
Ryan George, Karmanpreet Dheer, Ethan Scott, Yash
Fattepuria. The coaches Mangesh Pandit, Ravi Mendhe and the
jubilant team were congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principals,
staff and the students.
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RESPLENDENT PERFORMANCE BY CPS KATOL ROAD CRICKETERS

The Cricketers of CPS, KR gave some resplendent performance in the U/14 State Level Cricket
th
rd
Tournament 2018 which was held from 30 Nov. to 3 Dec'18. The tournament was held at Gadchiroli
Cricket Stadium and organised and conducted by the
DSO, Gadchiroli. There were teams from seven
st
divisions. In their very 1 match the CPS KR Boys
defeated Latur Division by 9 wickets. In the semifinals
they defeated Kolhapur Division by 20 runs.
They secured the Runners Up position. They
received a trophy, a certificate and cash award. The
team members consisted of Ryan Rajput, Harsh
Gajbhiye, Devansh Thakkar, Shubham Sinha, Mithlesh
The Exuberant Cricketers
Gogia, Daksha Raut, Nitant Gajbhiye, Arhum Talib, Yash
Fattepuria, Ryan George, Ethan Scoot, Jash Panchmatiya, Karmanpreet Dheer and Rajveer Jolly. Ryan
Rajput and Harsh Gajbhiye gave an exemplary performance and have qualified to play at National level as part of
the Maharashtra team. The team & the coaches Mangesh Pandit & Ravi Mendhe were applauded in the assembly.

THREE KARATEKAS OF CPS KATOL ROAD WIN MEDALS

The Promising Karatekas

Karatekas of Centre Point School, displayed sublime self
confidence in the U/14 Karate Tournament at Divisional Sports
th
th
Indoor Stadium, Mankapur, Nagpur 24 & 25 Sept'18. It was
organised and conducted by DSO. Highly skilled and tactical
karatekas gave exemplary performance and brought laurels to
school. Vedant Daulatkar in 35 kg, fight category won a Gold
medal and got selected for Divisional Level. Yash Dhanrajani
in 30 kg Fight category got a Bronze medal and Rishabh
Pandit in 40 kg fight category won a Bronze medal.
The karatekas and their coach Yugant Ugale received
accolades and appreciation from Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly,
Principal, CPS KR, Vice Principals, staff and students.

CPS KR GIRLS PARTICIPATE IN DISTRICT BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
rd

The Centre Point School, Katol Road team of U/17 Girls bagged the 3 place in the DSO U/17 Girls
District level Interschool Basketball Tournament held on the NBYS ground on 13th & 14th Sept'18.
The team included Gauri Adane, Saee Deshmukh, Jui Jagtap, Nehal Sanghi, Japna Tuli, Soumya Sarda,
Sharayu Chopde, Devika Khadia, Ananya Agrawal, Suditi Dhanecha, Yashna Singhania, Dakshita
Kewalramani. The CPS Katol Road hoopsters played the Semifinals against BVM Civil Lines. In the third
place match played against BVM Shrikrishna Nagar the CPS KR Girls won by 10 points. The school
basketball coaches including Bhagyashree Soman, Vinaybodhi Chikate and Sameer Srivastava and the team
of girls were applauded on their success in the game.
CPS KR SHUTTLERS PARTICIPATE IN STATE LEVEL TOURNAMENT
The shuttlers of Centre Point School, Katol Road secured the 3rd position in the State Level Badminton
Tournament 2018 organised by DSO, Aurangabad and conducted by Aurangabad District Shuttle
Badminton Association (ADSBA) at the Divisional Sports Complex Garkheda, Aurangabad between 17th to
21st Nov'18. The team defeated Krida Prabodhini, Thane by 2-0 to grab a bronze medal in the tournament.
In the singles, Sifat Singh Arora defeated his opponents by 21-16, 20-22, 21-11. In the doubles, Sifat
Singh Arora paired with Sarthak Pakhmode to defeat the opponents by 21-12, 21-14.
The players Sifat Singh Arora, Sarthak Pakhmode and Lokesh Gajwani received medals and certificates.
They along with their mentor Nitin Raut were applauded by the Principal, Vice Principal & the staff for their
excellent performance.
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A Jubilant Kavya

Kavya Jeswani, a skilled skater of CPS, KR won a gold medal
in the CBSE National Roller Skating Championship held in Raipur
th
th
from 26 to 30 Nov'18. The event was organised and conducted
by the Roller Skating Federation of India. Kavya with her skill as a
skater and her perservance and practice won a gold medal at the
national level in the 300 mts Rink Race-1 (Time Trial).
She trained under the school coach Upendra Verma. She was
commended for her stupendous success by the Principal Mrs.
Shilpee Ganguly, Vice Principals, staff and students.
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KAVYA OF CPS KR WINS A GOLD AT THE NATIONALS IN SKATING

CPS KR SWIMMERS MAKE A MARK AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL
Seven skilled swimmers of Centre Point School, Katol Road
shone from among 150 swimmers of various schools in the
District Level Swimming Competition which was held on 2nd
Dec'18 at the Officers' Club. It was organised by the Officers
Club and conducted by the Aquatic Association of Nagpur. The
swimmers won many medals by giving a superlative
performance in the tournaments.
The results were as follows : U/19 BOYS : Shubh Tiwari
won 1 Silver in 50 m Breast Stroke, 1 Bronze in 50m Back
The medal winners
Stroke. U/14 BOYS : Daksh Gupta won 1 Gold in 50 m
Butterfly, 2 Silver in 50 m Free Style & 50 m Back Stroke. U/14 GIRLS : Niharika Agrawal won 2 Bronze in 50 m
Back Stroke & 50 m Breast Stroke. U/12 BOYS : Garv Ranjith won 2 Gold in 50 m Free Style & 50 m Back Stroke,
1 Silver in 50 m Butterfly. Shivohm Thakur won 1 Silver in 50 m Breast Stroke. U/12 GIRLS : Mishka Sharma
won 1 Silver in 50 m Butterfly. Anannya Ingewar won 1 Bronze in 50 m Butterfly. The swimmers were guided
and accompanied by the coaches Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary, Yuga Chhetri and Namrata Patel. Their efforts
were applauded during the morning assembly by the Principal, Vice Principal and the staff.

CPS KR STUDENTS PERFORM YOGA IN SWASTH BHARAT YATRA PROGRAM
Students of CPS, KR from classes 4 to 7 performed Yoga on
Music as part of the 'Swasth Bharat Yatra' organised and
conducted by Food and Drug Administration (Maharashtra) on
7th Dec'18 in the Officer Club garden. Their performance was
appreciated and the school received a memento.
The participating students included Swara Wasnik,
Aveena Dange, Tanishka Sibal, Tavisha Tahilramani,
Raadha Maheshwari, Neysha Agrawal, Drishti Manshani,
Saanvi Sahni, Tanushree Agrawal, Vidhi Dhadiwal, Jiya
Dara, Shruti Jeswani, Anmol Bansal, Iisa Jagwani, Yashasvi
Fit as a Fiddle with Yoga
Pal, Bani Preet Arneja, Aishwarya Chourasia, Taronish
Rana, Sahib Grover, Arya Dixit, Yash Agarwala, Ved Joshi, Sabhya Mulani, Mahi Bardia. The students were
trained by Hemant Trivedi, the school Yoga trainer.

CPS KR U/19 HOOPSTERS DECLARED RUNNERS UP IN CBSE CLUSTERS
The cagers of CPS, KR gave a good fight in the CBSE Cluster U/19 Boys Basketball tournament which was held
from 29th Sept To 4th Oct'18 in Billimoria School, Panchgani. It was organised by CBSE and conducted by the Billimoria
School. The players showcased their skills & competitive spirit and won the semifinals by 20 points. The Finals ended
on a nail biting finish where the Centre Point School Boys were declared Runners Up. The proud team comprised of
Shiv Singh Sidhu, Chirag Gupta, Varun Ahuja, Pratyush Mishra, Devansh Agrawal, Rachit Bafna, Sanidhya
Patni, Vedang Thakkar. The team and the coaches, Bhagyashree Soman, Vinaybodhi Chikate, Abhijit Thugaonkar &
Sameer Srivastava received accolades by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and students.
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BASKETBALL U/16 BOYS ON A WINNING SPREE

The hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Road emerged as winners in the U/16 Boys Interschool
Basketball tournament which was held from 24th to 29th Nov'18 in Saraswati High School. It was organised
and conducted by Saraswati High School. The players defeated Sanskar Vidya Sagar School in the
semifinals by 17 points and played the final match
against BKVV and won by 18 points.
The winning team comprised of Dhruv Adyalkar,
Sujal Dadwani, Taranjot Singh Narula, Ansh Agrawal,
Sumeet Gidwani, Armaan Tuli, Nalin Iyer, Rishi Garg,
Dhairya Agrawal, Ishaan S angtani, Krishi
Pacheriwala, Advait Jagtap. Advait Jagtap was
adjudged as the Best player of the tournament. The players
and the coaches Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Shrivastava,
Vinaybodhi Chikate were congratulated for their excellent
performance by the Principal, Vice Principal and the staff.
The Victorious Team

LAUDABLE PERFORMANCE BY CPS KR BASKETBALL U/16 GIRLS
The hoopsters of Centre Point School, Katol Road gave a laudable performance and emerged as winners in
the U/16 Girls Interschool Basketball tournament which was held from 24th to 29th Nov'18 in Saraswati High
School. It was organised and conducted by Saraswati High School. In the Semifinals CPS KR girls defeated CPS,
Dabha by 30 points and won the final match playing against
Saraswati School by 20 points. They were awarded medals and
a trophy. The winning team comprised of Shomira Bidaye,
Shreya Gupta, Saee Deshmukh, Gunjan Mantri, Gauri
Adane, Mihikka Meshram, Eesha Kulkarni, Shrisha
Sawarkar, Disha Agrawal, Saumya Sarda, Neha Isaac and
Yashna Singhania. Shomira Bidaye was adjudged as the Best
Player of the tournament. The players & the coaches,
Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Shrivastava and Vinaybodhi
Chikate were appreciated by the Principal, Vice Principals &
staff for their excellent performance.
Victory for the U/16 Girls

VEDANT OF CPS KR SELECTED IN NATIONAL SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP
Vedant Gandhi of Centre Point School, Katol Road got
selected in the Maharashtra team in U/16 Boys category to play
for the 56th National Roller Skating Championship from 18th to
24th Dec'18 at Vishakhapatnam. Chintan Khanorkar, Shubham
Mukherjee, Arnav Bhargava too participated zealously in the
state level Roller Hockey Tournament.
The skaters and their mentor Upendra Verma were
congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principal and the staff.

Vedant with Delnaaz ma’am & Upendra sir

ATHLETES EXCEL IN INTERSCHOOL ATHLETIC TOURNAMENT
The three powerful and deft athletes of Centre Point School, Katol Road gave an exemplary
performance in the Interschool Athletic Tournament on 1st & 2nd Dec'18. It was organised and
conducted by Saraswati Vidyalaya at University Ground, Nagpur. Noor Ahmed in U/14 category in
st
st
Shotput secured the 1 position, Jigisha Shivdasani in U/16 category also get the 1 position in Shot Put.
nd
Agamdeep Pahuja in U/14 category secured the 2 position.
The athletes and their trainer and coach Saikat Joarder received a huge round of applause in the
morning assembly for their outstanding performance.
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Lakshya - pleased with his performance

Lakshya Hirani, a chess wizard of CPS KR with his brilliant
moves secured the 1st position in the U/15 Khasdar Krida Mahostav,
Nagpur District Open Chess Tournament which was held between
18th & 20th Jan'19 at Krida Sankul, Nagpur.
It was organised by Khasdar Krida Mahostav Samiti and
conducted by Nagpur District Chess Association. He, with his
excellent game plan, scored 7.5 points out of 9 points to become the
top notcher. He received a cheque of Rs.1000/- and a Certificate.
Lakshya & his coach Vilas Nerkar were congratulated by the
Principal, Vice Principals and the staff.
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CHESS WIZARD LAKSHYA OF CPS KR TOPS IN CHESS

ISHITA & KARTIK BRING LAURELS IN KICK BOXING
Ishita Ghatate and Kartik Ghatate of CPS KR reached glorious heights in the 4th National Thai Kick Boxing
Championship which was held from 11th to 13th Nov'18 in Kurukshetra, Haryana. It was organised and conducted by
Thai Kick Boxing Association, India. Ishita achieved a remarkable feat by winning a Gold Medal in the Musical Keta in
the Individual category. Kartik Ghatate won a Silver Medal in the Musical Keta in the individual category in 21-23 kg.
Both the kick boxers were congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principal & the staff for their outstanding performance.

LIVIA OF CPS KR ADDS A FEATHER IN HER CAP
Livia Fernandez of Centre Point School, Katol Road added another feather to her cap and
th
brought laurels to the school in the 64 National School Games 2018-19 which was held from
th
nd
28 Nov. to 2 Dec'18 in Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh. It was organised and conducted by School
Games Federation of India. Livia represented the team of Maharashtra in the Nationals and
won the prestigious title in the team event and won a medal, trophy and the certificate. The
team defeated DAV Public School by 2-1 and in the finals defeated Tamil Nadu by 2-1. Because
of her outstanding performance, she got selected for Khelo India Badminton Tournament.

Livia Fernandez

LIVIA SELECTED FOR JUNIOR NATIONAL BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIP
Livia Fernandez, an accomplished shuttler of Centre Point School, Katol Road is the first from Nagpur who
had been selected to play in Mixed Double event in the Yonex Sunrise 43rd Junior National Badminton
th
nd
Championship which was organised by Badminton Association of India and held from 18 to 22 Dec'18.

ACE SHUTTLER ROHAN WINS CASH AWARD IN NATIONALS
Rohan Gurbani a genius in Badminton gave a commendable
performance with his strong game plan and ended by bringing laurels to
the school by clinching U/17 Boy's title in the tournament and become the
champion of the Yonex Sunrise Sub-Junior National Badminton
Championship 2018. It was held at KBA Courts' Bangaluru from 27th Nov.
to 2nd Dec'18. It was organised and conducted by Badminton Association of
India. To grab this coveted title, Rohan defeated Tukum Laa (A.P.) by
21-16, 16-21, 21-12, in the semi finals. In the fiinals he routed
Shubham Patel (Rajasthan) by 21-17, 27-25.
Rohan with Shilpee Ma’am
He won a trophy, certificate and whopping cash prize of
Rs.52,000/-. Rohan and his coach Nitin Raut earned accolades from the Principal, Vice Principal and the staff.

ADWAIT OF CPS KR BAGS CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY IN BADMINTON
Adwait Mistri an ace shuttler of Centre Point school, Katol Road proved his prowess in the U/13 Boys Single
District Open Badminton Tournament which was held from 28th to 30th Dec'18 at Divisional Sports Complex,
Bhandara. It was organised and conducted by Bhandara District Badminton Association.
His self discipline and determination made him emerge as the champion. He became the proud receipent of the
Championship trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 3000/-. He and his coach Nitin Raut were applauded in the assembly by
the Principal, Vice Principals and the staff for the outstanding performance.
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ADWAIT BAGS A TROPHY IN BADMINTON
Adwait Mistri, a promising shuttler of Centre Point School, Katol Road rallied back strongly
defeating the opponents and grabbing the Runners-up Trophy in the Vidarbha Open Sub Junior
and Master's Badminton Tournament'19. The tournament was held between 4th & 8th Jan'19 at
Subhedar Hall, University Ground, Nagpur. It was organised and conducted by Nagpur District
Badminton Association, Nagpur. Adwait along with his partner in U/15 Boy's Doubles semifinal
routed their opponents Aryan Mandavgane and Preetesh Jain by 13-21, 21-16, 21-16. He gives
credit of his success to the School Principal, Vice Principals and his coach Niin Raut.
CPS KR SHUTTLER WINS ACCOLADES IN BADMINTON TOURNAMENT

Adwait with Renu ma’am & Nitin sir

Adwait Mistri an excellent shuttler of Centre Point School, Katol
Road was the runners up in the U/15 Boys Doubles Khasdar Krida
th
st
Mahotsav Badminton Tournament which was held between 17 & 21
Jan'19 at Subhedar Hall, University Ground, Nagpur. It was organised by
Khasdar Krida Mahotsav Committee and conducted by Nagpur District
Badminton Association (NDBA).
He received a cheque of Rs. 1500/- and a trophy. His outstanding
performance and his coach Nitin Raut guidance was applauded during
the assembly by the Principal, Vice Principals and the staff.

CPS KATOL ROAD SWIMMERS WIN ACCOLADES
Students of Centre Point School Katol Road
participated zealously in the Khasdar Krida Mahostav
which was held on 19th & 20th Jan'19 at Kamgar Kalyan
Swimming Pool. It was organised by Khasdar Krida
Mahostav Samiti and conducted by Nagpur District
Amature Association. The swimmers won medals in all
categories. The results were as follows : U/14 BOYS :
Aryan Jaiswal won 3 Gold in 100m Butterfly, 100m Free
Style, 200m Free Style. Ayaan Khawaja won 2 Silver in
100m Free Style, 200m Butterfly. 1 Bronze in 100m
Butterfly. Daksh Gupta won 2 Gold in 100m & 200m
The talented medal winners with
Back Stroke. 1 Silver in 100m Butterfly. U/16 BOYS :
Roshan sir & Namrata ma’am
Shubh Tiwari won 1 Bronze in 200m Breast Stroke. U/14 GIRLS : Niharika Agrawal won 1 Bronze in
100m Butterfly. U/12 BOYS : Garv Ranjith won 1 Gold in 100m Back Stroke, 2 Silver in 100m & 200m Free
Style. Shivohm Thakur won 1 Silver in 200m Breast Stroke. 2 Bronze in 100m Back Stroke, 100m Breast
Stroke. U/12 GIRLS : Mishka Sharma won 1 Bronze in 100m Back Stroke.
The successful swimmers and their coaches Roshan Choudhary, Anil Lambat and Namrata Patel won
accolades from the School Management, Principal and the staff.
ARYAN OF CPS KATOL ROAD AN ACE SWIMMER
Aryan Jaiswal an ace swimmer of Centre Point School, Katol
Raod won a bronze medal in the 3rd Aquathlon organised and
rd
conducted by Aquatic Association, Nagpur on 23 Dec'18 at
Jyotiba Phule College of Physical Education. Aryan with his skill
in swimming gave an exemplary performance in 400m swim and
2 km run. He and his coaches Anil Lambat, Roshan Choudhary,
Namrata Patel & Yuga Chhetri were appreciated for his success
by the Principal, Vice Principal, staff and the students.
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CLEAN SWEEP BY CPS KR HOOPSTERS IN BASKETBALL TOURNEY

The hoopsters of CPS, KR made a clean sweep in
the U/14 Boys Interschool Basketball Tournament
which was held from 21st to 23rd Jan'19. It was
organised and conducted by Delhi Public School, Lava.
The players exhibited their dexterity and
determination throughout the tournament. They
defeated their opponents from BVM, Ashti and won by
24 points and played the final match against DPS and
won by scoring 30-0. The winning team consisted of
Armaan Tuli, Rishi Garg, Sanskrit Singh, Anshveer
Singh, Tanish Thakur, Krish Jha, Palash Chandani, Tanay
Vijaywargi, Aryan Haque, Ali Naseem, Guransh Singh,
Siddhesh Bagdia. The team & the school coaches, Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Shrivastava & Vinaybodhi
Chikate were congratulated by the Principal, Vice Principals & staff.

CPS KR U/14 GIRLS CORNER GLORY IN BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
The cagers of Centre Point School, Katol Road made their
mark in the U/14 Girls Interschool Basketball Tournament
which was held from 21st to 23rd Jan'19. It was organised and
conducted by Delhi Public School, Lava. The players gave an
outstanding performance. They defeated DPS Lava in the
semifinal match by 26 points and played the final match
against BVM, Ashti and won by 20 points. They received
medals and a trophy. The winning team consisted of
Shomira Bidaye, Nitya Tekriwar, Shrisha Sawarkar, Esha
Kulkarni, Disha Agrawal, Pahel Javeri, Neha Isaac, Suditi
Dhanecha, Siddhi Sahastrabhojani, Ananya Agrawal, Shreya
Gupta and Gunjan Mantri. The players and their coaches, Bhagyashree Soman, Sameer Shrivastava & Vinaybodhi
Chikate were applauded for their performance by the Principal, Vice Principals, staff & students.

SARTHAK & LOKESH WIN CASH AWARDS IN BADMINTON TOURNAMENT
Sarthak Pakhmode, a phenomenal shuttler scripted history in the
Khasdar Krida Mahotsav Badminton Tournament at Subhedar Hall,
Nagpur held from 17th to 21st Jan'19. It was organised by Khasdar Krida
Mahotsav Committee and conducted by the Nagpur District Badminton
Association (NDBA). Sarthak secured the top position in U/17 Single,
Doubles and in U/19 Doubles. He was adjudged the Best Player of the
tournament and won a whopping amount of Rs. 12000/-. He partnered
with Lokesh Gajwani in the U/17 Boys Doubles and secured 1st position
and won a cash prize of Rs. 35000/-. The duo's efforts were applauded in
the assembly by the Principal, Vice Principals and the staff.

APURV & MOHNISH – PRODIGIES IN CHESS
Apurv Karan and Mohnish Vidhani of CPS, KR gave an
outstanding performance in the Interschool Chess Tournament
organised by the Nagpur District Chess Association and conducted by
DPS, Lava on 28th & 29th Jan'19 at DPS Nagpur. Apurv emerged as a
Champion in the U/14 category by scoring 5.5 points out of 6 points
and received a Gold medal and a certificate. Mohnish secured 5th
position in the U/11 category by scoring 5 points out of 7 points and
received a medal and a certificate. They along with their coach Vilas
Nerkar were commended by the Principal, Vice Principals and the staff.
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RAPTUROUS PERFORMANCE BY CPS KR JUNIORS IN BIENNIAL SPORTS MEET

Centre Point School, Katol Road, in keeping with its international
ethos conducted 'Ethnic Mosaic of Continents' which was presented by
classes 1 to 5 in their Biennial Sports Meet held on 19th Jan'19 in the
School Muktangan. The ethnicity of the 7 continents was well presented
through drills and fancy races. The morning performance by classes 1,
2 & 3 was attended by Hon'ble Chief Guest Mr. Sanjeev Kumar, the
Divisional Commissioner & his wife Mrs. Supriya Kumar, Mrs. Radhika
Rajwade, Director, Centre Point School Group of Schools and parents and
grandparents. The Sports Meet was declared open with the release of
balloons at the hands of the Chief Guest. The Mashal was then lit by two
National level gymnasts Lisa Jagwani and Anmol Bansal, Kavya Jeswani a
National level Skater and Jennifer Verghese a skilled table tennis player.
Aeromodellers of CPS Katol Road, who are trained in school to make radio
controlled models from scratch and to fly them, regaled the spectators with
fantastic flying of the Drones. Next came the flexofit gymnasts, who performed
on the Rope doing the T hold, Y hold, split hold, scale hold, inverted hang and
hold all together. The girl gymnasts used the vaulting table, balancing beam
and the floor for an impressive display. The young gymnasts trained in school,
with all modern equipment and the school coach. Thus also performed
gymnastics using the ribbon, ball, clubs & rope. Then came the Juniors of the
School Band in their smart costumes and played the Tattoo winning applause
from the spectators. The youngest performers of the event, the Class 1
students showcased Australia doing Haka, the ceremonial dance, through their
drill, using colourful pompoms. This was followed by a Kangaroo Race by the
sprinters of the 4 Houses. Then Class 2 in their colourful costumes did the
hiphop, Cumbia, tap dance & Samba to pulsating music. Their well
synchronised dance drill representing North & South America won the hearts
of everyone seated there. The Fancy Race by sprinters of class 2 had waddling
eagles hunting for snakes & swooping for The Sports Meet Being Inaugurated
fish. The Fancy Race by the Class 3 was Pretty Plumes, the Peacock race. This
was followed by the Dance Drill by Class 3 showcasing Exotic Asia where they
did the Chinese Fan Dance, Tambourine Dance & the Bhangda. The events of
the morning concluded with the Prize Distribution and motivational
speeches by the Chief Guest & the Director. In his speech Dr. Sanjeev Kumar
congratulated the performers and the teachers and appreciated that the
school provides skills to its students that will help them to be physically fit.
Mrs. Radhika Rajwade commended the students & teachers for their efforts
and pointed out with pride that the Display was a result of the year round
cocurriculur activities of the school by the students. The evening
performance by classes 4 & 5 was also an impressive one and was attended by Dr. Mrs. Pratibha Mudgal, Mrs.
Radhika Rajwade, Director, CPS Group of Schools, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
Principal, CPS Dabha & Vice Principals and parents and grandparents of
students of classes 4 & 5. After the release of the balloons & lighting of
the Mashal, there was a Drone display by the CPS Katol Road
aeromodellers. Gymnasts also gave a scintillated performance and this
was followed by the Tattoo played by the Juniors of the School Band. The
two continents selected for the class 4 drill were Africa & Antarctica.
Students of class 4 dressed as penguins did the Penguin Drill, followed
by the Zulu dance and the Intore dance of Rwanda.
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Dressed as African tribals with painted faces and
feathered headgears, class 4 left an indelible impression
on the spectators with their dance drill titled 'Afrotica'.
The sprinters of class 4 did the rugged rugby race
showing the skills of the rugby players.
The sprinters of class 5 did the Footskill race
displaying the skill & stamina of the footballers. Class 5
then set the Muktangan ablaze with their three popular
dance drills from Europe including the Spanish, German
& Scottish dances.
The admirable coordination of the dancers to the fast
tempo of the music and their attractive costumes & props won
accolades & applause from all corners. On the basis of the
cumulative points of the individual races & the Inter House
team events Red House won the Overall Championship.
At the end of the events Mrs. Rajwade commended
Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal CPS Katol Road for ideating the
excellent theme and congratulated the staff & students for
carrying it off with such elan. The Sports Meet concluded with
the National Anthem.

Glimpses of Biennial Sports Meet

st

GAURI OF CPS KR BAGS 1 POSITION IN LAWN TENNIS

Gauri with Renu ma’am

Gauri Prasad, an accomplish Lawn Tennis player of Centre Point
School, Katol Road secured the 1st position in the U/14 Girls Intershcool
Lawn Tennis Competition. It was held on 18th Jan'19 at DPS Lava and
organised and conducted by Delhi Public School, Lava, Nagpur.
Gauri excelled in the first round and clinched a place in the semifinals.
Proving her mettle again she moved into the finals with a score of 3-2. Last
but not the least her victory against Urvi Yadav of CPS, Dabha with a scored
st
of 6-4 gave her the 1 position in the competition. She received her medal
and certificate from the Principal of DPS Lava.
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CPSWN MARTIAL ARTISTS PROVE THEIR METTLE AT THE STATE LEVEL

Yet again, Centre Point School, W’Nagar Martial Artists
paved their way to success with their talent and skill when
they participated in the School SQAY Championship 2018
which was organized by Nagpur District SQAY Association
and DSO at Mankapur, Nagpur on 27th Aug, '18. This District
Level tournament saw the school being represented by 17
st
participants out of which 6 clinched the 1 position, 4 finished
nd
rd
th
2 , 3 students secured the 3 place and 1 student came in 4 .
st
Securing the 1 position were Shreyash Dalal, Mitesh
Dawale, Harshita Jhawar, Divyesh Kewate, Yash Gawande
and Dhanistha Siddharth. Coming in 2nd were Shourya Badore,
Jatin Telmasre, Rupam Tajane and Purvessh Dalal. Finishing in
rd
the 3 position were Hussain Ali, Saqlain Ibrahim and Chirag
th
Gagalani. Prathamesh Chakankar secured the 4 position.
Manthan Sabnis, Atif Khan and Ashvir Singh Gujjar also participated
in the tournament.
The 1st position winners qualified for the DSO Division Level
DSO SQAY Martial Art winners
th
SQAY Martial Art Tournament which was held on 17 Sept, '18 at
Division Sports Complex, Nagpur. They brought laurels to the school by finishing with stupendous
performances. In the U/14 category, Mitesh Dawale clinched the 1st position in the 29kg category, Shreyash
Dalal won the 1st position in the 49Kg category and Harshita Jhanwar claimed the 1st position in the 47 Kg Girls
st
Category. In the U/17 Category, Divyesh Kewte bagged the 1 position in the 48 Kg category and Yash
st
Gawande finished at the 1 position in the 60Kg category. In the U/19 Category, Dhanistha Siddharth claimed
the 1st position in the 58Kg category. All the winners were selected for the DSO State Level Tournament which
was venued in Usmanabad. In the DSO State SQAY Tournament held at Latur from 14th to 18th Nov, '18, the
contestants once again gave a commendable performance in all the categories. In the U/14 category, Mitesh
Dawale clinched the Bronze Medal in the 29 kg category, Shreyash Dalal bagged the Gold Medal in the 41kg
category and Harshita Jhanwar secured the Gold Medal in the 47 Kg girls category. In the U/17 category,
Divyesh Kewte bagged the Gold Medal in the 48 kg category and Yash Gawande pocketed the Gold Medal in
the 60 kg category. In the U/19 Girls category, Dhanistha Siddharth won the Silver Medal. All the Gold Medal
winners were selected for the DSO National Level SQAY Martial Art Championship which is venued in Delhi and
Amritsar. All the jubilant winners, together with their trainers Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were
given a big pat on their backs by the school management and staff for their superlative performance.

CPSWN GOLFER REIGNS SUPREME
A talented young golfer from CPS, W’Nagar is
proving her mettle on the golf course and earning
laurels time and again. Kashish. S. Patel
participated in two major tournaments organized by
Albatross, Junior Tour, India. In the 8th Albatross
Inter-school Junior Golf Championship India 2018 at Classic Golf and Country Club, Gurgaon,
NCR, New Delhi on 30th & 31st Aug'18, Kashish
participated in Category B (13-14 Years) & was
declared 2nd Runners Up. She was the proud
Kashish Patel
recipient of a trophy and a certificate. She also
st
emerged the proud winner, clinching the 1 position when she participated in Category B (13-14 years) in the 93r d
Albatross Junior Golf Championship 2018 venued at Noida, New Delhi on 15th & 16th Oct'18. She was once again
awarded a beautiful trophy and certificate. An elated Kashish was heartily congratulated by the Principal, Mrs
Sumathi Venugopalan, Vice Principals & the staff who also wished her success for her future endeavours.
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CPSWN KARATEKARS EMERGE VICTORS

It became a proud moment for
Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar when two of its upcoming
karatekas achieved great success
in two Karate championships held
recently.
Harshita Jhawar participated
in the 6th State Level Tang Soo
Harsh Samarth
Harshita Jhawar
Do Championship held in Nashik
and bagged Gold Medals in the Sparring and Weapons Poomse events. Harsh Samarth also won a Bronze
Medal in the CBSE Zonal Judo Tournament held in Karur, Tamil Nadu. The victorious duo, along with their
coaches Mr. Vinod Dahare & Mr. Nitin Kamble was congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan,
the Vice Principals & the staff for their success which they owed to the training facilities provided by the school.

ANOTHER FEATHER IN THEIR CAP FOR CPSWN GYMNASTS
CPS, W’Nagar gymnasts proved they had the litheness and
the form to clock in a good performance at the Fourth Inter
School Gymnastics Competition which was organized by
Shivaji Gymnastics Club, Nagpur on 18th & 19th Aug, '18.
While Sonishka Beghpal bagged the 6th position in the
Under 12 Girls' Category, Aayan Bhadre also secured the same
position in the Under 10 Boys' Category. Adding to the laurels,
the CPS WN Girls Team emerged the proud winners of the
Overall Championship Trophy!
The gymnast winners
Brimming with joy, the elated winners, along with their
coach Mr. Sanket Winchurkar were congratulated by the management and staff of the school for their
exceptional performance which was possible only because of the training and facilities available in the school.

CPSWN CHESS GRANDMASTER CORNERS GLORY ONCE AGAIN!
Sankalp Gupta and Chess go hand-in-hand today. This Chess grandmaster from
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar added more feathers to his already blooming
cap of success with some more stupendous performances in tournaments across the
country and abroad. Participating in the Under 15 National Sub Junior Chess
Championship which was venued at Layani (West Bengal) from 17th to 25th Aug, '18,
Sankalp played an extraordinary game to finish at the 3rd position which earned
him a whopping cash prize of Rs. 15,000 and a trophy.
He also bagged the 2nd Prize in the Abu Dhabi Chess Festival (2nd IMNOM) and
walked away with a cash award of USD 400, a trophy and a medal. This exemplary
achievement earned him a round of applause from the management and staff of the
school who also wished him the very best for future tourneys.

Sankalp Gupta

CPSWN MARTIAL ARTIST EMERGES CHAMP
An ace martial artist representing CPS, W’Nagar in the 10th District Sub-Junior Wushu Championship came up
with a dashing performance to emerge on top of the charts.
The tournament was held on 10th Sept '18 at Vidharbha
Buniyadi School, Nagpur. Competing in the +60kg open weight
category, Ashish Singh Bankoti bagged the 1st Position and was
awarded a trophy. He was also selected for the State Level
Wushu Championship. Ashish, along with his coaches Vinod
Dahare & Nitin Kamble was applauded for his feat by the school
management & staff.
Ashish Singh Bankoti
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CPSWN FOOTBALLERS CLAIM RUNNERS-UP BERTH

Young football champs at CPS, W’Nagar shone
brightly when they participated in a football
tournament recently organized in the city. The
junior Foot Ball Team displayed their prowess in
the Inter School FUTSAL U-12 Football
Tournament held at Delhi Public School, Lava
branch. They gave sterling performances against the
other teams and stepped into the finals and made
the school proud by securing the 2nd Prize in the
FUTSAL team
tournament. The team comprised of Saqlain
Ibrahim, Sayan Mahajan, Imaan Mehdi, Nishil Kohad, Pushpak Malve, Nihal Maloo, Vishal Gour, Reet
Lachuriya, Virat Jain, Asad Bawla, Parth Dhoke and Mohd. Uuzaif Raza. The school management and staff
heartily congratulated the jubilant winners and their coach, Mr. Virendra Baghel for their super achievement.

CPSWN KICK BOXERS CHAMPS AT THE DIVISIONAL LEVEL
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar kick boxers stamped
out all competition and emerged victorious when they participated
in the DSO Division Level Kickboxing Championship which was
th
th
held at Mankapur, Nagpur on 10 and 11 Oct, '18.
In the 65 kg category, Ashish Singh Bankoti clinched the 1st
st
position while Aman Mansata bagged the 1 position in the
st
80kg category. Dhanistha Siddharth secured the 1 position in
the 57 kg Girls category. All the winners qualified for the State
DSO Kickboxing tourney winners
Level Championship held in Ahmednagar. The school
management & the staff applauded the super achievement of these students who brought laurels to the school.
Their coaches, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were also congratulated for the success of their trainees.

CPSWN YOUNGSTERS RUN FOR FUN!
With the Maha Metro organizing a marathon right here in Nagpur, it
became the perfect opportunity for city runners, old and young, to don
their walking shoes and participate enthusiastically in the event which
was held on 25th Nov '18.
Two youngsters from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar namely
Arjun Deshpande and Dhairya Jain couldn't contain their excitement at
the starting line of the Nagpur Marathon 2018 together with a big crowd
of participants who put their 'best foot' forward to win the race. They
completed the 5km fun run comfortably and received certificates in
Arjun Deshpande and Dhairya Jain
recognition of their achievement. Both of them were given a big congratulatory pat on their backs by the
Principal, Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan and the staff and encouraged to participate in future events too.

CPSWN MARTIAL ARTISTS EXCEL
Two Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar martial artists
gave a sterling performance at the CBSE Zonal Taekwondo
Tournament which was organised in Sillod, Aurangabad from 9th to
14th Oct '18. Vedant Malani from Class XII was awarded with a
Silver Medal in the 54 kg weight category and Vishal Pandey from
Class XII was awarded a Bronze Medal in the 58 kg weight category.
Both the super achievers, along with their coaches Mr. Vinod
Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble were congratulated by the school
management and staff for their accomplishment.
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CPSWN ROLL BALLERS CLINCH STUPENDOUS VICTORIES

Participating in the District Level Skating
Roll Ball Tournament, Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar roll ballers gave wonderful
performances by waylaying all competition and
emerging victorious in all the age categories. The
tournament was organized by the Nagpur
District Roll Ball Association in the school
premises and continued from 1st to 8th Sept, '18.
The Divisional Level matches were also hosted by
th
CPS W’Nagar on 25 Sept, '18. In the U/11
U/11 Boys and Girls Roll Ball teams
category, both the Boys and Girls teams won the
Gold Medals and qualified for the Division Level of the tournament in which they again claimed pole
th
th
positions and qualified for the state level tourney which was played in Yavatmal on 27 and 28 Oct '18.
Taskin Chimthanawala, a member of the U/11 Girls squad was part of the Maharashtra State team
playing in the 10th Mini Roll Ball National Championship. Comprising the Boys Team were Jainth Agrawal,
Kavya Sarawgi, Siddhant Malu, Mustafa Hirani, Yash Rathi, Janay Patel, Darsh Rathi, Prabhir Gaydhne,
Adi Zodape, Rohan Suranshe, Neev Patel and Kavish Jain. The Girls Team was made up of Taskin
Chimthanawala, Sara Saifi, Sumedha Mahajan, Arya Kumbhare, Saloni Loya, Vidhi Jain, Arya Chambole,
Shreeya Agrawal, Husaina Quaird, Shreya Solanke
and Sachi Lad. In the U/14 category, the Boys and
Girls Teams representing the school bagged Gold
Medals by defeating The Swaminarayan School,
Adarsh Vidhya Mandir, Blossom High School, Lalita
Public School and PNPS and qualified for the
Divisional Level of the tournament which was
th
organized in the school premises on 25 Sept '18. Once
again both the Boys and Girls Teams clinched the
Gold Medals and qualified for the State Level
th
tournament which was held in Yavatmal on 27 and
U/14 Boys and Girls Roll Ball teams
th
28 Oct '18. Both the teams performed
exceptionally well and romped home with Bronze
Medals at the state level. The Boys Team was
captained by Anvesh Thaokar and comprised of
Ujjwal Shahu, Hakkimuddin Hirani, Amandip
Singh Sohal, Tanishq Wanjari, Aditya Sahu, Meet
Khara, Jash Karodia, Sultan Chimthanawala,
Divyam Thakar, Samaksh Londhe, Ronit Kalra,
Siddhesh Agrawal and Sanket Maheshwari. The
Girls Team was made up of Avni Gupta, Urvija Raut,
Winners at the state level
Anika Prasad, Palak Sarode, Siddhi Suchak, Vidhi
Bodhare, Mahek Agrawal, Durga Bhojwani, Suhani Loya, Dori Poddar, Arya Jaipuriya, Diya Bhojani Mansi
Pugliya, Shanvi Sapalya (captain) and Supriya Kumbhare.
In the U/17 category, both the Girls and Boys teams once again clinched Gold Medals at the District
th
Level and qualified for the Divisional Level which was held in the school premises on 25 Sept '18. Both the
teams finished Runners-up and secured the 2nd position, winning Silver Medals. Four players namely
Sneha Pande, Karishma Modhsaraf, Meenakshi Jham and Sohanshi Khandwani from the Girls squad were
selected for the U/17 State level tournament as a part of the Nagpur Girls team which was organized by
th
Maharashtra Roll Ball Association at Kolhapur on 29th & 30th Sept '18. The team secured the 4 rank at the end
of the tournament. The Boys Team was composed of Shashank Kashyap, Govind Lakhotiya, Nikunj Thakar,
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Samyak Jejani, Mark Paul, Ashwik Raj, Ved Patel,
Pranit Sahu, Vishvesh Khodankar, Shomoil
Maamaajiwala, Moiz Saifi and Bhavya Kohli. Making
up the Girls Team were Sohanshi Khandwani ,
Minakshi Jham, Prishita Sugandh, Sneha Pandey,
Karishma Modhsaraf, Nishita Lakhani, Riddhi
Agrawal, Heer Fulwani, Rahini Sharma and Urvija
Raut. In the U/19 category, the Boys and the Girls
teams also claimed Gold Medals at the District Level
U/17 Girls selected for State level
and qualified for the Divisional Level of the
th
tournament which was held in the school premises on 25 Sept '18. They bagged Gold Medals at this
th
th
level also and qualified for the State Level of the tournament which was held in Yavatmal on 27 and 28 Oct
th
'18. They finished at the 5 place at the end of the tournament. Making up the Boys Team were Arham Dugar,
Yash Jhaveri, H iten Muniyal, Yugal Aswani, P rateek
Agrawal, Ayush Koradia, Naman Parakh, Krishna Sarda,
Faizan Sheikh, Meet Khara, Yash Jain and Nikunj Patel. The
Girls Team comprised of Gitika Dhruv, Ishika Agrawal,
Siddhi Sahu, Akshiya Agrawal, Shritija Agrawal, Diya
Bhojani, Virti Mehta and Divya Rangwar. All the victorious
teams, along with their coaches Mr. Shailendra Parashar and
Mr. Swapnil Samarth were heartily congratulated by the school
management and staff for their fabulous performances
U/17 & U/19 Boys and Girls Roll Ball teams
throughout the tournament and their super achievement.

CPSWN KICK BOXERS EMERGE CHAMPS
Kick boxers representing CPS, W'Nagar in the DSO
Division Kickboxing Championship bagged top positions by
displaying their exceptional skills and made the school proud.
The tournament was held at Divisional Sport Complex on
th
10 and 11th Oct '18. While Ashish Singh Bankoti of Class VII
secured the 1st position in the 65 kg weight category, Aman
Mansata of Class XII secured the 1st position in the 80 kg
weight category and Dhanista Siddharth of Class XI secured
1st position in the 57 kg weight category.
Dhanista was also selected for the state level kickDSO Division kickboxing winners
boxing championship to be held in Ahmednagar. The management & staff of the school congratulated the winners & their coaches, Mr. Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble.

CPSWN ATHLETES BLAZE A WINNING TRAIL
Centre Point School, W'Nagar athletes blazed a winning
trail when they participated in the DSO District Athletic
Meet 2018 which was held in Mankapur, Nagpur from 21st
Sept to 6th Oct '18. Competing in the U/17 Boys category,
Aryan Dhuvavia picked up the Gold Medal in the Triple
Jump while Sahil Gadwale bagged the Bronze Medal in
the 400m dash. Harman Kaur Osan clinched the Silver
Medal in the Discus Throw in the U/17 Girls category.
The relay team comprising of Musaibuddin Ansari,
DSO District Athletic Meet
Aryan Dhuvavia, Prateek Madan, Sahil Gadwale and Ojas
Puniyani won the Silver Medal in the 4x100m relay. The school management and staff congratulated the athletes
for their superb performance and appreciated the efforts of their coach, Mr. Nishant Shrivastava in training them.
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CPSWN HOOPSTERS PERFORM COMMENDABLY AT DISTRICT LEVEL

Girls and Boys Teams representing Centre Point
School, Wardhaman Nagar in the DSO Inter-school
th
th
Basketball Tournament held in Nagpur from 11 to 13
Sept '18 gave a praiseworthy performance in all age
categories and brought laurels to the school.
In the U/14 category, the Boys Team secured the
rd
3 position and Harshvardhan Kedia was selected for
the Division Level. The team members included Meet
Jain, Yatharth Punekar, Aarav Jain, Aryan Awachat,
U/14 Team
Jishnuv Tiwari, Siddharth Jasore, Tanay Choudhary,
Lavesh Daga, Rituraj Deshmukh, Harshvardhan Kedia, Yash Awachat and Krishna Vijayvargiya.
The U/14 Girls team reached the quarter-finals and
Samreen Saini was selected for the Division Level. The
players included Siya Agrawal, Jiya Rampuriya, Kavisha
Sanghavi, Samreen Saini, Nivedita Choudhary, Sohani Agrawal,
Vanya Agrawal, Tithi Rathi, Divya Khungar, Neha Kasliwal, Sejal
Giripunje and Palak Agrawal.
In the U/17 tournament played from 14th to 16th Sept '18,
nd
the Boys Team secured the 2 Position and Shazil Jalil was
selected for the Division Level. The players included Harsh
Patel, Imran Sheikh, Jasraj Chawla, Joel George, Sayyam Maroo,
Chinmay Nimbalkar, Prathamesh Patil, Parth Nagrecha, Rishab
U/17 Team
Patel, Shazil Jalil, Kalash Sureka and Kunal Lakhani. The U/17 Girls Team reached the Quarterfinals of the
tournament and the team included Mihika Rathi, Muskan Agrawal, Mansi Gharpende, Prapti Falodiya, Divyanee
Kadao, Shalaka Belpande, Vaishnavi Saraf, Ayushi Agrawal, Sojwal Khedkar, Prabhpreet Chawla and Dhanistha
U/19 Team
Siddharth. In the U/19 tournament played on 18th and 19th
Sept '18, the Boys Team reached the Semi Finals securing
th
the 4 position. Dhairya Maroo was selected for the
Division Level of the tournament. The players included Om
Bamblani, Dhairya Maroo, Lavesh Kaushik, Parimal Hedaoo,
Vaibhav Dakhode, Tarun Kochar, Krishna Sarda, Naman
Parakh, Neeraj Agrawal, Aman Mansata, Mihir Pande and
Saransh Agrawal. All the teams as well as their coach, Mr. Manoj
Rakshak were congratulated by the school management and
staff for their wonderful performance.

CPSWN FOOTBALLERS GIVE AN IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE
Footballers from CPS, WN to performed commendably
in the Slum Soccer event of the Inter-school Pundlikrao
Bante Football Tournament 2018 which was held in
Nagpur on 10th and 11th Sept '18. Competing in the U/12
Boys category, the team bagged the 3rd position, winning
the Bronze Medal. Vishal Gaur was awarded the 'Best
Defender’ trophy. The team comprised of Vishal Gaur,
Virat Jain, Nihal Maloo, Nishil Kohad, Soham Poddar,
Slum Soccer winners
Reet Lachuriya, Saqlain Ibrahim, Pushpak Malve, Sayan
Mahajan, Parth Dhoke, Himanshu Mondekar, Palash Kable, Mohammed Huzaif Raza and Himanshu
Suda. This outstanding performance by the talented players earned them a round of applause from the
management & staff of the school. Their coach, Mr. Virendra Baghel was also congratulated for this achievement.
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CPSWN BASKETBALL PLAYERS PERFORM WELL AT CLUSTER LEVEL
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar hoopsters
continued their skilled performance in the CBSE Cluster
IX Interschool Basketball Tournament which was
held at Billimoria High School, Panchgani, Maharashtra
from 30th Sept to 4th Oct '18.
In the U/17 Boys category, the school team reached
the quarter-finals and Shazil Jalil was selected for the
State Level tournament. The players included
Harshvardhan Kedia, Imran Sheikh, Jasraj Chawla, Joel
U/17 Cluster team
George, Saiyam
Maroo, Chinmay Nimbalkar, Prathamesh Patil, Shazil Jalil, Kalash
Sureka and Kunal Lakhani.
In the U/19 Boys category, the school team clinched a
th
place in the semi-finals, securing the 4 place in the
tournament. The players included Dhairya Maroo, Lavesh
Laushik, Parimal Hedaoo, Vaibhav Dakhode, Tarun Kochar, Neeraj
Agrawal, Aman Mansata, Mihir Pande and Saransh Agrawal.
Both the teams along with their coach, Mr. Manoj Rakshak
were applauded for their commendable performance by the
management and staff of the school.
U/19 Cluster team

CPSWN ATHLETES WIN MEDALS
Talented athletes from Centre Point School,
W'Nagar gave a blazing performance in all track and
field events when they participated in the 125th Year
Founder's Day Celebration Athletics Meet 2018
organized by South Indian Education Society, Nagpur
and Saraswati Vidhyalaya H.S. and Jr. College at Nagpur
University Ground on 1st and 2nd Dec '18.
In the U/14 Boys category, Rudra Shukla
The Athletic Meet winners
clinched the 1st position in the 100m dash and Long
nd
Jump while Palak Kingre bagged the 2 position in Long Jump in the U/14 Girls category. She was also a
rd
member of the Girls Relay Team which won the 3 position in the 4x100 relay together with Aastha
Shrivastava, Khushi Ramteke and Sambodhi Borker. In the U/16 Boys category, Musaibuddin Ansari
clinched the 1st Position in Long Jump while Owais Khan pocketed the 1st position in Discus Throw and
the 2nd position in Shot Put. The team of Musaibuddin Ansari, Ojas Punyani, Aryan Dhuvavia and Pratik
st
Madan clinched the 1 position in the 4x100m Relay. The winners and their coaches, Mr. Nishant Shrivastava
and Mr. Vinod Dahare were also congratulated on their achievement.

CPSWN ATHLETES BAG MEDALS
Their hard training paid off when Centre Point School, W'Nagar
athletes shone at the CBSE Cluster IX Athletics Meet 2018-19
th
which was held at Sanjay Ghodawat School, Kolhapur from 26 to
th
28 Sept '18. In the U/17 Boys category, Musaibuddin Ansari
performed commendably to win the Bronze Medal in the Long
Jump event while Sahil Gadwale also bagged the Bronze Medal
in the Long Jump event in the U/19 Boys category.
Both the top achievers, along with their coaches Mr. Nishant
Shrivastava and Mr. Vinod Dahare were congratulated by the
management and staff of the school.
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CPSWN ATHLETES SHINE AT DIVISION LEVEL
Centre Point School, W'Nagar athletes continued
their commendable performance at the Division
Junior Athletics Championship 2018 organized by
the Nagpur District Athletics Association at the
th
Nagpur University Track on 7 Oct '18.
Competing in the U/16 Boys category, Owais
Khan tasted twin wins when he won Bronze
Medals in Shot Put and Discus Throw while Sahil
Gadwale clinched the Bronze Medal in the 400m
race
in the U/18 category. The duo, along with their coach,
Division Athletic Meet winners
Mr. Nishant Shrivastava was applauded for their achievement by the school management and staff.
SUPERLATIVE PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN ATHLETES
Athletes of Centre Point School, W'Nagar romped
home with medals, clinching top positions when they
participated in the District Junior Athletics
Championship 2018 organized by Nagpur District
Athletics Association at the Nagpur University Track
on 6th and 7th Sept '18.
Palak Kingre clinched the Bronze Medal in
Long Jump when she competed in the U/14 girls
category while Khushali Dalal bagged the Bronze
Winners of Junior Athletics Meet
medal in Shot Put In the U/16 Girls category. Owais
Khan finished with twin victories, winning Silver Medals in Shot Put and Discus Throw in the U/16 Boys
category. Musaibuddin Ansari and Aryan Dhuvavia pocketed Gold and Bronze Medals respectively in
Long Jump in the U/16 Boys category while Sahil Gadwale won the Silver Medal in the 400m race in the
U/18 Boys category. Harman Kaur Osan also tasted twin victories, winning Silver Medals in Shot Put and
Discus Throw in the U/18 Girls category. The Boys U/16 Relay Team of Musaibuddin Ansari, Aryan
Dhuvavia, Prateek Madan and Ojas Puniyani laid claim to the Bronze Medal in the 4xMedley race. Their
outstanding performance of the winners was applauded by the school management and staff.

CPSWN TENNIS STAR WINS ACCOLADES
For Angel Jhamnani from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar proving her
mettle on the Lawn Tennis court has always come easy. Angel emerged the winner,
securing the 1st position in the U/14 Girls category in the DSO Division Level
th
Tennis Tournament which was held at Officers Club, Nagpur on 9 Oct '18. She was
selected for the state level tournament. Participating in the A.I.T.A. Championship
Series organized by National Tennis Association at Gwalior from 29th Sept to 5th Oct '18,
she also brought laurels by bagging the 3rd position in the U/12 Girls Singles event
and the Runners-up position in both the U/14 Girls Singles event and the U/14
Girls Doubles event. Last but not the least, Angel won the Final by beating Shreya
Deshpande of Mumbai in the All India Ranking Championship Series Tennis
Tournament which
Angel Jhamnani
was organized by
NDHTA. An ecstatic Angel was applauded for
her accomplishments by the management and
staff of the school. Her coaches, Mr. Mukush
Wasnik and Mr. Pritin Rangari were also
congratulated on her achievement.
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CPSWN MARTIAL ARTISTS TRIUMPH IN KARATE COMPETITION
Young upcoming Martial Artists from CPS, W'Nagar earned laurels
nd
yet again when they participated in various events held in the city. A 2
grader, Vivaan Gupta bagged the Bronze Medals in Kumite and Kata
th
events when he participated in the 10 Nagpur Inter-school Karate
th
Championship which was held on 9 Sept '18. He also clinched the
Bronze Medal when he participated in the Sub Junior category in the
14th All India Independence Cup Karate Championship at New Delhi.
Another youngster, Nasir Chimthanawala won Gold Medals in the
Nasir Chimthanawala
Kata and Kumite events in the International
Karate Championship dated 2nd Sept '18 at
Nandanwan, Nagpur.
The management and staff applauded the
super achievement of these students and
appreciated the efforts of their coaches, Mr.
Vinod Dahare and Mr. Nitin Kamble in them
training.
Vivaan Gupta

WINNING MOMENT FOR CPSWN KARATEKA
It was Dhanistha Siddharth's turn to shine once again when
she represented Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar in the
Open Inter-school Karate Championship 2018 which was held
at Nagpur on 7th Oct '18. Competing in the 15-17 age group category,
Dhanistha secured a place in the top 3 and was awarded a
certificate and a trophy for her achievement.
She, along with her trainers was congratulated by the
management and staff of the school for her super performance.

Dhanistha Siddharth

CPSWN TENNIS PLAYERS SHINE
The DSO Lawn Tennis Tournament gave the talented Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar tennis
players an opportunity to put their best foot forward and earn
DSO Lawn Tennis
laurels for the school. The tournament was organized at
th
th
Officers Club from 25 to 27 Sept '18. Competing in the U/14
st
category, Angel Jhamnani bagged the 1 position while Niraj
th
Tanwani secured the 4 position. Vedika Disawal finished at the
th
4 position in the U/17 category while Bhavin Kinariwala
th
rd
bagged the 4 position and Vanshita Nachankar secured the 3
position in the U/19 category.
The school management and staff applauded the proud
winners and their coaches, Mr. Mukesh Wasnik and Mr. Pritin
Rangari for their super achievement.
CPSWN TENNIS BUFF BAGS LIMELIGHT
Another Lawn Tennis star gave a shining performance when he
participated in the D.S.O Division Tennis Tournament held at the Officers
Club on 4th Oct '18. Competing in the U/19 category, Bhavin Kinariwala
rd
secured the 3 position and was selected for the state level tournament.
He was congratulated for his wonderful performance by the school
management and staff along with his coaches, Mr. Mukesh Wasnik and Mr.
Pritin Rangari.
Bhavin Kinariwala
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AWARDING OF KARATE BELTS AT CPSWN
After a rigorous session of training and practice, the Karate coaches at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar organized the annual Karate belt awarding ceremony in Dec '18. The event
is in association with Maharashtra SQAY Organization. Belts were awarded to students who
had opted for Karate and had passed the exams which were conducted. The students, their
parents and their coaches are very proud of their
accomplishments. The belt winners of various levels
are as follows:
YELLOW BELT: Avneet Oberoi, Pradyuth
Itkelwar, Kanishka Shah, Ayaan Batra, Arisha
Mandhana, Mahammed Lodhger, Darsh Maheshwari,
Samarth Nathani, Khush Ratan, Gaurav Kanoogo, Parth
Kewlani, Smayannh Mandhana, Yashvir Gadhave, Fahad
Parekh, Parv Batavia, Vedant Warkar, Dewanshi Dongre,
Dhairya Rathi, Dhruv Wadhbudhe, Bhavita Madan, Saketa
Shiohare, Sahil Dangre, Jay Diwani, Harsh Mahant, Brijesh
Punyani, Venisha Jiwarajani, Mukarram Husain, Naitik Agrawal, Mahveer Singh Chawla, Anshul Ratan.
ORANGE BELT: Arnav Agrawal, Harshit Kamwani,
Ghanesh Madan, Radhika Agrawal, Arjun Misal, Ibrahim
Topiwala, Mohammed Kotawala, Dhritisha Thawrani,
Kriday Jaiswal, Aarush Bodhare, Raunak Somani,
Dewansh Kongre, Sparsh Kumbhalkar, Bhagya Thawrani,
Atharva Burde, Shlom Batra, Arnav Bansal, Dev Chouhan,
Adawait Deshamuka, Arnav Chakole, Bhavya Chaddha,
Nasir Chimthanawala, Abdul Parekh, Samyank Borkar,
Kashyap Agrawal, Khushi Rauth, Vivaan Sangar, Abhigyan
Agrawal, Aarush Dixit, Vanshdeep Madan, Aarya Jain,
Manthan Rathi, Akshad Bajaj, Mannat Jain, Bhavya
Thutheja, Mansi Dolke, Arnav Mahatme, Shreyas Kongre,
Azim Rizvi. GREEN BELT: Dev Chouhan, Bhavya Chaddha,
Nasir Chimthanawala, Abdul Parekh, Samyank Borkar,
Harshvi Shah, Jiya Muniyar, Vanshdeep Madan, Sartaj
Singh Saini, Shreyas Kongre, Arnav Mahatme, Rushabh
Warkar, Sarthak Panchbhai, Agastya Lakhanpal, Indranil
Pulspure, Shruti Kamnani, Prutha Dande, Parth Dhoke,
Ayush Ganatra, Lieannaka Katara. BROWN BELT: Aditi
Jhaveri, Shourya Bodhare, Punya Patel, Aryan Nagariya,
Unnati Dhimole,
M a d h u r a m
Chandak, Dhairya Jain, Saqlain Ibrahim, Yash Shah, Rishank
Chutke. BLUE BELT: Abhiram Gulkari, Mahek Kanoogo, Vedant
Vadaliya, Shourya Jhavar, Ved Lute, Adhyan Agrawal, Vidisha
Wath, Himanshu Kothari, Sarthak Jain, Neel Siroya, Shree
Nakade, Rupam Tajne, Mayank Sawankar. BLACK BELT: Harsh
Samarth, Jatan Telmasre, Prathamesh Chakankar, Piyush
Korote, Dhruvi Wadaliya.
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CPS, AB'S ATHLETES EXCEL IN DISTRICT LEVEL ATHLETICS TOURNAMENT

Taking another leap towards excellence, sixteen athletes
of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass brought laurels
to the school at the District Athletics Tournament held at the
University Ground, Ravi Nagar on 1st and 2nd of Dec'18. The
tournament was organised by Saraswati Vidyalaya. The young
and energetic athletes of CPS, AB won three gold medals, ten
silver medals and six bronze medals.
The promising athlete, Aaditya Sarda bagged two gold
medals for the 100 and 200 metre race. Divya Rathi bagged one
The winners with Radhika Ma'am, Pritam Sir & Madhuri Ma'am
Gold Medal for the 100 metre race. Marmika Kirnapure,
another promising athlete won a Silver for 100 metre race, while Aahana Kapuria grabbed a Silver in Shot Put. Isha Karira
was awarded a Silver for 200 metre and Tanmay Urade won a Bronze for 200 metre.
In U-14 Boys' Relay Race, the CPS, AB team stood in the third place while the U-17 Girls' team bagged the second place.
The team comprised of Aaditya Sarda, Marmika Kirnapure, Diya Rathi, Aahana Kapuriya, Tanmay Urade, Isha Karira,
Shreyas Rannaware, Gaurav Ghoshal, Karman Rai, Anushka Atre, AnushkaDwivedi, Mudit Mehrotra, Ayush Yadav, Eric
Samuel, Harmander Singh, Niyati Bhoyar, Pratham Akhre. All the proud winners along with their coaches, Mrs. Madhuri
Bhagat and Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar were commended by the School Management and staff for their amazing performance.

CPS, AB'S SHUTTLER ANANYA DURUGKAR QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS
Ananya Durugkar a skilled shuttler of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' won accolades for her stupendous
performance in the DSO State level Badminton tournament held at Aurangabad from 18th to 20th Nov'18. To top it up,
Ananya also attained the first position in the selection trials of the Maharashtra State
Badminton team. Her excellent gameplay won her a round of applause from the
referees and the spectators and a ticket to the National Championship. In the Quarter
Final match, Ananya beat Manya Avlani by 8-15, 15-10, 15-14. In Semi final match,
Ananya beat Shreya Bhosle by 21-19, 21-14. In the Final match, Ananya beat Kripi
Sajwan by 21-14, 21-12.
Ananya is now training for the upcoming SGFI Nationals Championship to be held
in Maharashtra. Ananya and her mentor Chetak Khedikar were congratulated by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita
Ananya with Radhika Ma’am & Chetak Sir
Sharma, and the staff. They also wished Ananya the best for the next level.

CPS, AB'S ATHLETES WIN ACCOLADES
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' athletes brought laurels to the school
by excelling in the Nagpur District Athletics Meet. 11 agile athletes competed in
various athletic events conducted at the Nagpur University Ground on 6th and 7th
Sep'18. Among the 800 participants, the Centre Pointers carved a niche for themselves.
In the U-14 Girls and Boys individual events, Mudhit Mehrotra won a Gold Medal in
the 100 mtr track event, while Ahana Kapuriya bagged a Silver Medal in the Shot Put
event. In the 4 x 100 mtr Relay event, the team comprising of Mudit Mehrotra, Diya
Rathi, Vedant Nagfase and Marmika Kirnapure was awarded a Silver medal.
In the U-16 Girls and Boys events, Aditya Sarda rose to glory in the 100 mtr running
event and won a Gold. In the 4 x 100 mtr Relay event in this category, the team
consisting of Aditya Sarda, Anushka Dwivedi, Ayush Yadav and Anushka Atre bagged a
Silver medal. All the athletes with their brilliant performance qualified for the The agile athletes with Radhika Ma'am,
Madhuri Ma'am, & Pritam Sir
Divisional Level Athletics meet which was held at the Nagpur University ground on 7th
The awardees with Pritam Sir & Madhuri Ma’am
Oct'18. 200 aspiring athletes had gathered at the venue to prove their mettle.
CPS, AB's able competitors, Aditya and Mudit bagged Gold and Silver medals
respectively in the 100 mtr track event. Aditya represented the School in the
U-17 category, while Mudit contested in the U-14 category.
Aahana grabbed the Silver medal in the Shot Put event in the U-14
category. The children and their instructors, Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat and
Mr.Pritam Pinjarkar were commended by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, and the staff.
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CPS, AB'S SHUTTLERS SHINE IN DSO BADMINTON TOURNAMENT

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Girls' and Boys' Badminton
teams have excelled in the DSO Badminton tournaments for girls and boys
in the U-14 category. The DSO Nagpur had organized these events on 11th
Sep'18 at the DSO Mankapur Stadium, Nagpur. Nagpur District Badminton
Association had conducted the same. There were a total of 64 participants
from different schools of Nagpur. The U-14 girls' category was represented
by Ananya Durugkar, Gaurai Rajhansa, Palak Gandhi, Tejasvi Thakare and
Tanisha Gidwani. The five member U-14 boys' team comprised of Raghav
Voditel, Aryan Sadhankar, Arnav Arya, Uday Pal and Dev Aditya.
The super shuttlers with Radhika Ma’am & Chetak Sir
The girls team performed very well and was declared Runner-up of the
event. The CPS, AB emerged as the winner of the semi-final match by defeating Somalwar, Nikalas by 2-0. In the 1st Singles
match, Ananya Durugkar beat Pinak Rokde by 21-18, 11-21 & 22-20. In the Doubles match, Ananya Durugkar and Gauri
Rajhansa teamed up to beat Kshitija Pudrikar and Pinak Rokde by 21-16 & 21-16. The CPS, AB team lost to BVM Trimurti
Nagar in the finals by a small margin. Ananya Durugkar was selected for the divisional level tournament.
The Boys' team scripted victory and emerged as the champions of the tournament. In the preliminary rounds, CPS, AB
team beat BKVV by 2-0 and St, Xaviers, Hiwri Nagar by 2-0. In the quarter finals, the CPS, AB team beat the Sevasadan High
School by 2-0. Scaling height, the team further defeated the team of Sanskar High School in the semifinals by 2-0. In this
round, Raghav Voditel of CPS, AB beat Siddhant Lolusare of Sanskar High School by scoring 21-7, 21-5 in the first singles
stream. In the doubles stream, Raghav Voditel and Arnav Arya beat Harshwardhan S. and Siddhant Lolusare by 21-10, 2111. The CPS, AB team continued to add feathers to its cap by defeating the team of CPS, Katol Road in the finals by 2-1. In the
finals, though for the first singles, Raghav Voditel of CPS, AB lost to Sanvik Choudhary by 10-21, 12-21, but in the doubles,
Raghav Voditel and Arnav Arya beat Sanvik Choudhary and Aniket Dave of CDS, Katol Arav, Ananya & Aditi with Chetak Sir
Road by 21-14 and 21-16. Also, in the second singles, Arnav of CPS, AB beat Aniket Dave
of CDS, Katol Road thereby clinching the championship by 2-1. The U-17 Badminton
players, Aditi Sadhankar and Arav Fernandez carved a niche for themselves by
showcasing their laudable performances in this tournament. Both Arav and Aditi
secured the 3rd position and qualified for the Divisional Level of the Badminton
Tournament. All the winners were awarded certificates and were applause. The
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, the Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita
Sharma, and the staff congratulated the players and their mentor Mr. Chetak Khedikar.

CPS, AB'S HOOPSTER, TARAN KAKKAD QUALIFIES FOR STATE LEVEL
The upcoming Basketball player, Taran Kakkad, a student of class VIII Centre Point
School, Amravati Road Bypass' won accolades with his selection in the U-14 Boys State
Basketball Tournament. After winning acclaim for his incredible performance at the
divisional level, Taran went on to demonstrate his excellent skills at the trials for the
state level tournament. The trials were held at Yavatmal from 12th to 14th Oct'18. His
dedication and skill in the game was praiseworthy and he was selected by the officials
as a member of the Maharashtra Basketball team from a crowd of 200 budding
hoopsters from the state. The Maharashtra team will soon be playing the National level
Taran with Radhika Ma'am & Swati Ma'am tournament conducted by the School Games Federation of India. Taran was mentored
for the event by the School instructor, Mrs. Swati Bhalerao. He was congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra,
Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, and the staff on his feat. They wished him for the next level.

CPS, AB'S FENCERS BRING LAURELS
The DSO, Diistrict Level Fencing Tournament was held on 6th September, 2018
at Krida Sankul, Bhandara. This tournament was organised and conducted by DSO.
There were around 50 keen participants from various schools. Tanya Sakharkar
and Shaiban Khan were among the zealous competitors from Centre Point School,
Amravati Road Bypass. Tanya and Shaiban displayed evasive moves to dodge their
attacker's attack. This helped Tanya procure a Gold medal in the foil and epee
events, while Shaiban bagged the Bronze medal in the saber event.
Their admirable performances were appreciated by the Principal, Mrs.
Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma,
teachers and the students.
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CPS, AB'S HIYA JAIN QUALIFIES FOR STATE LEVEL SQUASH TOURNAMENT

On 29th Aug'18 the District Sports Office had organized a DSO
Squash Tournament at MIA-CSR Club, MIDC, Nagpur where 45
children participated in this event. Hiya Jain was one of the
participants. She was a force to be reckoned with in the tournament
and sent out competitive vibes that were palpable to her opponents
that she was here to win and means business. She angled the racquet
face perfectly, sending the ball precisely to its intended destination
and clinched the first position.
This helped her in qualifying for the Divisional Level which was
rd
held at Wardha on 3 Sept'18. More than 50 children had contested in this
Hiya Jain with Radhika Ma'am
event. There were a lot of good players in action that day, but the speed of
Hiya's forehand was exceptional. She'd spent over 60 per cent of that match not resting between points or
between games. No, the minutes were spent engaged in a high quality battle of squash with her nemesis
that day, Trisha Garg, with the duo pushing each other into all four corners in a brilliant match made up of
movements that generally consist of three-six meter sprints, of which almost 50 per cent is backwards,
followed by a lunge or dynamic movement to set up for a shot – before exploding back to the T in
anticipation of the next shot to come. It was an outstanding match-up, running to two games, Hiya
triumphing 11- 6 at last. This stunning victory helped her qualify for the State Level tournament which was
held at Nasik. She was awarded the first prize, Merit certificate and a Gold medal for her excellent gameplay.
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the students
and staff congratulated her on her glorious achievement.

CPS, AB'S TENNIS STARS QUALIFY FOR STATE LEVEL
Centre Point School, AB, Lawn Tennis players Achintya Verma and Ranveer Singh Renu brought laurels
to the school with their outstanding performance in the DSO Lawn Tennis district and divisional level
tournaments. The district level tournament was held on 25th Sep'18 at Officers Club, Nagpur. From CPS, AB
8 students namely, Achintya Verma, Ranvir Singh Renu, Tanay Somani, Anay Somani, Dhruvin Rawal, Tanya
Singh, Simar Renu and Ria Chandak competed in this event. Achintya's consistent performance enabled
him to reach the finals wherein he beat Saksham Thool from Kurve's Saddhanandpeth School, Nagpur with
a score of 2-0. He secured the first position. In his first match, Ranveer beat Kapil Chanchalani from
Bhavan's Shri Krishna Nagar School, Nagpur by 7-2. The match that followed also brought him victory as he
scored 9-7 against Tejal Pal from BKVV School, Nagpur. For their commendable performance, Ranveer and
Achintya were selected for the Divisional Level Lawn Tennis Tournament in the U-14 age category which
was held on the 9th Oct'18 at Officers Club, Nagpur. The quarter final match was in Achintya's favour as he
beat his opponent Saksham Thool by 3-2. Though the level of difficulty increased, Achintya maintained his
score of 3-2 against his opponent Vishad Nandeshwar. In the final match, Achintya was very close to victory,
but missed the first position to Kashit Nagrale by 2-3. He emerged as the First Runner-up of the
tournament. Ranveer played the tournament like a true sport and scored 3-2 against Jay Tarkunde. Though
he qualified for the semi-final match, Ranveer couldn't beat his opponents Kashit Nagrale and Vishad
Nandeshwar. Nonetheless, he was appreciated for his skills and
spirit as he secured the fourth position. Both Achintya and
Ranveer qualified for the State level Lawn Tennis tournament for
the U-14 age group. The children along with their mentors,
Mangesh Neware & Ganesh Bagde were congratulated by the
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen
Cassad & Mrs. Anita Sharma, & the staff. They also wished them
Achintya & Ranveer with Radhika Ma'am,
the best for the next level.
Ganesh Sir, & Mangesh Sir
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CPS AB'S FOOTBALLERS QUALIFY FOR STATE LEVEL

The promising football players of Centre Point School, Amravati
Road Bypass won accolades for clinching the prestigious Subrato
Cup in the DSO Football tournament in the U-14 category, held on
16th Aug'18. The enthusiastic team comprising of 16 members lifted
the cup from amongst a total number of 1012 participants. The
tournament was organized by the District Sports Office, Mankapur,
Nagpur and conducted by the Nagpur District Football Association
in the Mankapur Stadium.
The winning squad included Riddhim Chib, Palash Bajaj, Uday
Pal,
Aman Sharma, Jaiman Mehta, Karman Singh Oberoi, Dinkar
The fantastic footballers with
Radhika Ma'am & Rahul Sir
Pratap Singh, Karman Rai, Manan Kriplani, Sujal Shaha, Zoeb Ahmed,
Gaurav Ghoshal, Nakul Agrawal, Shreyansh Mohanty, Prince Kumar Singh and Hasan Khan.
The zealous footballers were proclaimed as the unyielding winners of the Divisional Level, Subrato Cup Football
tournament held in Wardha on the 24th Aug'18.The matches were organized by the District Sports Office, Wardha and
conducted by the Wardha District Football Association. The victorious team defeated the teams from Chandrapur and
Wardha to leave a mark beyond comparison. Sujal Shaha scored the last minute goal to lift the title. Under the able
guidance of their coach, Rahul Bante Sir, the team grabbed the opportunity to represent the school at the State level.
The triumphant players were congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen
Cassad and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the staff and the students on their astounding triumph.

CPS, AB'S GIRLS' CHESS TEAM EXCELS AT THE CBSE NATIONALS
Centre Point School, AB had participated in the CBSE National
Chess Tournament which was held from 1st to 4th Nov'18 in Gwalior.
This tournament was organized and conducted by Bhartiyam Vidya
Niketan. 300 different teams comprising of 4 members each had
participated in this tournament. Aishita Chabbda, Yashika
Chandankhede, Himani Jethwani and Mohana Yadav made up the CPS,
Amravati Road Bypass team.
The Successful Chess team with
Radhika Ma’am & Pathak Sir
If you are going to play chess as a team, a well-coordinated plan is a
must. And that was the secret weapon the CPS, AB team used to beat the odds. The skillful girls' team worked in
harmony and attacked the opponent's king; one piece alone probably wouldn't be able to do much but the
combined strength of several pieces made a powerful attacking force. The efficient team bagged the 5th place
with a score of 2.5 to 1.5. The brilliant girls were rewarded with a cup and a certificate. The team was coached
and accompanied by Mr. Kiran Pathak. The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad
and Mrs. Anita Sharma, the students and staff congratulated the girls' team on their success.

CPS, AB'S CHESS ENTHUSIASTS ARE ACHIEVERS
The enterprising team of budding Chess enthusiasts from Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass not
just participated in the Rapid Chess Tournament but also bagged the coveted winner's trophy in their category.
The tournament was organized by J. K. School of Chess on 18th Nov'18 and conducted by Nagpur District Chess
Association. The talented team consisted of Vivaan Zunzunwala, Soham Chhabda, Aishita Chhabda and Krishna
Taori who proved their mettle on the Chess board. Both Vivaan pocketed the 1st Individual prize and a medal.
The winners with Radhika Ma’am and Pathak Sir
Soham was also awarded with the 1st prize.
The girls team comprising Krishna and Aishita played very well
and were declared winners in their category. For the individual
honours, Krishna bagged the 1st place and Aishita bagged the 2nd
place. Both of them individually scored 5 points out of 9. The
upcoming players were showered with praise and good wishes by
the School Management and staff on their success. Everyone also
congratulated their coach, Mr.Kiran Pathak for training them.
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CPS, AB'S CHESS PLAYERS DECLARED CHAMPIONS

Chess players of CPS, AB unbeatable with were their stupendous performance in the CBSE South Zone
Chess Tournament. The zonal event witnessed the participation of more than 35 teams from Chennai and
Thiruvanathapuram Regions, State & District, Tamil Nadu, Puducherry and Andaman and Nicobar, Andhra
Pradesh and Telengana, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Goa, Kasargode, Wynad, Kannur Idukki, Trivendrum,
Kottayam, Pathanamthitta and Ernakulam. It was held from 1st to 3rd Sep'18 at Shraddha Children Academy,
Venkateshwara. CPS, AB's U-14 Girls' team comprised of Aishita Chhabda, Yashika Chandankhede,
Himani Jethwani and Mohana Yadav. The team won 5 games out of the 6 they played and one was a Draw.
The first, second and third table rounds recorded the scores 11, 19.5 and 202.5 respectively. Playing with
the white side of the queen in the first round, CPS, AB won against RMK Patashaala with a score of 0-4. In
the second round, CPS, AB changed sides to play black and defeated Millenium National School by scoring
4-0. Returning to white, CPS, AB played the third round against DPS to win with a score of 1-3 points. The fourth
round was a draw wherein CPS, AB and Velammal Vidyalaya Alpak scored 2-2 point.
The fifth round the CPS, AB played against Shri B.S. Mootha Girls, brought them victory with a score of 3.5 0.5 points. In the sixth and the final round, the CPS, AB team emerged as the winners of the U-14 Girls'
tournament by beating Cluny Vidya Niketan by 3-0 points. These brilliant Chess players were lauded for their
performance. Aishita Chhabda, the Captain of CPS, AB'S Chess team scored 5 points out of 6 rounds, Himani &
Yashika scored 6 points out of 6 rounds, & Mohana scored 2.5 points out of 6 rounds. The total score of the Centre
Pointers chess champ after the sixth round was 19.5. The young champions and their mentor, Mr. Kiran Pathak
were congratulated for their excellence by the School.

CPS, AB CHESS PLAYERS EMBRACE VICTORY
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Chess players
dismissed all myths that necessitate age as a crucial factor for
determining victory and proved that determination and passion
clubbed with the right strategies ensure a winning streak in the
Inter-School Chess Tournament organised by the Nagpur District
Chess Association. The event was held at D.M.C College, Nagpur
from 2nd to 9th Dec'18. Around 120 players from different
schools participated in the competition.
In this game of the kings and queens, Himanshu Jethwani of
class VA stood second by scoring 8 out of 9 points and received a
The victors with Radhika Ma’am and Pathak Sir
cash prize of Rs. 2000. Yashika Chandankhede of class VB who
scored 5.5 out of 9 points, secured the first position in the U/11 girls' category. Divyanshi Chandankhede of class
IE was declared the winner in the U/7 girls' category. She scored 2 out of 9 points. The winners and their mentor,
Mr. Kiran Pathak were congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad
and Mrs. Anita Sharma, and the staff.

CPS, AB'S CHESS TEAM CORNERS GLORY
Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Chess team zealously participated in the Kasani Krishna Mudiraj
Memorial All India Open Fide Rating Chess Tournament which was organized by Pallavi Chess Academy and
conducted by All India Chess Federation and Telangana State Chess Association at Global Indian International School,
Uppal Campus, Hyderabad from 10th to 14th Oct'18 in their school premises. The CPS, AB team was represented by
Himnanshu Jethwani, Himani Jethwani, Sanskar Gaigore and Arush Chitre. There were about 500 players from
different schools. Stepping every move carefully, Himanshu and
Sanskar scored 5.5 points out of 9 rounds, while Himani scored 5
points out of 9 rounds They thus made their way to the 2nd and
4th positions respectively in the U/ 9 age group. Himanshu also
received a cash prize of Rs 3000.
The Centre Point School, AB team was also rewarded with a
cup and certificates for each player. The Chess players were
trained by Mr. Kiran Pathak.
The young laureates at the Chess tournament
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SANSKAR & SWARA OF CPS AB WIN THE STATE SCHOOL CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP

Young Chess players Sanskar Gaigore and Swara Gaigore have become a
force to reckon with with their numerous achievements in Chess. They had
represented the School in the Mahavir Prasad Morarka Maharashtra State
Schools Chess Championship which was held from 14th to 18th Nov'18 at
Nehru Centre, Mumbai. Among 550 contenders, Sanskar and Swara teamed
up to script success. The young Chess champs gave a tough and brilliant fight
to their opponents; Sanskar scoring 2.7 points out of 9, Swara gaining 5.5
points out of 9. Sanskar bagged the third place and received a cash prize of
Rs.1000 alongwith a certificate and a medal. Swara stood at the 8th position
and received a certificate and a medal.
The children were applauded and appreciated in the assembly by the
The Young Chess Champs, Sanskar & Swara
Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs.
with Radhika Ma’am & Pathak Sir
Anita Sharma, the staff and their coach Mr. Kiran Pathak.

CPS, AB'S SWIMMERS MARK THEIR VICTORY AT DPS
Aspiring swimmers from Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass were applauded for their excellent skills during
the Inter-School Swimming Competition which was held on 20th Sept'18 at Delhi Public School, Lava, Nagpur. The
competition was organised and conducted by the Aquatic Association of Nagpur. Around 114 participants different schools
in the city had participated in the event. From CPS AB 14 Swimmers participated.
Bronze medals were bagged by the promising swimmers Anuj Didolkar (U-10) and Sanika Kawde (U-12) for contesting
in the 50 mtr Breaststroke and 50 mtr Backstroke events respectively. Khushi P, Ved Pimpalkar, Aditri Payasi, Omar Owaiz,
Divesh Khemani, Chaitanya Lahulkar, Raghav Bhargava, Sanika Kawde, Yuwan Porwal, Rishaan Chakraworthy, Arthana
Malik and Prithvi Singh Chauhan. The Principal, Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice- Principals, staff and students congratulated the
winners and the coaches Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat, Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar, and Mr. Chetan Samrit on their success.

CPS AB’S SWIMMERS SWIM TO SUCCESS
The skilled swimmers of CPS, AB were commended for their
laudable skills in the Officer's Club Swimming Competition which
was held on 2nd Dec'18 at the Officer's Club. The event which was
conducted by the Aquatic Association of Nagpur witnessed the
participation of 120 students from different schools around the city.
Battling a tough competition, the CPS, AB swimmers decided to leave
their mark. Aditri Payasi, an upcoming swimmer of the School
became the recipient of 2 Gold medals and 1 Bronze Medal in the 50m
The three winners
Freestyle, 50m Backstroke and 50m Butterfly events. Bronze medals
were bagged by the proficient swimmers of the School, Sahil Kalambe and Sanika Kavde in the 50m Breaststroke and
the 50m Butterfly event. The winners and their coaches Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat, Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar, and Mr. Chetan
Samrit were congratulated by the Principal Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Vice-Principals, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Mrs. Anita
Sharma, the staff and students on their success.

SKILLED CHESS PLAYERS OF CPS, AB WIN LAURELS
The dynamic and intelligent chess players of Centre Point School, AB including Aishita Chhabda and Utsavi
Gohil won accolades for their performance in the D.S.O State Level Chess Tournament which was held at Dervan,
Ratnagiri District. 39 children from schools around Maharashtra had gathered at the venue from 21st to 24th
Oct'18 to be a part of the prestigious event.
Aishita and Utsavi had contested in the U-14 age and U-17 age
category respectively. Playing Chess requires lot of planning and
winning chess strategies. With the same in mind, Aishita and Utsavi
gave a tough competition to their opponents and bagged 14th and
22nd place in the tournament. Aishita scored 4 points out of 6 rounds,
while Utsavi scored 3.5 points out of 6 rounds.
They both received certificates. Utsavi, Aishita & their coach, Kiran
Pathak
were congratulated by the School on their remarkable feat.
Aishita & Utsavi with Radhika ma’am & Pathak Sir
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CHILDREN'S DAY CELEBRATED AT CPS KATOL ROAD
Children's Day was celebrated with great vigour
nd
at Centre Point School, Katol Road on 22 Nov'18.
The staff members enthusiastically presented songs,
dances and skits for the children. The assembly was
conducted by the teachers. Sanjeevani ma'am
readout the thought for the day and Chaitanya sir
presented the news. The programme began with a
Bharatnatyam performance by the dance teacher,
Swati Naidu ma'am. This was followed by a
humorous poetry recitation by Aruna Jaiswal
ma'am. The next performance was the popular folk
dance 'ghoomar' from the film 'Padmavati' by
Riddhika Deodhar ma'am, followed by a medley of
popular foot tapping dance numbers presented by
teachers of the primary section.
An entertaining Fashion show conceptualised by
Mahek Tahilramani ma'am on popular Bollywood
Retro songs featuring yesteryears actors and
actresses was
presented in
t r u e
Bollywood
style. It was
Glimpses of the Children's Day Celebration
truly enjoyed
by the children. Special mention must be made of the portrayal of Raj
Kapoor by Hemant sir, Dev Anand by Simon sir and Shammi Kapoor
by Chaitnaya sir. A hilarious skit presented by Sanjay sir and a few
other teachers left the audience reeling in laughter. The Music Dept.
too enthralled the young audience, rendering a jugalbandi of 'Dil Se
Re'. Kapil sir, Pankaj sir and Simon sir with his westernised version
displayed their musical genius.
An English number by Rebecca Singh ma'am was well
appreciated. However, the highlight of the day was the scintillating
dance by Alister sir and Riddhika ma'am. The students dispersed
after receiving a box of goodies from the management.

lsaVj ik¡bZV Ldwy dkVksy jksM es 26 tuojh x.kra= fnol dk vk;kstu
gj o”kZ dh rjg bl o”kZ Hkh lsaVj ik¡bZV Ldwy dkVksy jksM es x.kra= fnol g”kksZYykl ls euk;k x;kA
fon~;ky; dh ç/kkukpk;kZ Jherh f'kYih xkaxqyh n~okjk /otkjksg.k ds lkFk gh dk;ZØe dk 'kqHkkjaHk gqvkA
rRi'pkr xk;d o`an n~okjk ns'k HkfDr ij vk/kkfjr xhr ßygj ygj ygjk, viuh 'kku dk >aMkÞ]
ßlcls m¡ph fot; irkdk rFkk ,s oru vkckn jgs rwÞ tSls xhr çLrqr fd, x,A
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blh dM+h esa d{kk X;kjgoha dh
Nk=k jksek jkeues us x.kra= fnol
ij vius fopkj O;Dr fd,A lkFk gh
fon~;ky; ds midIrku rjutksr flax
u#yk us vius tks'khys Loj esa ns'k dh
efgek dk c[kku djrs gq, dkO; ikB
fd;kA bl dk;ZØe es d{kk ckjgoha
dh nks Nk=kvksa tSuk jbZu vkSj

vkdka{kk feJk dks loZJs”B
fon~;kFkhZ dk iqjLdkj Hkh
çnku fd;k x;kA dk;ZØe dk lapkyu d{kk nloha dh
Nk=k vatqyh eksFks n~okjk fd;k x;kA
FUN FILLED CENFIESTA AT CENTRE POINT SCHOOL KATOL ROAD
The Cenfiesta, a day of fun and frolic, food and games and a much awaited day in the school calendar,
was held on 17th Nov'18. The winter chill failed to dampen the spirits and a festive atmosphere
prevailed right from the time the fete was declared open.
The request stall saw students dedicating songs to their friends and teachers. Children, parents and
ex-students were seen crowding around the games stalls. The usual crowd pullers were 'Fishing the
Bottle', 'Ringing the Prize', 'Feeding the Dragon', 'Bend it like Beckam', 'Wheel of Fortune' and the latest
addition 'The Avengers'. People tried their luck, their skill and accuracy at the games stalls while at the
food stalls, there was a beeline for the snacks on sale. They indulged in gastronomical delights.
The Frankies, Zingres, Tornadoes, Chola-Bhatura, Noodles, Paneer Tikka etc. etc. left one spoilt for
choice. The young and old were flocking around the ice-gola, candy floss & ice-cream stalls. The fete
had all the elements of joy, thrill & fantastic food to make it a grand success.

Glimpses of Cenfiesta at Centre Point School, Katol Road
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CPSWN CELEBRATES TEACHERS DAY WITH GUSTO
5 Sept, better remembered as Teachers Day, was
celebrated with great pomp and gaiety at CPS,
W’Nagar with the programme commencing with a
special assembly conducted entirely by students right
from a Class X student dressing up as the Principal,
Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan and addressing the
assembly. The mantle of becoming 'teachers for the
day' was taken up by Class VIII students who rose to
the occasion and performed with aplomb. The best
teachers for the day for every class were applauded with
The juniors regaling their teachers with songs
tokens of appreciation in the morning assembly. Students
and teachers of Centre Point School are known for their enthusiasm and there is never a dull moment
during any of their celebrations. The children of Classes 1 to
12 put up a great show on this day as well and made it really
special for all their teachers. The show started with our
little rock stars, rocking the stage with their wonderful
performances on the guitar, the drums and the
keyboard. The choir mesmerized one and all with their
lovely renditions of popular songs. The dancers stole the
show with their charm, grace and coordination leaving the
audiences spellbound and wanting for more. The fact that
A dazzling performance!
the songs were from the period when the teachers were
students themselves made the experience even more
cherished. The short skit which showed how the students
behaved
earlier and
how they
behave now
w
a
s
The seniors rendering a foot-tapping number
appreciated
by one and
all. The
s p e c i a l
celebration
for teachers
included
b e i n g
Entertaining the musical way!
welcomed by
a rose and a gift of appreciation, games & prizes followed by
Grooving to the beats!
a grand lunch. The piece de resistance was the seamless way
in which the programme was conducted. It was organised so
beautifully by all concerned teachers and students that
everyone marvelled at how well coordinated the whole
show was. On behalf of all the teachers, Mrs. Sumathi
Venugopalan appreciated the wonderful; programme
staged by the children & praised the efforts that they had all
taken to put up such an entertaining show.
An interesting game for the teachers!
th
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CPSWN CELEBRATES CHILDREN'S DAY WITH FUN AND FROLIC
On 19 Nov '18 CPS, W’Nagar celebrated Children's
Day with grand splendour, fun and fiesta. The function
began in the morning assembly itself with teachers
donning the school uniform and becoming 'kids' once
again and delivering the 'thought for the day' and reading
out the news with as much finesse as children.
The Principal Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan wished
each and every child on their special day and inspired
them with her words. Elegantly dressed in traditional
Mrs. Venugopalan addressing the colourful audience
Indian attire which was the dress code for the day, the young
and the old looked picture perfect! Right from
Class I to Class XII, they assembled together
and couldn't contain their excitement and
cheering as their teachers regaled them with
one beautiful performance after another.
Singing and dancing on some peppy numbers
and even presenting a hilarious skit, the
teachers made sure there was never a dull
moment and time just flew by. Adding an
extra dollop of thrill were several
The hilarious skit
performances by talented alumni of the
school who lit up the stage with their dances
and songs, An exciting cricket show match
between the teachers and the students of
Classes XI & XII had everyone cheering at the
top of their voices as the students won the
match. The teachers were only too happy in
their win!! Yummy goodies packed in pretty
boxes had children munching away. Their
excitement went up a peg or two as prizes for
the best dressed student from each section of
every class were also announced and
presented.
The day ended on a happy note
Captivating performances
by former students
with teachers seen clicking pictures with
A 'fun-way' for the kiddos
their students and making memories to be cherished forever.

Dancing to a peppy musical medley
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CENFIESTA – OVERLOAD OF FUN AND FROLIC!!
Spiced up with fun, frolic, food and laughter, the
annual Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar fete
nd
'Cenfiesta' was back with a bang on 22 Nov '18 this
year. Running from 9 am to 4pm, the varied stalls
advertising games, rides, an international and
t ra d i t i o n a l ly I n d i a n f o o d a re n a a n d l ive
entertainment were seen doing great business for the
day as the teachers and student volunteers did incredible
work to keep the fun quotient on the rise.
The Art and
Craft stall saw
people flocking to it
The colourful stalls
in large numbers to
buy attractive
handicrafts like
creatively designed
paper bags and paper
flowers to handmade vases created
by students under the
A happy customer!
guidance of their Art
teachers. With the
great demand,
All decked up for customers
everything sold like
hot cakes!! The exciting games stalls were equally appealing and
groups could be seen hunting for hidden treasure or ringing little
goodies and winning chocolates at simulation games. The 'Happy
Memories' stall and the 'Dedicate a song' stall attracted visitors like
bees to honey, all ready to pose with friends, family, teachers and
students with all kinds of hilarious props and dedicate their favourite
songs to each other. The fete also offered visitors a chance to buy a
sapling and other potted plants and florals and become 'green
ambassadors'. Set up by Class XI and XII students, the stall had a
One of the prize-winning stalls
steady stream of onlookers and buyers who were interested in beautifying their homes!
They say that happiness comes in small packets which turned out to be true for the stall aptly titled
'Kingdom of Treats' which served delicious pastries and muffins. No wonder the stall won the prize for 'best
decoration'. The enthusiastic students of Class XI weren't far behind when it came to bagging a few prizes.
Class XI D won the 'most enterprising stall' award for NERF shooting and it also won a prize for the
most innovative idea for the game, Try
your Luck. 'Best Promotions' title was
won by Shakes and Sandwiches stall
and the prize for 'Best Slogans' was
won by Fries.
From eating and songs to DJ and
games, the fete had it all!! Everyone from
ex-students and parents to children and
teachers streamed through the gates and
had a gala time, making it a one-stop
destination for fun all around!
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We Care.....
CMCA ENDEAVOUR AT CPS KATOL ROAD
Children's Movement for Civic Awareness (CMCA) is
working effectively in Centre Point School, Katol Road in a big
way. CMCA is a movement for school and college students with
the aim of kindling and nurturing active citizenship and
inculcating democratic values in them. It has well defined
objectives. In keeping with the objectives, class 8 students of
CPS Katol Road decided to bring about some change in Society
through active participation and influencing others to change.
They wanted to create awareness about the amount of E-waste
generated in each household and its proper disposal.
A skit was presented on this theme during the morning
assembly on 1st Sept'18 with CMCA volunteers Ms. Rupali Kale,
Ms. Priyanka Kale and Ms. Shailee Gambhir being present on the occasion. The participating students were :
Adi Kewalramani, Ryan Rajput, Sanika Palsapure and Falgun Sukhija from class 8 A, Ayaan Khawaja, Siddhant
Jog, Omi Radhwani and Aryan Bhojak from class 8 B, Sejal Dadwani, Jash Panchmatiya, Ananya Bansod and Shan
Naqvi from class 8 C, Shubham Sinha, Rayma Prasad, Dhruv Sadhwani, Shubhom Mukherjee, Maitreyee
Rammohan from class 8 D, Divyam Sumyani, Lamiya Naidu, Azlaan Ahmed, and Chirag Mulchandani from class 8
E, Dilpreet Kaur, Shivi Rajput, Ram Sunder Radhakrishanan and Laksh Asnani from class 8 F. The students had
been working under the guidance of the teacher-in-charge Mrs. Sanjeevani Damle. The skit was appreciated by
the Principal, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Vice Principal the co-ordinator and the audience.

CENTRE POINTERS STEP OUT TO MAKE CHANGE
The morning assembly of 1st Sept'18 witnessed the
installation of a new philanthropic club for the students of
classes 11 and 12 of Centre Point School, Katol Road named
'We Make Change'.
The WMC Club is dedicated to providing human values and
problem solving skills. It aspires to inspire students to become
all round personalities and make them responsible and caring
individuals who will contribute to local and global
communities. The club has a mission statement and aims to
undertake a number of activities in the session 2018-19. The
office bearers for this session are : President – Armaan Malik (12 C), Vice President 1 – Zaina Rayeen (12 E),
Vice President 2 – Roma Ramname (11 F), Director 1 – Divya Bhargava (12 A), Director 2 – Jasmine Singh (11
B), Director 3 – Kalpesh Katariya (11 E), Director 4 – Satish Sarode (12 D), Director 5 – Advika Saraf (11 G),
Director 6 – Janvi Choubey (12 F). Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor, Vice Principal & Mrs. Anagha Mishra, Coordinator
pinned the badges for the new office bearers of the club in the Special Assembly. The Council then took the oath
to perform their duty in all sincerity. The teachers-in-charge Mrs. Aruna Jaiswal and Mrs. Rucha Deshpande
structured the aims, objectives and targets for the club with guidance from the Principal Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly.

CPS KATOL ROAD INTERACTORS MAKE & DISTRIBUTE PAPER BAGS
The interactors of Centre Point School, Katol Road followed the footstep of their parent body 'Rotary Club'. The
Rotary club had encouraged the interactors to make and distribute the paper envelopes.
The interactors enjoyed making paper envelopes and bags out of newspaper and magazines under the guidance
of their Craft Teacher Sujata Giri and their Interact Teacher Incharge Arati Deshraj. They then distributed them to the
parents during the Parents Teachers Meeting on 12th Oct'18. They created awareness against using of plastic bags and
pledged to always promote and use paper bags.
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INTERACTORS OF CPS KATOL ROAD VISIT NAVJEEVAN SANSTHA
We Care.....

To share the joy of the festive season with the less privileged children, the Interact club members of Centre
Point School, Katol Road along with Mr. Tryambakmani Dwivedi visited Navjeevan Sanstha on 2nd Jan'19. The
Interactors had the opportunity to interact with 150 young students of the sanstha. They quickly be friended
them and enjoyed playing many games with them. They taught them some dance steps and danced together on
some good peppy numbers. The children were handed over
biscuits and bananas and a goody bag.
The goody bag comprised of pencils brought by
Director Community Service, Tanav Dua, Sweets brought by
Director Youth Service, Saesha Sadhwani, gel pens brought
by Secretary, Gulmahek Kaur Khurana and Paper bags made
by the President, Anushka Subramanian, Director, Vocational
service, Arshya Jain and Director International Service, Devansh
Narang. The Principal of the Sanstha Anita ma'am appreciated the
efforts made by the Interactors to make the children happy.

CPS KATOL ROAD INTERACTORS VISIT GOVT. GIRLS HOSTEL
nd

On 2 Jan'19, the Interactors of Centre Point School, Katol
Road spent some time with the inmates of Government Girls
Hostel in the New Year. The Interactors spent quality time with
150 girls of the Hostel. They danced, played and spread laughter
m a k i n g t h e
atmosphere full of
fun and frolic. The
interactors
distributed biscuit
packets, bananas
and goody bags full of pencils, gel pens, and sweets. The girls were
thrilled with the time spent with the Interactors and made
memories to cherish forever.

INTERACTORS OF CPS KATOL ROAD SPEND TIME WITH SUPPORT STAFF OF CPS KR
The interactors of Centre Point School, Katol Road spent
some good time with the support staff of their school on 2nd
Dec’18. They created a festive mood what with Christmas
round the corner. They made them play some enjoyable
games, taught them some good moves to dance on peppy
songs and distributed bananas, biscuits packets and a goody
bags consisted by pen, pencil and sweets. The didis and
bhaiyas of the school thanked the Interactors for the time
spent with them.
DIWALI DIYA SALE BY CPS KATOL ROAD INTERACTORS
The interactors of Centre Point School, Katol Road
wholeheartedly sold diyas made by the inmates of Sandhya
Sanwardhan Sanstha, a Sanstha for differently abled children. They
st
th
took out time during the long recess from 1 to 14 Oct'18. Stalls
were put up at various places to make it convenient for the students
of all the classes from I to XII to purchase the diyas. The total amount
collected by selling beautiful and decorative diyas as Rs. 5236/-.
This amount was handed over to the Sanstha. The students
successfully managed to bring a smile on the face children.
(86)

The interactors of Centre Point School, Katol Road observed
th
th
'Communal Harmony' week from 30 Nov. to 8 Dec’18. They
spread the message of compassion and care. They picked this
opportunity to interact with younger. Centre Pointers and told
them about the importance of Communal Harmony. They sold
stickers which had 'Communal Harmony' written on them to the
Principal, Vice Principals, staff, parents and students and
collected a total sum of Rs. 2265/-.
The money collected by selling the
flags was sent to the 'National
Foundation' for Communal Harmony,
an autonomous organisation under
the Ministry of Home Affairs.

We Care.....

COMMUNAL HARMONY WEEK OBSERVED IN CPS KATOL ROAD

INTERACTORS OF CPS KATOL ROAD VISIT SNEHANCHAL
Ushering in the new year was done in a novel and noble way by the
Interactors of Centre Point School, Katol Road. The Interact club
members visited Snehanchal Palliative Care Centre on 2nd Jan'19 along
with Mr. Tryambakmani
Dwivedi the school Librarian.
The young interactors
made extra efforts to make
their day a little special. They
gifted each one of them with a
beautiful handmade card made by the two members i.e. Vice President,
Jui Jagtap and Treasurer, Yashna Singhania. They also took tender
coconuts and Red Label Tea Boxes for the inmates.

CPSWN CARE GIVERS DONATE BLOOD FOR A GOOD CAUSE
Taking up the initiative to instill the essence of communal
harmony in its true sense in students and parents alike as the school
th
th
commemorated Communal Harmony Week from 19 to 25 Nov
'18, two blood donation camps were organized on17th and 29th
Nov '18 by the Interact Club of Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar in the school premises. Members of the club laid the
foundation for the good cause by spreading awareness regarding
Thalassemia among the school students by showing them a
Parents and teachers donating blood
presentation on the same. The students were later requested to
encourage their parents to donate blood for the noble cause. A combined effort of teachers and parents
culminated in as many as 117 donors donating blood which
was collected by Jeevan Jyoti blood bank. The school
A token of appreciation for the school
management and staff
applauded the efforts of the
I n te ra c to r s a n d o t h e r
volunteers who worked
hard to make the initiative a
success under the able
guidance of their teacherDoctors working for the noble cause
mentor, Mrs. Roma Mundra.
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CPSWN SPARKS UP DIWALI FOR SPECIAL CHILDREN
We Care.....

Holding strong to the school
motto to inculcate the values of
'sharing', 'caring' and 'showing
kindness' in its students, the
Interact Club at Centre Point
School, W’Nagar marched ahead
with another of its many initiatives
and jointly collaborated with the
Sandhya Sanwardhan Yojna to
organize a diya sale in the school
Childrens & Parents buying the diyas
premises with Diwali round the corner.
These diyas, made by specially-abled children of the sanstha, saw a good response from the children and the
young organizers managed to collect a whopping amount of about Rs 14,000 in just two days time. It
certainly turned out to be a valuable contribution made by our students as well as the staff and the Interactors
hoped that it would bring sparkling smiles on the faces of the young beneficiaries. Their enthusiastic efforts to
light up the lives of those less fortunate were applauded by the school management and staff. The volunteers
thanked their teacher-mentor Mrs. Roma Mundra for guiding them in their initiative.

MAKING DIWALI 'SPARKLE' FOR HELPERS AT CPSWN
With Diwali, the festival of lights, peace and prosperity just
round the corner, Centre Pointers at Wardhaman Nagar geared up
to make the celebrations special for the support staff of the school.
Working hand-in-hand with
the school's Interact Club, the
students of Class X
enthusiastically took up the
initiative
of collecting oil
Packets ready to be presented
packets, sugar and diyas from the
whole school. Contributions poured in from
all quarters. The staff also pitched in by
adding a 'sweet' touch as packets of
traditional delicacies were added to the
gifting together with Bindi packets too!
What a pleasing sight it was to see the helpers
dressed up in their traditional best, all seated
to witness a special programme organized for
'Bhayyas' are not forgotten!
nd
them on 2 Nov '18. They beamed with
happiness as the School Captain, Aman Sheikh and Vice Captain, Nayan
Presenting the packets to the 'didis'
Sarawgi addressed them, expressing their 'thank-yous' on behalf of all the
students for their help throughout the year. They were all smiles as they accepted the tastefully packaged
gifts and sweets from Class X students and Interact Club members respectively and expressed their
gratitude for all the love and attention showered on them. Mrs.
Sumathi Venugopalan, the school Principal also expressed her
gratefulness for their unending services not only for teachers but
also for children and wished them a prosperous and safe Diwali.
The celebration of the students' efforts to instill empathy and
kindness for those less fortunate than ourselves through little
acts of charity was a success.
The happy guests
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Living in an age of increasing digitalization
and virtual reality, it is so essential to sensitize
users to the boons and the banes of sustained
gadget usage and 'online' presence.

We Care.....

CPSWN SPREADS AWARENESS ON CYBER SAFETY

The Interact Club at Centre Point School,
Wardhaman Nagar, along with other students set
out to do just that by undertaking an initiative to
make the teachers and the students of Classes
6 to 12 aware about cyber safety and security.
At the outset, they conducted a workshop for teachers
themed on various features of social media covering

Sensitizing the students towards cyber safety

'Whatsapp' and 'Facebook' as they are regular users
yet are not aware of the cyber crimes committed online
and some of their features.

Giving valuable feedback

A similar session was conducted for students of
Classes 9, 10, 11, and 12. Talks related to gaming
addiction were also held for Classes 4 to 8 as it is
important for them to know how excess use of
electronic gadgets affects their brain and studies.
Feedback was later taken by way of forms so that the
student volunteers could come to know what was
going on in the minds of teenagers. The cyber
awareness seminar turned out to be a great success as
teachers and students alike found themselves greatly
benefitting from it. The young volunteers who
spearheaded the initiative thanked their teachers for
guiding and training them to take it up so well.

CPSWN STUDENTS GIVE GANESHA A UNIQUE EDGE
With some Indian festivals having a detrimental impact on the environment, it is time
to rethink how we strike a balance between celebrating them and conserving our
ecosystem. Members of the Interact Club of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar did
just that when they encouraged students of Class VIII to make Ganesh Chaturthi an ecofriendly festival by designing and making their very own Ganesh idol from organic
matter like hay, sutali,
shadu clay, natural colours,
crepe paper, basil, alum and
gum made from 'maida' and
The eco-friendly Ganesha!
rice paste. Even the 'modak' was made from alum.
Under the guidance of their Art teacher, Mr. Praveen
Waliokar, the children made the idol which was
displayed for everyone to see and seek blessings from.
The sensitized children implored everyone to use
eco-friendly idols so that they can be immersed
properly at home and the remains can be used later as
manure. The school management, staff and students
thanked the Interactors for becoming 'green
ambassadors' and taking the initiative to spread the
much-needed awareness.
Working under the guidance of Praveen Sir
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INSTILLING THE MESSAGE OF BROTHERHOOD AT CPSWN
The message of unity, brotherhood and peace rang loud and
wide as Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar observed
th
th
Communal Harmony Week from 19 to 25 Nov '18. As cited
by one of the coordinators, Mr. Akhil Yusuf, “Two religious
festivals viz., Guru Purab and Eid, both falling during this time
period, itself is an indication of communal harmony in the
nation.” On the 19th i.e. the day of commencement of the
Communal Harmony Week, the school celebrated Children's
Day paying a wonderful tribute to Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru.
Ms. Deepa Chakraborty
addressing the children
With only two
days in hand, the school put its best foot forward to reiterate the message of inculcating peace and harmony
among friends and students. The Vice-Principal, Ms.
Deepa Chakraborty, addressed the assembly on
the morning of 20th Nov, eloquently delivering the
essence of the term 'communal harmony'. She cited
that when students are shuffled at the end of their
academic year, religion is never a criteria for their
Mrs. Philomena Gounder reciting from the Bible
segregation. She relevantly quoted the example of the
movie 'Kedarnath' in which the protagonist, though a Muslim, saves the life of a Hindu girl and safely
carries several other pilgrims of different religions to a helicopter thus recuing them from the flood but
choosing to sacrifice his own life for the sake of others. This rendition of ideas probably worked as food
for thought that if during a national crisis we could stand together as one nation, irrespective of our
caste, creed and religion, why not at other times. On the same
day, the school English choir presented a song that
propagated the message of equality and fraternity.
On 24th Nov, teachers belonging to different religions
read out messages of peace from their religious books in
the morning assembly. On a concluding note, the Principal,
Mrs. Sumathi Venugopalan told the junior students that if we
do good to all irrespective of what we receive, goodness will
prevail in the society and thus harmony will be established.
nd
With the school holding its annual fete on 22 Nov '18,
The organizers being presented
communal harmony posters were displayed on a special
Communal harmony badges
board and volunteers posted near the board sold
Communal Harmony flags and requested parents to donate
for the victims of the communal riots. While the youngsters
collected Rs.3000 from the sale of flags, an amount of Rs.
1,084 was collected as a donation.
Mrs. Archana Ukey and Mr. Akil Yusuf, who worked hard to
organize all the activities which were held during the week,
expressed their gratitude to all the teachers and student
volunteers who helped in making the event a success. They
also thanked the Golden Rule Committee which contributed a
Members of the English choir presenting a song
great deal to the smooth execution of the event.
(90)
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CPSWN STUDENTS EXPERIENCE THE 'JOY OF GIVING'
Championing the cause of 'Joy of Giving',
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar
children responded wholeheartedly to a call
of sharing and caring for those who are not as
well endowed as them.
Their response to the 'Neki Ka Pitara'
drive was over- whelming to say the least.
Under this effort, a few 'Anganwadis' were
first identified around the school premises
Happy in their happiness!!
and, after information about the number of
children and their requirements and meal times was
gathered, Anganwadi Kramank 71 and 74 were
shortlisted for the drive and the children were
motivated in the morning assembly to donate 5 PET
bottles of Amul Cool or any other flavoured milk (200
ml) and 5 biscuit packets of Rs 5 only on their
birthdays. This initiative aimed at developing in
children a sense of empathy and duty before
entertainment. A pamphlet was also printed and
distributed to the children to communicate this effort to
their parents and garner their support. With the PITARA
Eagerly waiting for the milk and biscuits
(a Cellfrost) refrigerator overflowing in no time, a batch
of 70 bottles and packets of biscuits for 2 Anganwadis were despatched every time. The joy on
the faces of the children was to be seen to be believed! Prakhar Singhania, one of the Prefects (Special
Projects) who accompanied
the volunteers cited, "seeing
their dark earnest eyes and
the small dingy rooms in
which they were seated, we
realised how lucky we were.
Some drank the milk
fast....others slowly
sipped.....some were
suspicious initially because
they thought we had come to
vaccinate them, but in the
Volunteers distributing the milk packs
end all were happy ". It's been several months now since the drive
commenced in Sept '18. Everyone from their in-charge teachers, Mrs.
Sana Seth and Mrs. Aparna Dharmale to student volunteers and all the
young contributors felt a deep sense of happiness and satisfaction when
they came to know that the attendance in the Anganwadis had gone up
and they had gained the trust of the children.
They sincerely resolved to pursue this drive and bring more
Anganwadis under their radar as the trend of 'Meaningful Birthdays'
catches on.
The Neki ka pitara
(91)

International Vistas
KRITAY OF CPS KR RECEIVES ACCOLADES IN INTERNATIONAL ART CONTEST
Kritay Daga, a talented artist of class IX, Centre Point School, Katol Road
brought laurels to the school with his exemplary work of Art. Kritay's Painting
bagged the 4th Place in the 10-14 year category of the International Festival of
Owls Contest conducted by the International Owl Centre, Houston, USA in
Dec'18. Over 4,444 entries from 20 US States & 37 countries were part of this
prestigious contest. Kritay with his interest in Art especially in Doodling
painting an intricately designed Owl which placed him in the 4th place. He will
be receiving a Special Certificate & Excellence and his work is posted on the
Facebook Page making him famous around the world. Also his painting will be
Kritay with painting
on display for a year at the International Owl Center Houston.
This talented artist with excellent aesthetics spent five days of his Christmas vacations to make this fine
work of Art. He received encouragement from Mr. Sanjay Waliokar, HOD, Art, CPS, Katol Road. He was highly
commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS Katol Road, Vice Principals, staff & students.

ACE SHUTTLER OF CPS, KATOL ROAD SELECTED FOR ASIA CUP
Rohan Gurbani an ace shuttler of CPS, KR has been consistently honing his
gaming skills to perfection and has been bringing laurels to the school and city.
He was one of the strongest contenders in the Khelo India Khelo Badminton
Tournament. In the All India Ranking Tournament he was appreciated for his
excellent game against his opponent in the Quarter Final as well as the Semi
Final Rounds. He has been placed at the No.3 Rank in U/17 Boys Badminton
Event. On the basis of his Quarter Final and Semi Final Rounds in the All India
Ranking Tournament, Rohan was selected for the ASIA CUP 2018 held in The Ace Shuttler Rohan with Shilpee ma’am
Myanmar from 3rd to 7th Oct'18. Rohan played in the Team India U/17 Boys Badminton. He attended the India
Camp held in Lucknow in preparation for the prestigious event to be held in Myanmar. The school coach, Nitin
Raut commended Rohan on this achievement. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Principal, CPS KR, Vice Principal, staff and
students appreciated the skilled gaming strategies of Rohan and wished him luck for the coming event.

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH WEEK OBSERVED @ CPS, AB
The counselling cell of Centre Point School,
Amravati Road Bypass had celebrated World
th
th
Mental Health Week from 7 to 13 Oct'18. All
students from classes III to VIII were invited to
the Resource Room to interact with the
counsellors and learn more about mental
health. The concept of a healthy mind was
demonstrated in various ways through several
insightful activities, fun games, thoughtful
write-ups and open interaction. Several myths
and stigmas surrounding psychological issues
were effectively shattered as students
comfortably shared their problems.
World Mental Health Week
The students realised that they can freely
approach the school counsellors on their own and seek their guidance for any emotional, educational or social
problems that they face. They understood that their mental well-being is as essential as their physical wellbeing. The School Counsellors, Mrs. Khatija Rayyani, Mrs. Nandita Rambhia, Ms. Rachell Peters and Ms. Aditi
Chatterjee played a pivotal role in the success of this initiative.
(92)
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CPSWN HOSTS CENMUN 2018

The three-day conference, CENMUN 2018, with the theme 'value
of ethics in politics' was launched with a spectacular inauguration
ceremony on 5th Oct,'18 at CPS, W’Nagar in the presence of dignitaries like
Dr. Deepak Vohra, Special Advisor to Prime Minister Lesotho and
Guinea – Bissau, Founder Directors of Centre Point Group of Schools,
The CENMUN logo and motto
Mrs. Aruna Upadhyaya and Mr. Arun Dev Upadhyaya, Directors, Mrs.
Radhika Rajwade and Dr. Jaisingh Rajwade and Executive Director,
Centre Point Group of Schools Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee.
After the event was
formally inaugurated on a
traditional note with the
lighting of the lamp by all the
dignitaries,
Mrs. Aruna
Mr. Vora addressing the gathering
Upadhyaya, in her inaugural
address, once again threw
light on the Centre Point
School philosophy of
The school choir presenting a song
allowing its students to
venture into experiential
learning.
In his motivating address,
Dr. Deepak Vohra urged the
delegates to identify the
challenges faced by the world
Mr. Deepak Vora lighting the lamp
in the present scene of
changing power equation. He
drew the attention of the
A thought-provoking dance
delegates towards the role of
India and its youth in this
new world with its challenges
like global warming and
growing terrorism.
Welcoming the guests, the
Principal, Mrs, Sumathi
Venugopalan stressed the
Mr. Vora inaugurating the conference
Committees in session
importance of enhancing
leadership skills through experience as a part of school
education as well as ethics. According to her, “if we are to live in
peace every nation, community and individual must envision
universal and humanitarian ideals.”
Through a dazzling dance performance, the school
students tried to showcase the havoc that humans are
wreaking on this earth and paying the price. They emphasized
the importance of protecting the environment for posterity.
The Executive Board was introduced to the delegates by
Bhavika Waghdhare, Deputy Secretary General, CENMUN 2018. Declaring CENMUN 2018 open, the Secretary
General, Archit Venugopalan said that the aim of delegates should be to persuade others to realize the validity of
one's point of view, listening to fellow delegates, forging bonds of friendship and to kindle the minds of the youth
towards global challenges and solutions.
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With as many as 575 delegates from a number of
schools from across the city and neighbouring
regions as far as Delhi attending the conference, the
meet gave a big platform to all the delegates to
strongly voice their views as part of 11 committees
and 1 International Press representing countries
covering the length and breadth of the globe. In
addition to 5 permanent members, other countries
The Secretariat members
included supporters and observers. Active debating,
verbal cross-fires and passing of resolutions marked the conference even as it gave the delegates a chance
th
to enjoy live entertainment during Socials. The equally glittering concluding ceremony on 7 Oct '18 saw
delegates eagerly awaiting the prize distribution ceremony which acknowledged and awarded outstanding
delegates for their research and presentations. Amongst other winners, a horde of prizes were bagged by
delegates of CPSWN in various committees being represented by a total of 150 delegates. The elated winners
who brought laurels to the school are as follows: UNSC: Sakshi Singh - High Commendation (Saudi Arabia),
Aman Sheikh - Special Mention (USA). DISEC: Akshat Poddar - High Commendation (UK). SPECPOL :
Atharva Sharma - High Commendation (Palestine). UNHRC: Aditi Nagariya - High Commendation
(China), Riyanshi Kedia - High
Commendation (Iceland), Manan Agrawal Special Mention (Angola). UNEP: Stuti
Thakkar - High Commendation (Finland).
ARAB LEAGUE: Jinanshi Mehta - Best
Delegate (Saudi Arabia), Nayan Sarawgi Best Delegate (Saudi Arabia), Vinit Kalra Special Mention (Kuwait). HGA: Muskan
Agrawal - High Commendation (People's
Republic of China), Aditya Daga - Special
Members of the Organizing Team
Mention (France). MARVEL: Dhruv Magnani
- Special Mention (United Mexican States). UNICEF: Ishika Agrawal - Best Delegate (USA), Yugal Aswani High Commendation (China), Sarthak Pandit - High Commendation (UK), Aishwarya Mandalkar Special Mention (Russian Federation). UNCSW: Ismat Chimthanawala - Special Mention (Israel). IP:
Aman Mansata - Best Photographer. The Secretariat in-charge of organizing the whole event planned it to the
last detail and ensured that it was executed smoothly and perfectly under the guidance of in-charge faculty
members. Headed by the Secretary General, Archit Venugopalan, it included Deputy Secretary General
Bhavika Waghdhare; USG Delegate Affairs, Mayank Binani; USG Finance and Sponsorship, Rishab
Asrani; USG Logistics, Sanchit Khedkar; USG Venue Operations and Conference Staff, Raunaq Ali; USG
Design, Preet Ponda; USG Promotions, Hiten Muniyal; USG Hospitality, Prabhat Thaokar; USG Food and
Beverages, Shrey Kala; USG Invitations and Protocols, Priyank Shah and USG Transportation and Public
Relations, Bhakti Parwani. The USGs were ably supported by 2 members of the Organizing Committee with
every member having 1 volunteer, making it a 50 member strong Organizing Committee all hailing from Classes
XI and XII. The school management, Principal, Mrs.
Sumathi Venugopalan, the Vice Principals and staff
heartily congratulated the jubilant winners and their
teacher-mentors who worked hard to prepare them.
They also applauded all the teachers in-charge of the
various committees as well as members of the
Secretariat who did a commendable job discharging
their duties and working as a team to ensure the
success of the conference under the able guidance of
Mrs. Jayati Chakraborty.
The jubilant winners!!
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Art Effect.....
ANUPREETA WINS CASH AWARD IN DRAWING COMPETITION
India Peace Centre conducted an Art Competition, 'Arts for Peace'
on 'World Peace Day'. A total of 300 participants took part in this
prestigious event. Anupreeta Datey a class XII student of CPS Katol
Road finished third in the High School category. She received a cash
prize of 1000/- and was honoured with a memento and a participation
certificate by the Chief guest. The painting she created depicted a huge
flower whose petals represented Flags of different countries, which
are seen being
Anupreeta – The Artist of CPS Katol Road
watered by girls
belonging to two major countries, Japan and Pakistan, this
depicted unity in nurturing peace and cooperation among
nations as shown by the
flower. It also symbolised
how countries are
concerned about
maintaining the ecological
balance. On the other side
The Artists with the organiser
of the flower a boy is seen
assembling a toy done which is a symbol of peace are seen. Also a couple of toys
lying beside the child which he has given up because they preach war and
violence. Great work, great message!
Her Artwork

CPS KATOL ROAD ARTISTS WIN AWARDS
Six talented artists of Centre Point School, Katol Road made
a clean sweep in the Sit and Draw Competition held on 1st
Dec'18 by Hislop College, Nagpur.
In the Junior category Sanchit Shivliha received a gift
st
voucher of 1100/- for bagging the 1 position. Anannya
nd
Agrawal at the 2 position received a gift voucher of 500/- and
Siddharth Chaware who was at the 3rd position was awarded a
gift voucher of 200/-. In the Senior category Ananya Agrawal
of class VIII received a gift voucher of 1000/- for being the top
nd
notcher with her creative Art. Kanishka Kothari at the 2 position was awarded 500/- gift voucher and
Gurleen Batra at the 3rd position received a 200/- gift voucher. All the winners also received certificate. Sanjay
Waliokar (HOD Art) and Nandkishore Kosare of the Art department mentored the young promising artists.

CPS KR ARTISTS WIN CASH AWARDS IN POSTER MAKING COMPETITION
Two aesthetically inclined students of Centre Point School, Katol
Road won accolades in the Poster Making Competition conducted by
th
Aspire International School on 8 Dec'18. From among participants of
20 schools of Nagpur two promising students impressed the judges
with their creative work.
st
Seva Mundra of class VII received the 1 prize including a trophy a
certificate & a 750/- cash award. Dilan Setiya also of class VII bagged
the 2nd prize and was awarded a trophy, certificate and a cash award of
500/-. Sanjay Waliokar (HOD, Art) and Nandkishore Kosare of the Art
Dept. commended the two artists on their success.
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CPSWN ARTISTS SHINE
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Talented artists from Centre Point School, W'Nagar
participated in the Srujan Inter-school Art
Competition which was organised by School of Scholars
at their Beltarodi branch on 23rd Nov '18.
As many as 18 students from Classes I to XII gave
vent to their imagination with wonderful strokes as they
participated in various categories. While Groups A, B and
C involved individual activity, Groups D and E were open
for painting in groups on varied themes. A special POP
block carving competition was also organized for the
Srujan Art Competition winners
escort teachers who had to chisel their way and create
something beautiful out of the given POP material. It was celebration time when artists from every group
nd
emerged winners. While Kavya Agrawal of Class II and Shreya Zade of Class III bagged the 2 Prize in
Group A and Group B respectively, Supriya Kumbhare of Class VII received the Consolation Prize in
Group C. The 4 member team from Classes VIII to X namely Vaidehi Bajaj, Manan Agrawal, Owais Khan
nd
and Sakshi Samant clinched the 2 Prize in Group D while Komal Gangwani, Tasneem Vali, Tanvi Singh
and Bhakti Parwani from Class XI won the Consolation Prize in Group E.
All the elated winners were awarded trophies and certificates. Mr. Rajesh Telrandhe, the escort Art
teacher also won the 2nd Prize and received a trophy and a certificate for his POP sculpture. On cloud nine
with their achievement, all the winners together with guide, Mrs. Sabina Hussain were heartily congratulated by
the school management and staff for their wonderful accomplishment.

WALL HANGING COMPETITION AT CPSWN
A very interesting Inter-House competition themed on
various 'scapes' was held for artists of Class VIII at CPS, W’Nagar
th
on 15 Sept'18. While Green House had to design and paint a wall
hanging based on the theme 'Metascapes', an imaginary
landscape which hasn't ever been witnessed before, Blue House
stroked a wall hanging on 'seascape'. 'Landscape' was allotted to
Yellow House while a 'skyscape' was worked upon by Red
House. All the
houses performed
Green House
admirably and the
judges had a tough
time deciding the
w i n n e r. T h e y
showcased their
creative and
imaginative skills
Blue House
with aplomb.
Yellow House
Yellow House
and Red House
were declared joint winners with 86 points while Green
House finished Runners up with 85 points. Blue House came
3rd with 77 points.
All the participants and winners as well as their teachers-incharge and their Art teachers were applauded by the management
and staff of the school for their super creations which are
displayed in the school campus.
Red House
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Middle school artists at Centre Point School, Wardhaman
Nagar participated in two exciting Inter-House activities lined up
for them by the House Activity team. 17th Sept '18 saw these eager
participants making a beeline for the venues allotted to them in the
school armed with all sorts of art paraphernalia they planned they
use and some brilliant ideas in their
minds. Class VI youngsters were asked to
design eye-catching posters on various
issues like peer pressure, saving the
environment, making good choices
and bullying. Artists of Class VII, on the
other hand, conceptualized and created
interesting comic strips on various
themes from underage driving and
smart phones to addiction and dealing
with low self-esteem which were a
delight to read. A round of applause went
out to all the creative minds and their
teacher guides for coming up with
wonderful ideas and presenting them in
unique ways. They certainly made the
Blue House
judges' job a tough one!! It was
celebration time for some houses when the results were finally declared.
For Class VI, Green House emerged the winners with 51 points
while Blue House came in second with
Red House
47 points. Yellow House and Red
House tied for the 3rd position with 46
points each. Surprisingly, Class VII
results were a perfect replica with
Green House bagging the pole position
once again with 55 points while Blue
House romped home at the second
position with 54 points and Red House
and Yellow House jointly claimed the
rd
3 position with 49 points each. All the
young participants were applauded for
their talent & creativity by the management & staff of the school. They thanked
their teacher guides for en-couraging them
with ideas and, of course, the House
Activity team teachers Mrs. Beena Samuel,
Mrs. Aparna Dalvi & Mrs. Pratibha
Jambulkar under the guidance of Ms. Deepa
Chakraborty for arranging such exciting
events for them to participate in!
Green House

Yellow House
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Art Effect.....

EXCITING INTER-HOUSE ACTIVITIES AT CPSWN

CPSWN ARTISTS WIN ACCOLADES
Art Effect.....

Talented artists from Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar displayed
their artistic hand when they participated in the Prism Annual Art Camp
which was organized by School of Scholars, Wanadongri on 8th Dec '18. Two
children represented the school in each of the six groups along with a
separate competition exclusively for teachers. While in Groups A, B, C and D
the participants were given drawing sheets for their art work, Group E
participants painted African Art with fabric colours on Bamboo. Participants
in Group F painted scenes from Ramayana or Mahabharat on canvas with
Prism Art Contest Winners
fabric colours. Teachers also got an opportunity to showcase their talent
when they created ceramic or canvas paintings with fabric colours. Two winners emerged from the school with
Harsha Arora of Class IX bagging the 2nd Prize in Group E and Tasneem Vali of Class XI clinching the 2nd Prize in
Group F. Both of them were awarded gift hampers, trophies and certificates as prizes. The thrilled duo, along with
their Art teacher Mrs. Sabina Hussain was congratulated by the management & staff for their wonderful performance.

SHINING MOMENTS FOR CPSWN ARTISTS
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar artists got one more opportunity to
put their creative fingers to good use when they participated in the Peace Poster
Contest and Drawing Competition 2018 which was organized by Lions Club
International in the school premises on 8th Oct '18. Themed on 'Kindness matters',
the competition was held for two groups i.e. Group A (Classes V to VIII) and Group B
(Classes I to IV). While Group A worked on a poster on 'Kindness matters', Group B
designed a poster on 'cleanliness drive'. The top three school level winners for
both the categories include Kavya Raj – 1st Prize, Tejas Agrawal – 2nd Prize and
Peace Poster Contest Winners
Anvi Mahajan – 3rd Prize in Group B and Neha Kasliwal – 1st Prize, Aishwarya
nd
Sethia – 2 Prize and Supriya Kumbhare –3rd Prize in Group A. All the joyous winners received medals and certificates
and the school was awarded a shield in appreciation of the active participation in the competition. The winners along with
their Art teacher, Mrs. Sabina Hussain were applauded for their achievement by the management and staff of the school.

CPSWN DIGITAL ARTISTS SHINE IN THE COLOUR PRINTING CONTEST
Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar artists got a chance
to display their creative skills on a different platform when they
participated in the HP Digital Printing Contest which was
organized for the students of select schools in the district by one
of the renowned companies in this field. The competition invited
participants to take up colour painting using the 'Paint Brush'
software on computers. It saw a good response from budding
artists hailing from all classes of the school who won amazing
prizes for their creativity. The topics for the Junior category
The Junior category winners
included 'Censhine with me in a flying object or in space' and 'My e-school'. Bagging the 1st Prize was Nimisha Hanse
who won a Laptop Bag while Anvi Mahajan clinched the 2nd position and won a Pen Drive. Kavya Agrawal bagged the
3rd Prize and won a pair of Headphones.
The Consolation Prizes were awarded to Pinak Jivarajani, Khushi Moon, Aishwarya Sethia, Kushal Muniyal and
Naysa Agrawal. Students participating in the Senior Category worked with topics like 'Communication- Then and Now'
and 'E-city with Robots'. Ayushi Mahajan pocketed the 1st Prize in this category winning a laptop bag while the 2nd
Prize was won by Prathamesh Chakankar who received a Pen Drive as his prize. Ashwik Raj bagged the 3rd Prize and
was awarded headphones. The Consolation Prizes were
The Senior category winners
awarded to Owais Khan, Saakshi Samant, Jagriti Sharma,
Jishnuv Tiwari and Supriya Kumbhare.
All participants were given certificates and an 18%
discount coupon to buy HP ink tank 315 colour printer. All
the winners received a personalized plank their names
embossed. The management and staff of the school heartily
congratulated the elated students for their achievement and the
Computer Department teachers who guided them.
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Centre Point School International
ORIENTATION SESSION FOR CPSI PARENTS
After the success of the first Parent Orientation Session of CPSI parents with Mrs. Savita Venkat, a second session
was planned and held on 30th Sept'18. This time a Sunday was chosen for the session, so that maximum parents could
attend the programme and reap maximum benefits. This time too the session was conducted by Mrs. Savita Venkat,
our Cambridge consultant. The session was held in two separate parts depending upon the age groups of the learners.
Parents of grades 1, 2 and 3 attended the session from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and the parents of grades 4,5 and 6
from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. From the time the session started until the end, the parents were seen enjoying,
brainstorming through the various activities where they played games, did role plays, did situation analysis etc.
It was thoroughly enjoyable experience where the parents were made to behave like their kids, enacting out the
given situations and then through collaboration hunt for the solutions. Without even realizing, the parents were doing
- active learning, problem solving and critical thinking, just like how their kids are made to do in school.
After attending this workshop, even the parents realised that the school and parents must work in tandem with
each other, to bring out the best in the learners and develop in them life skills. Also, that such workshops help in
bringing the school and parents closer, to help, bring out the best in the learners.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY AT CENTRE POINT SCHOOL INTERNATIONAL
Centre Point School, International was overflowing with pride on
the 28th of September, for the School Council Installation Ceremony of
the first batch of office bearers. It was a day of celebration but also a
day of pledging dedication
and commitment by the
new council members. Six
children, all standing tall,
their hearts brimming with
pride, were ready to take on
the responsibilities.
The Principal, Mrs.
Anuradha Buddhi presided
over the function. The
Tarush Garg & Aashna Parwani - Blue House D i re c to r s M r s . A r u n a
U p a d hyaya , M r. A r u n
Upadhyaya, Mrs. Radhika
Ra j wa d e , D r. J a i s i n gh
Rajwade and Mr. Abhijeet Sanyal, Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director
and Mrs. Radhika Mehra, Principal, CPS Dabha and the proud parents of the
office bearers were all special guests of honour.
The ceremony began with a prayer followed by thoughts on leadership
by the learners. The curiosity of the crowd was satiated as Anuradha ma'am
Anaaya Singhania & Samaira Kale - Red House announced the names of the Prefects and Vice Prefects of all the three
Houses. Armed with the insignia of their posts, the members of the council
were then ready to take the oath to serve their school and fellow learners to
the best of their ability. Amidst claps and cheers they signed the Roll of
Honour. Next the names of House Representatives from each class were
announced. With a smile on their faces and spring in their steps the little
learners walked up to receive their badges. Moments of pleasure tinged
with pride worth waiting for!
The ceremony concluded with Radhika Rajwade ma'am addressing the
learners and reminding them that with power comes great responsibility.
She urged them to strike a fine balance between their duties and privileges.
Veer Rajwade & Avikamm Agrawal - Yellow House The Council Members for the session 2018-19 include :
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BLUE HOUSE :
Prefect: Tarush Garg
Vice Prefect: Aashna Parwani
House Representatives :
Class 1A : Anaaya Dhoble
Class 1B : Aaradhya Singhania
Class 2: Adhya Parwani
Class 3: Jaswant Kaur Guram
Class 4 : Alika Panchmatiya
Class 5 : Vinamra Jaiswal
RED HOUSE :
Prefect: Anaaya Singhania
Vice Prefect: Samaira Kale
House Representatives :
Class 1A: Molee Goyal
Class 1B : Tiahna Kaur Sethi
Class 2: Isha Parekh
Class 3 : Samrat Sancheti
Class 4 : Shaan Parekh
Class 5 : Prabhansh S Anand
YELLOW HOUSE :
Prefect: Veer Rajwade
Vice Prefect: Avikamm Agrawal
House Representatives :
Class 1A : Arkit Naha
Class 1B : Shravika Bhartia
Class 2 : Fahad Parekh
Class 3 : Harshita Wadhwa
Class 4 : Shubh Aggrawal
Class 5 : Aarit Singhania

WORKSHOP BY DR. SHISHIR PALSAPURE CONDUCTED IN CPSI
A workshop on 'Emotional Wellbeing of Children' was held for the parents of the learners of CPSI at Centre
th
Point School International on 10 October, 2018, Wednesday, from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.by the well-known
Psychologist and a Clinical Psycotherapist, Dr. Shishir Palsapure. The emotional well being of children has
always been a matter of deep concern for both the school and the parents. In a very interesting and an interactive
session, real issues being faced by children as well as the parents were taken up.
The session went on for over two hours, as the parents kept on asking questions, expecting to find solutions
to the various issues they had and the problems they faced in their daily lives with their children. On heavy
demand and popular choice the issues of 'anger management' and 'how to reduce screen time', were also taken
up. But due to time constraints, the workshop had to be concluded but with a promise to have another one soon
as there were many burning issues the parents needed guidance on. All in all, the anxious parents went back,
loaded with many useful suggestions and tips from a very fruitful and satisfying session but yes with a thought in
their mind, craving for more saying “Yeh dil maange more”.
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WORLD TOURISM DAY OBSERVED IN CPSI
Centre Point School International as a part of its International day celebrations celebrated World Tourism
Day on 30th Sept'18. This is celebrated to promote tourism around the world for the global citizens to appreciate
the cultural diversity of different regions and people. The learners of Grade 1 researched and put up exciting
food stalls which displayed the culinary treats from the Asian continent. The Grade 2 learners put up an exciting
skit to teach us how to be responsible tourists when we travel to a new place. The learners of Grade 3 researched
copiously on South Africa customs and traditions and put up an exciting dance performance on the popular
Waka Waka foot tapping music. The learners of Grade 4 did extensive research on travel to Australia and planned
an itinerary highlighting important tourist places to visit while there.They prepared a powerpoint presentation
to share with all learners. The Grade 5 learners learnt the art of blogging and worked on South America. The
senior most Grade 6 learners researched on the upcoming field of Medical Tourism in USA.
The learnings of all grades were displayed and showcased for all to appreciate. The Cambridge learners used
their skills of Creativity and Collaboration to make the celebration a grand success.

Glimpses of
World Tourism Day
In CPSI
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INTERNATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION DAY OBSERVED IN CPSI
Energy Conservation Day, the fourth international day was observed
in Centre Point School International on the 14th of December. The learners
were engaged in activities throughout the day that created awareness on
the importance of conserving energy. These activities were conducted in
the form of Inter House Competitions. The day started with a learner
briefing the school on the importance of this day. This was followed by a
Power Point Presentation competition on the topic of 'Alternative Energy
Sources' by grade 6. The judges were Ms. Radhika Mehra, Principal, CPS,
Quiz Master Nishant Buddhi
Amravati Road Bypass and Ms. Anita Sharma, Vice-Principal, CPS,
Amravati Road. All the teams gave very interesting presentations that gave us an insight on the work done on
renewable sources of energy. This was followed by a quiz competition for
Grades 3, 4 & 5 – one learner from each grade. The selection was done after
a preliminary pen and paper test. The quiz master Nishanth Budhi, a
former alumnus of Centre Point, Katol Road prepared a very well balanced
quiz on this topic. The quiz in itself was an eye opener for all the learners.
Red House gave an amazing performance. The last event was the Drawing
And Painting Competition for grade 1 and 2 on topics including 'How to
save water', 'I can save nature', 'How can I save electricity' and 'Don't waste
anything'. All the learners of the school were given a small paper cut out of
a bulb and were asked to sketch or write their ideas on energy
conservation. This was then displayed on the school soft board.
The Quiz Participants

WORLD ANIMAL WELFARE DAY OBSERVED IN CPSI

Centre Point School
International observed World
Animal Welfare Day in the last
week of November. Learners
appreciated the important role
that wild, domestic and marine
animals play in our lives.
Learners benefitted and were
sensitised to the idea that all
Yellow House presenting their story
animals
deserve a good life and
on Plight of Elephants
Blue House presenting their story on kindness to pets
quality care. Different Inter House Activities were planned across all grades of
the school. GROUP RECITATION by Grade 1: Learners of Grade I put up a
presentation highlighting the problems faced by the animals due to human
activities. They brought to light the plight of the animals and inspired the
other learners to be more insightful while dealing with animals. Blue House
stole the show by taking the first place . Red House bagged the second position
while the yellow House secured the third position. SAVE MARINE LIFE by
Grade 2 & 3 : The grade 2 and 3 learners made a chart using origami depicting
the hazards caused by reckless use of plastic in the seas and oceans. Blue
House again won the competition followed by Red House and Yellow House.
SAVE EXTINCT ANIMALS by
Grade 4, 5 & 6 : A collage on
Red House presenting their story on Oil Spill
extinct wild animals was
made by the learners of grades 4,5,6. The master pieces were eye-catching
and informative. Yellow and Blue House scored 16 points each to get the
first place. Red House captured the second place with 11.5 points. Through
these activities the learners explored different skills including creativity,
collaboration, adaptability, communication and leadership. Judges for the
Judges-Mrs. Savita Venkat,
event included Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee, Executive Director, Centre Point
Mrs. Mukta Chatterjee
Group of Schools, Mrs. Savita Venkat and Mrs. Asma Qureshi.
and Mrs. Asma Qureshi
wtih Mrs. Anuradha Buddhi
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CROONERS OF CPSI ENTHRAL THE AUDIENCE IN CENTUNES
Centunes an Inter School Group And Duet Singing
Competition was organised by Centre Point School,
th
Wardhaman Nagar on 12 Jan'19.
CPSI in its debutante year had18
learners in Hindi group singing and 6
participants in English group singing.
The English duet 'Chiquita' by
Veer Rajwade and Samaira Kale
mesmerized the audience. The
CPSI Choir singing a Hindi group song
English Choir performed the
Christmas carol 'The First Noel'. The Hindi group sang the medley of 'Ha rahem' and
'Gurus of piece'. The Hindi duet 'Ori chiraiyya' by Vihaan Tarkunde and Muzammil
Sheikh won the 3rd prize and enthralled the audience.
Hindi Duet by Muzammil & Vihaan

SPECTACULAR PERFORMANCE BY CPSI STUDENTS
Centre Point School International's very first concert was
st
held on 31 Jan'19 where all the learners performed with
enthusiasm and zeal. The entire school participated
wholeheartedly towards the success of this grand event. The
performance showcased by the talented students across
different grades impressed one and all. The theme of the
concert was “Our Small World” staging all the aspects of
Cambridge Curriculum such as cultural awareness, application
of their knowledge, innovation and International Mindedness.
There were performances that presented the culture of various
countries through dance. The show began with a very dazzling Arabian dance where girls from grades 1,2 and 3
swayed and twirled on a mesmerizing music. The hilarious English play 'The Crazy Story' had a brilliant script
and made the audience dissolve into laughter as it was not any clichéd fairy tale with Prince always saving the
Princess and falling in love with her beauty and helplessness! With wolves who are portrayed negatively. With
plenty of ideas in the mind, an author writes a new story using his creativity and critical thinking skills and ends
up writing an innovative one that turns out to be a hilarious Crazy Story!
The dance from Thailand was a rice growers' dance that showcased the process of rice farming and finally
celebrating the harvest. The Shadow Dance showcased the Goals for Global Peace and was presented
meticulously by the learners. The back-breaking effort taken by the learners to do the formations highly
impressed the audience. Love Song to the Earth – the Musical was all about saving the environment showcasing
man's greed and reckless deforestation and how it leads to loss of habitat of the animals. It was a perfect blend of
their singing, dancing and acting. The audience was amazed to see the very inventive Puppet Show performed by
the boys of grades 5 and 6. It was not a usual puppet show but a visual treat presented by puppets on their knees.
Melodious Songs sung by the Junior and Senior Choir were about
unity and appreciating the uniqueness of each other. They were
beautifully sung by the learners from across all grades. The lively
props, costumes and enactment by the students was applauded
by the audience.
The rigorous and enjoyable journey helped the learners
develop and display a variety of skills such as collaboration,
confidence, co-ordination innovation, tolerance, patience, grit
and many more. The event closed with a grand finale celebration
by all the participants bringing lamps on the stage. It was indeed
a spectacular display of talent and fervour.
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Glimpses of Centre Point School International Concert

News@CPS will be back again with Glimpses of
Achievements, Activities, Artwork & Compositions of Centre Pointers.
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